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Chapter 1
t. Express the following quantities in scientific

notation.
a. 4501 m

4.501x103 m

b. 75,000 km

7.5x104 km

c. 6438 g

6.438x103 g

d. 0.6438 g

6.438x10-1 g

e. 0.00048 s

4.8xI0-4 s

f. 24h
2.4x101 h

2. Convert each of the following quantities as

indicated.
a, 3600 cm to meters

: (3600 cm) x (rr, 
*r-,-t-r* J

:36 m

b. 5000 m to kilometers

: (sooo m) x (-1I!!-iooo J
:5 km

c. 5000 km to meters

: (5ooo km) x (+H!)
: 5,000,000 m

d. 15 kg to grams

: (15 kg) x ('*., J
: 15,000 g

e. 1.5 mg to grams

: (r.s ms) x (##*)
:0.0015 g
: 1.5X10-3 g

3. Write the conversion factor for each of the
following conversions.
a. mL to liters

1L
1000 mL

b. kg to grams

1000 g

lkg
c. nm to meters

1m
1,000,000,000 nm

d. f¿g to Srams
1g

1,000,000 pg

e. k-/r2 to m/s2
1000 m
lkm

4. Calculate each of the following and express

the results in scientific notation with the
conect number of signifìcant digits and
correct units.
a. 4.098m + 56.03 m * 10.2m

4.098m+56.03m+10.2m
= 7.03X101 m or 70.3 m

b. 603 km
1000 s

603 km
1000 s

= 6.0X10-1 km/s or 0.6 knVs

c. 4.000 m X 20.3 m
= 8.120x1d m2 or 81.20 m2

d. 5.5X10-1 mm + 2.0X10-3 mm
5.5x10-1 mm + 2.0X10-3 mm
:0.55 mm + 0.0020 mm
: 0.55 mm or 5.5X10-l mm
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Ghapter 1 continued

5. On Earth, the force of gravity on an object
is expressed as F = m x g, where F is the
force applied on the object, m is the mass

of the objecç and g is the gravitational
constanL which is 9.80 m/s2.
a. What are the units of the force of gravity

if the mass is expressed in kilograms?

F=mXg
F= kg x 9.80 m/s2

Therefore, the units are kg.m/s2

b. Calculate the gravitational force on an
obiect with a mass of 10.32 kg.

F= mX g
: 10.32 kg x 9.80 m/s2
: 101 kg.m/s2

6. State the number of significant digits in
each of the following measurements and
express the value in scientific notation.
a. 903 kg

3; 9.03x102 kg

b. 600.00 m

5; 6.0000x104 m

c. 0.0030 mm

2;3.0x10*3 mm

d. 8.o3ox ro-41
4; 8.030x10-4 J

e. 38.60x l0-3 m/s

4;3.860X10-2 m/s

7. The figure below shows a graph of the mass

of a substance compared to its volume.

b. What is the volume of 6.0 kg of the
substance?

4.0 L

c. What is the mass of each liter of the
substance?

1.0 kg

8. The surface of a rectangular table is measured
as 2.24 m long and 1.103 m wide.
a. Calculate the perimeter of the tabletop.

Perimeter : 2.24 m + 2.24 m +
1.103m+1.103m

= 6'686 m

- 6.69 m

b. Calculate,fr" 
"r." 

of the tabletop.

Area = 2.24m X 1.103 m
:2.47 m2

c. What is the area of the tabletop,
expressed in square centimeters?

2.47 m2 x (1oo cm\ " /1oo cm\
r rm /^\-rr /:

2.47x1O4 cm2

9. As a pump transfers water into a cylindrical
tank the mass of water in the tank is
measured on a balance. Table 1-1 shows
the mass of water in the tank and its depth.
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a. What type of relationship is mass

versus volume?

linear
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Depth of Water (cm) Mass of Water (kg)
't0 75

20 149

30 225

40 302

50 376

60 453
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Ghapter 1 continued

a. Plot the values given in the table and
draw a graph that best fits all the points

a. Which set of results is more precise?

Explain your answer.

The results on the electron¡c
balance are more prec¡se because
they measure the values to more
significant digits.

b. Which set of results is more accurate?

Explain your answer.

The results on the triple-beam
balance are more accurate because
they are closer to the known values
of the calibration weights.

1 1. Add or subtract as indicated. Make sure that
your answers contain the correct number of
significant digits.
a. 0.00039 mm * 0.0025 mm

0.0029 mm

b. 2103 s - 2.4 s

2101 s

c. 2.3xro-4 kg + 6.7x 1o-3 kg

6.9x10-3 kg

d. 5.85x103 m - 5.2x102 m
5330 m

12, Multiply or divide as indicated. Make sure

your answers contain the correct number
of significant digits.
a. (2.21 kg)(100.0 m/s2)

221kg.mls2
3.3x lo-s m
6.55 x 10-6 s

5.0 m/s

200.0 cm2
I.23 cm

163 cm

d. (7.8ex104 km)(3x102 km)

2x107 km2
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b. Describe the resulting graph.

It represents a linear relationship.

c. Write an equation relating the depth of
water in the tank to the mass of water.

mass = depth x 7.5 kg/cm

d. What is the slope of the line in your
graph?

7.5 kg/cm

e. Why is the value for the mass of water
measured at 40 cm not enactly twice the
value measured at 2O cln?

There is a slight variation in the
data.

10. A student measures the mass of a standard

set of calibration weights on â triple-beam
balance and an electronic balance, obtaining
the data in Table 1-2.

Table 1-2

Standard
Value

Triple-Beam
Balance

Electronic
Balance

1.000 g 1.001 g 1.1033 g

2.000 g 2.002 g 2.1033 g

3.000 g 3.001 g 3.1034 g

5.000 g 5.000 g 5.1033 g

b.

c,
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Chapter 2
1. An airplane travels at a constant speed, relative to the ground, of 900.0 km/h.

a. How far has the airplane traveled after 2.0 h in the air?

d: lrt
: (900.0 km/hx2.O h)
: 1800 km

b. How long does it take for the airplane to travel between City A and City B if
the cities are 3240 km apart?

._ d
l-- v

3240 km
900.0 km/h

= 3.600 h

c. If a second plane leaves t h after the firsL and travels at L200 km/h, which
flight will arrive at City B fìrst?

._ d¡-- v

_ 3240 km
1200 km/h

:2,7 h

The second plane arrives 3.7 h after the first plane departs, so the f¡rst
plane arrives before the second.

2. You and your friend staft iogging around a 2.00X 103-m running track at the
same time. Your average running speed is 3.15 m/s, while your friend runs at
3.36 m/s. How long does your friend wait for you at the finish line?
._ d
t-- v

. - 2.00X103 mt:ffi:635s(yourtime)
t, = ?*H# :5e5 s (rriend's time)

Your friend's wait time is:
635s-595s:4.0X101 s
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Chapter 2 continued

3. The graph to the right shows the
distance versus time for two cars

traveling on a straight highway.
a. What can you determine about

the relative direction of travel
of the cars?

The cars are traveling in
opposite directions.

b. At what time do they pass one
another?

They pass 5 h after starting.
c. Which car is traveling faster?

Explain.

Car A is traveling faster because
the slope of its line has a larger
magnitude- The slope represents

#,ot speed.
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d. What is the speed of the slower car?

The speed is equalto the slope of
the line ff, which is calculated from
two points on the graph as 20 km/h.

4. You drop a ball from a height of 2.0 m. It falls to the floor, bounces straight
upward 1.3 m, falls to the floor again, and bounces 0.7 m.
a. Use vector anows to show the motion of the ball.
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b. At the top of the second bounce, what is the total distance that the ball

has traveled?

d: dt+ d2+ ds+ d4

:2.0m+1.3m+1.3m+0.7m
:5.3 m

\ar,

Car B
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Ghapter 2 continued

c. At the top of the second bounce, what is the ball's displacement from its
starting point?

Ld=dt+?d2)+d4+(-dql
:2.0m-1.3m+1.3m-0.7m
: 1.3 m downward

d. At the top of the second bounce, what is the ball's displacement from the
floor?

0.7 m upward

5, You are making a map of some of your favorite locations in town. The streets run
north-south and east-west and the bloc}s are exactly 200 m long. As you map
the locations, you walk th¡ee blocks north, four blocls east, one block north, one
block west, and four blocks south.
a. Draw a diagram to show your route.

North

b. What is the total distance that you traveled while making the map?

dtot"t :q+d2+ds+d4+ds
:Sblocks+4b¡ocks+

1 block + 1 block * 4 blocks
: 13 blocks

13 blocks X 200 m/block = 2600 m

c. Use your diagram to determine your final displacement from your starting
point.

3 blocks x 200 m/block = 600 m

The displacement is 600 m east from the starting po¡nt.

d. What vector will you follow to retum to your starting point?

600 m toward the west.
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Ghapter 2 continued

6. An antelope can run 90.0 km/h. A cheetah can run 117 km/h for short distances.

The cheetah, however, can maintain this speed only for 30.0 s before giving up
the chase.

a. Can an antelope with a 150.0-m lead outrun a cheetah?

d= vt
f:30s
vanterope : (eo.o -t*(-l¡-r* J#)

:25.0 m/s

vcheetah : (117 *t*{-lj-r.* J#)
= 32.5 m/s

danretope : 25.0 m/s X 30.0 s
:750 m

dcheetah : 32.5 m/s X 30.0 s
:975 m

The cheetah can run 225 m farther than the antelope in 30.0 s, so a
150.0-m lead is not sufficient.

b. What is the closest that the antelope can allow a cheetah to approach and
remain likely to escape?

226 m
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7. The position-time graph to the
right represents the motion of three
people in an airport moving toward
the same departure gate.

a. Which person travels the farthest
during the period shown?

person A

b. which person travels fastest by
riding a motorized cart? How
can you tell?

person B. The magnitude of
the slope is largest for line B
when the person is traveling.

c. Which person starts closest to
the departure gate?

Person B and person C start
400 m from the gate.

d. Which person appears to be going to the wrong gate?

person C
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Answer

Chapter 2 continued

8. A radio signal takes 1.28 s to travel from a

transmitter on the Moon to the surface of
Earth. The radio waves travel at 3.00X 108

m/s. What is the distance, in kilometers,
from the Moon to Earth?

d: nt
: (3.00X108 m/s) x 1.28 s
:3.84X108 m

: (s.B4xlos m) x (+r*)
= 3.84x105 km

9. You start to walk toward your house east-
ward at a constant speed of 5.0 km/h.
At the same time, your sister leaves your
house, driving westward at a constant speed
of 30.0 km/h. The total distance from your
starting point to the house is 3.5 km.
a. Draw a position-time graph that shows

both your motion and your sister's
motion.

I

li
Sister 

-ll You

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Time (h)

b. From the graph, determine how long
you travel before you meet your sister.

0.1 h

c. How far do you travel in that time?

0.5 km

10. A bus travels on a northbound street for
20.0 s at a constant velocity of tO.O m/s.
After stopping for 20.0 s, it travels at a con-
stant velocity of 15.0 m/s for 30.0 s to the
next stop, where it remains for 15.0 s. For
the next 15.0 s, the bus continues north
at 15.0 m/s.
a. Construct a d-t graph of the motion of

the bus.

800.0

600.0
E

b
400.0

200.0

20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0

f (s)

b. What is the total distance traveled?

d: n1\ + vzk + vslb + v4t4 + ysfs

: (10.0 m/s)(20.0 s) +
(0.00 m/sX20.0 s) +
(15.0 m/s)(30.0 s) +
(0.00 m/sXl5.0 s) +
(15.0 m/s)(15.0 s)

:875m
c. What is the average velocity of the bus

for this period?

n"u": #
_ 875m

vave - 100^0 s
:8.75 m/s
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Chapter 3
1. Use the velocity-time graph below to calculate the velocity of the object whose

motion is plotted on the graph.

700.0
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10.0 20.0 30.0

a. What is the acceleration between the points on the graph labeled A and B?

o- Lv-(vr-vr)-tf
_ 300.0 m/s - 0.0 m/s

20.0 s

: 15.0 m/s2

b. What is the acceleration between the points on the graph labeled B and C?

Âv: 0, therefore a = O

(no acceleration)

c, What is the acceleration between the points on the graph labeled D and E?

Lv t (v¡- vt)
tt
0.0 m/s - 500.0 m/s

40.0 s

: -125 m/s2

d. What is the total distance that the obiect travels between points B and C?

d: vt
:300.0 m/s x 10.0 s
:3.00X103 m

2. If you throw a ball straight upward, it will rise into the air and then fall back

down toward the gound. Imagine that you throw the ball with an initial velocity
of 13.7 mls.

40.0 50.0

Time (s)

60.0 70.0 80.0
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Chapter 3 continued

a. How long does it take the ball to reach
the top of its motion?

vr= vr* at

therefore f, : vr- vt

, _ 13.7 m/s - 0.00 m/s
'-@
: 1.40 s

b. How far will the ball rise before it
begins to fall?

a = tU1+ u,)t

= t1t.t m/s + 0.00 m/s)(i.40 s)

= 9.59 m

c. What is its average velocity during this
period?

vave

_ 9.59 m - 0.00 m
1.40 s

= 6.85 m/s

3. A car is traveling at 20 m/s when the driver
sees a ball roll into the street. From the
time the driver applies the brakes, it takes
2 s for the car to come to a stop.
a. What is the average acceleration of the

car during that period?

^_Ãv_vÍ-via- t - t

_ 0m/s-20m/s
2s

: -10 m/s2

b. How far does the car travel while the
brakes are being applied?

d = di+ vl + tatz
= 0 m + (20 m/s)(2 s) +

]t-to m/s2¡12 s¡2

=0m+40m+(-20m/s)
:20 m

4. A hot air balloon is rising at a constant
speed of 1.00 m/s. The pilot accidentally
drops his pen 10.0 s into the flight.
a. How far does the pen drop?

The pen falls from the altitude of the
balloon at 10 s.

d: llt
: (1.00 m/s)(10.0 s)
:10.0 m

b. How fast is the pen traveling when it
hits the ground, ignoring air resistance?

vt2: vi2 + 24q- di)
:0 + 2(9.80 Íì/s2X10.0 m - 0.00 m)

= 196 m2ls2
y: 14.0 m/s

5. A sudden gust of wind increases the velocity
of a sailboat relative to the water sufäce from
3.0 m/s to 5.5 m/s over a period of 30.0 s.

a, What is the average acceleration of the
sailboat?

^_ Ãva- t

_ (vt _ vi)
t

5.5 m/s - 3.0 m/s
30.0 s

: 0.083 m/s2

b. How far does the sailboat travel during
the period of acceleration?

d¡= di+ v{+taÊ

: o.o ' * +3#3 + ]{o.oes m/s2)

(30.0 s)2

:130m

6. During a serve, a tennis ball leaves a racket at
180 km/h after being accelerated for 80.0 ms.
a. What is the average acceleration on the

ball during the serve in m/s2?

v,: (180 km/h)(]!qeiJkm X*åE)
:5.0X101 m/s
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Ghapter 3 continued

-_Av_vÍ-vta- t - t

- 5.Ox1O1 m/s - O.O m/s
8.0x10-2 s

:630 m/s2

b. How far does the ball move during the
period of acceleration?

dr: di+ v¡f + I "P: 0.0 m + (0.0 m/s)(0.080 s) +

]toeo m/s2¡1o.oeoo s¡2

:2.0 m

7. Anna walks off the end of a 10.0-m diving
platform.
a. What is her acceleration in m/s2 toward

the pool?

Her acceleration due to gravity is
9.80 m/s2.

b. How long does it take her to reach the
water?

I
dt = di + v,f + |at2, v, and d, : 6

Solve for f:
.- lrd._{,

2x10.0m
e^8õæ

: 1,43 s

c. What is her velocity when she reaches

the water?

\= va+ at
: 0.0 m/s + (9.80 m/s2)(1.43 s)
: 14.0 m/s

b. A rocket used to lift a satellite into orbit
undergoes a constant acceleration of
6.25 mf s2. When the rocket reaches

an altitude of ¿S km above the surface

of Earth, it is traveling at a velocity of
625 mls. How long does it take for the
rocket to reach this speed?

Sofve d¡: di + vit + tatz lor t
(let v, and d, = g¡

Physics: Principles and Problems

l:Fva
(2x 45 *')FÎHq)

6.25 m/s2

:120s
The table below shows the velocity of a
student walking down the hallway between
classes.

Time (s) VelociU (m/s)

0.0 0.0

10.0 't.5

20.0 't.5

30.0 1.5

31.0 0.0

40.0 0.0

50.0 3.0

60.0 3.0

61.0 0.0

a. What is happening to the student's
speed during ú : 60.0 s and t: 61.0 s?

He is slowing down.

b. What is his acceleration between ú: 10 s

and ú: 20 s?

Ava:-
t
vÍ- vi

4-ri
1.5 m/s - 1.5 m/s

-f
(t
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200s-100s
= 0.0 m/s

c. What is his acceleration between
ú : 60.0 s and t: 61.0 s?

A,v2:--t

- 
vÍ- vi

4-tr
0.0 m/s - 3.0 m/s

61.0 s - 60.3 s
:3.0 m/s
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Answer

Ghapter 3 continued

d. Assuming constant acceleration, how far
did he walk during the first 5 s?

o- Ln
t

: vÍ- vi

+-4
1.5 m/s - 0.0 m/s

10.0s-0.0s
:0.15 m/s2

d = di+ v{+ tat2
= 0.0 m + (0.0 m/s)(5.0 s) +

]to.rs m/s2¡1s.0 s¡2

=1.9m

t 0, On the surface of Mars, the acceleration due
to gravity is 0.379 times as much as that on
the surface of Earth. A robot on Mars pushes
a rock over a 500.0-m cliff.
a. How long does it take the rock to reach

the ground below the cliff?

a = 9.80 m/s2 x 0.379

= 3.71 m/s2

Solve lor d, = d. * vrt + f,at2
for f (let v, and d¡ : 0)

'- Er'-V a

21500.0 m)
3.71 m/s2

: 16.4 s

b. How fast is the rock traveling when it
reaches the surface?

\: vi+ at
: 0.0 m/s + (3.71 Wsz¡te.C s¡

= 60.8 m/s

c. How long would it take the rock to fall
the same distance on the surface of Earth?

T_ ET'-V a

2(500.0 m)
9.80 m/s2

11. Asþdiver iumps fiom an airplane 1000.0 m
above the ground. He waits for 8.0 s and
fhen opens his parachute. How far above
the ground is the sþ diver when he opens
his parachute?

dt= di+ v,tt+ |at2

dr - di: v.tt + !at2
f:0
Ad: at2 where a: -g
¡a: |øû

: -]{s.eo m/sf(a.o s¡2

: -310 m
1000.0 m + (-310 m) : 690 m above

the ground

12. A speeding car is traveling at 92.0 km/h
toward a police car at rest, facing the same
direction as the speeding car. If the police
car begins accelerating when the speeding
car is 250.0 m behind the police car, what
must the police car's acceleration be in
order for the police car to reach the speeding
car's velocity at the moment the speeding car
catches up? Assume that the speeding car
does not slow down.

; - 
Avpolice

øpolice - At

At: :-Ad
Yspeeder

apolice: onoo,,""(@o 
)

AYpotice

l--ad- \ 
:

\ n"o""o"r/

Yf, police - Yi, police

_ Ld
Yspeeder

_ (25.6 m/s - 0.0 m/s)

/ 25O.0 m \
\zs.o mls/

= 2.62 mls2
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Answer

Chapter 4
l. You and your bike have a combined mass

of 80 kg. How much braking force has to
be applied to slow you from a velocity of
5 m/s to a complete stop in 2 s?

, v+ - vi 0.0 m/s - 5.0 m/s
\- ti 2.0 s - 0.0 s

: 2.5 m/s2

F: Iflâ
:80 kg x (-2.5 m/s2)

: -200 N

2. Before opening his parachutq a sþ diver
with a mass of 90.0 kg experiences an

upward force from air resistance of 150 N.
a. What net force is acting on the sþ diver?

Fgravity : mg

= 90.0 kg x 9.80 m/s2

= 882 N downward

Fnet : Fair resistance + Fgravity

Fnet=150N+(-882N)
= -732 N

:73O N downward

b. What is the sþ diver's acceleration?
E

¿: 
t net
m

-730 N
90.0 kg

= -8.1 m/s2

= 8.1 m/s2 downward

3. A large helicopter is used to lift a heat
pump to the roof of a new building. The
mass of the helicopter is 5.0x103 kg and
the mass of the heat pump is 1500 kg.

a. How much force must the air exert on
the helicopter to lift the heat pump with
an acceleration of 1.5 m/s2?

Fn"t : 4¡tt + 4u"r"or" gravity

= tftâ + mg

= (6.5x103 kgx1.5 m/s2¡ +
(6.5x103 kg X9.80 m/s2)

= 7.3x10a N upward

b. Two chains connected to the load each

can withstand a tension of 15,000 N.
Can the load be safely lifted at 1.5 m/s2?

Fload : Fl¡tt + liu"r"or" gravity

= tÌtâ + mg
: (1.5X103 kgxl.5 m/s2) +

(1.sx103 kgx9.80 m/s2)

:2.25X103N+1.47X104N
: 1.7x104 N

The load can be safely lifted
because the total force on the
cha¡ns is less than their combined
capab¡lity of 3.0x104 N

4. In a lab experimenç you attach a 2.0-kg
weight to a spring scale. You lift the scale

and weight with a constant reading of
22.5 N.
a. What is the value and direction of the

acceleration on the weight?

Fnet:Fscale-Fgravity

:22.5 N - (2.0 kgxg.8o m/s2)

= 2.9 N upward

m
Fnet

2.0 kg
2.9 N

= 0.69 m/s2
: 6.9X10-1 m/s2

b. How far do you lift the weight in the
fìrst 2.0-s interval?

dt: di + v{ + tat2
: 0 m + (0 m/s)(2.0 s) +

]{e.sr,r o-r m/s2¡12.0 s¡2

:1.4m
5. As a large iet flies at a constant altitude,

its engines produce a forward thrust of
8.4x10s N. The mass of the plane is
2.6x 10s kg.
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Ghapter 4 continued

a. What is the forward acceleration of the
plane, ignoring air resistance?

F: tflâ

^_ F
a--

m

8.4x10s N
2.6x105 kg

:3.2 m/s2

b. How much upward force must the air
exert on the plane when it is flying
horizontally?
Because the plane is not changing
altitude,

Fnet = 0, so fi,n : -Fgravity

4n = -Fgravity
: -(2.6x10s rg¡-S.eO m/s2)

= 2.5x106 N

6. Two masses are tied to a rope on a pulley,
as shown below.

Frictionless pulley

2.0 kg 0.8 kg

1.5 m

a. When the system is released from this
position, what is the acceleration of the
2.00-kg mass?

Fnet = Fg-large - Fg'small +
mlrrrge9 - fismatl9

: (2.00 kgX9.BO m/s2) -
(0.80 kgx9.80 m/s2)

: 11.8 N downward

^_ F,r-- m

_ 11.8 N
2.8 kg

: 4.2 mls2 downward

b. How long does it take for the 2.0-kg
mass to fall to the floor?

Solve dt = di+ vit + tat2 tor t

whiled¡ :0m,vi =0m/s

t-FYa
(2)(1.5 m)-12ñg

= 0.85 s

7. A man is standing on a scale inside an
airplane. When the airplane is traveling
horizontally (in other words, the vertical
acceleration of the plane is zero) the
scale reads 705.6 N. What is the vertical
acceleration of the plane in each of the
following situations?
a. When the scale reads 950.0 N.

Fg: Iftg
E

m - !-e-
g

Fn r= ma

Fnet: Fscate + (-Fg)

ft?â : F"""¡" -
E _Ë

^_'scale 
,g

m

F"""1" - Fg

e)

%
c)o
!

:.I
e
ô
ã-
Þ
o
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3
f)

F

À
3:

õ'p
o

a)

€

Ë
c)o

¡.
I
7
o

T

I

_ dF"""rc - å)
Fs

(9.S0 rn/s2x950.0 N - 705.6 N)

705.6 N

: 3.39 m/s2

b. When the scale reads 500.0 N
Fg: Iftg

^:5g

Fn r: Iflâ

4ret: Fscate + (-Fg)
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Chapter 4 continued

Iflâ: F"" ¡. -

-- F"""t"-Fg
a- 

-

m
E _E
' scale ' g

EJ
: dF"".l" - å)

Fs

(9.80 m/s2)(500.0 N - 705.6 N)

705.6 N

: -2.86 m/s2

8. An airboat glides across the surface of the
water on a cushion of air. Perform the
following calculations for a boat in which
the mass of the boat and passengers is

a50 kg.

a. If there is no friction, how much force
must the propeller fan exert on the air
to accelerate the boat at 5.00 mls2?

F: tÍlâ
: (450 kgx5.00 m/s2)

:2.2X103 N

b. If the actual acceleration with the fan
generating the force calculated in part a
is only 4.95 mf s2, how much friction
does the air cushion exert on the boat?

âfr¡"tion : 4deal - âactual

4r¡ction : fiâfrict¡on

ñâiaeat a"ç¡r¡¿¡X4s0kg)

: (S.00 m/s2 - 4.9s m/s2)

:22N
c. What is the upward force exerted by the

air cushion on the boat?

Fi¡tt: -Fgravity - -mg
: -(450 kgx-9.80 m/s2)

:4.4X103 N

9. A golf ball with a mass of 45 g is struck
by a club, leaving the tee with a speed of
1.8 x 102 km/h. The period of acceleration
was 0.50 m/s.

a. What is the average acceleration on the
ball as it was struck (in m/s2)?

"=+,wheref=okm/h
(1.sxr02 *.n(HXrååã)

Fs

a-

ú
s
ò
É
È
Eo
O

t
3
s

(,)

I
F
o

o

õ

ã

g

:òo
g
o
I

o
o
O

1O.SO rn"(rooo,"-----L)

_ 50 m/s.
5.0x10-4 s

: 1.0x105 m/s2

b. What is the force exerted on the club?

F: IÍlâ

':9) x (1.oxlos m/s2): (45 s)(ìooo g,

= 4.5x103 N

c. What is the force exerted on the club by
the ball?
L _ 

-L' ball - 'club
: -4.5x103 N

10. A package of instruments is attached to a

helium-fìlled weather balloon that exerts an

upward force of 45 N.
a. If the instrument package weighs 10.0 kg

will the balloon be able to lift it?

Frro: ma

-- 4¡r
"- m

_ 45N
10.0 kg

= 4.5 m/s2

The balloon cannot lift the package
because the upward accelerat¡on ¡s
less than the downward accelerat¡on
of gravity, 9.80 m/s2.

Alternative calculat¡on :

Fsravity = (10'O kgxg'80 m/s2)
: 98.0 N, which exceeds the

upward force
b. What is the upward acceleration if the

instruments weigh 2.0 kg?

Fnet:Fi¡tt-Fgravity
Fnet:ma-mg
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Ghapter 4 continued

: 45 N - (2.0 kgx9.80 m/s2)
:25.4 N

^ - 
Fnet

a--
m

_ 25.4 N
2.0 kg

: 13 m/s2 upward

1 1. A 12-kg block sits on a table. A 10.0-kg
block sits on top of the 12-kg block. If there
is nothing on top of the 10.0-kg block,
what is the force that the table exerts on
the 12-kg block?

Ftable : Fotocr t * 4locrz
: (12 kgx9.80 m/s2) +

(10.0 kgx9.80 m/s2)
:220 N

12. A box experiences a net force of 41 N while
it is being lifted. What is the acceleration of
the box?

Fn"r= IÍrã

¿: Fn"'
m

41 N
9.7 kg

:4.2m1s2

I 3. A rope can withstand 1 .000 X 103 N of
tension. If the rope is being used to pull a
10.0-kg package across a frictionless surface,
what is the greatest acceleration that will
not break the rope?

F: rflâ

14. A 0.100-kg weight is attached to a spring
scale. Find the reading on the scale for each
of the following situations.

a. When the scale is not moving.

Fg= ntg

: (0.100 kgx9.80 m/s2)

= 0.980 N

b. When the scale accelerates at 2.4 mf s2

in the horizontal direction.
The vert¡cal component of the
accelerat¡on ¡s zero, so the reading
on the scale ¡s calculated the same
way as when the scale is not moving.

Fg= mg

= (O.1OO kgX9.B0 m/s2)

= 0.980 N

15. A penny is dropped from the top of a
30.0-m-tall tower. The tower, however, is

not located on Earth. The penny has a mass

of 2.5 g and experiences a gravitational
force of 0.028 N.

a. What is acceleration due to gravity on
this planet?

^ -Fn"g- m

0.028 N
0.0025 kg

:f1 m/s2

b. After 1.00 s, the penny has a velocity of
10.1 m/s. Assuming the force exerted on
the penny by air resistance is uniform
and independent of speed, what is the
magnitude of the force of air resistance
on the penny?

Fn r= ttiã

: Fg * (-F")

Fr: Fg- ffiã,where "=a: #
: Fs -,"(AYJ

E
a--

m

a)o
€
f.

o
(')
e
o
e-
3
f)
I
E

È
3:
9.
o
Þ
o

f)

I
=oo
3Þ
I
I
t

1.000x103 N

10.0 kg

= 1.00X102 mls2
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Ghapter 4 continued

=Fs-'(#)
= 0.028 N - (0.0025 kg)

/ to.t mls - o.o m/s \|i r"oos /

= 0.0028 N

The air resistance is in the opposite
direction from the force of gravity and
the penny's motion, as it should be.

16. The combined mass of a sled and its rider is
46.4kg. The sled is pulled across aftozen
lake so that the force of friction between the
sled and the ice is very small.
a. Assuming that friction between the sled

and the ice is negligible, what force
is required to accelerate the sled at
3.45 mls2?

F= ma
: (46.4 kgx3.45 m/s2)
: 1.60x10Ê N

b. A force of 150.0 N is applied to the
sled and produces an acceleration of
3.00 m/s2. What is the magnitude of
the force of friction that resists the
acceleration?

Fn r= fiâ

4ret=4pp¡¡e¿-Ft
ma: Fappliec - Ft

4 - Fappled- ma

= 150.0 N - (46.4 kgX3.00 ms2)
: 10.8 N
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Chapter 5
1. A small plane takes off and flies 12.0 km in a direction southeast of the aiqport.

At this point, following the instructions of an air traffìc controller, the plane
tums 20.0" to the east of its original flight path and flies 21.0 km. What is the
magnitude of the plane's resultant displacement from the airport?

N

E

0 ".- "

R2: A2+ 82-2ABcos0

f: (12.0 km)2 + (21.0 km¡z - 2(12.0 km)(21.0 km)(cos 160.0')
:32,5 km

2. A hammer slides down a roof that makes a32.0" angle with the horizontal. What
are the magnitudes of the components of the hammer's velocity at the edge of
the roof if it is moving at a speed of 6.25 mls?

v

Fourth quadrant: vrlO and vr( 0.

vx: vcos0
: (6.25 m/s)(cos -32.0')
:5.30 m/s

vr: v sln 0
: (6.25 m/s)(sin -32.0)
: -3.31 m/s

ô

E.
@,Í
o

3I
a-

I
E-
*

Èl

F

f

I
!

;
o

x
vx

vy
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Chapter 5 continued

3. A worker has to move a 17.0-kg crate along a flat floor in a warehouse. The
coefficient of kinetic friction between the crate and the floor is 0.214. The

worker pulls horizontally on a rope attached to the crate, with a 49.0-N force.

What is the resultant acceleration of the crate?

¡direction:
Ft¡=Fg-mg

x-direction:

Fner,x: Fp- Ft

: ffiã*: ma

Ft:lrrF¡¡=pxmg
ma: Fo- þxmg

Fo - pxmg
A--

m

_ 49.0 N - (0.214X17.0 kgxg.8o m/s2)
17.0 kg

= 0.785 m/s2

4, To get a caft to move, two farmers pull on ropes attached to the cart, as shown
below. One farmer pulls with a force of 50.0 N in a direction 35.0' east of north,
while the other exerts a force of 30.0 N in a direction 25.0" west of north. What
are the magnitude and the direction of the combined force exerted on the cart?

N

25.00 35.00

d
s

d
À
É,
o(,)

*g

ÉF
o

o

.E
!

:É
3g

:
!-.-_o
É

e
=

d
o
O

Rr: A** B*= Á cos e1+ B cos 02

Ry= Ay* By: A sin 0't + B s¡n 02

fl: +

E

(A cos e1+ B cos 02)2 + (A sin 01 + B s¡n

(50.0 N)(cos 55.0") + (30.0 N)(cos 115.0'))2 + (50.0 N)(sin 55.0") + (30.0 N)(sin 115.0"))2

= 70.0 N

e = 1"n-'(fr) :,*-'(ffifffi 
)

,^_-tl (50.0 NXsin 55.0') + (30.0 NXsin 115.0"):ran ,l\t

= 76.8"

R:7O.O N at 76.8" north of east
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Chapter 5 continued

5. Takashi trains for a race by rowing his canoe

on a lake. He starts by rowing along a suaight
path. Then he tums and rows 260.0 m west.

If he then finds he is located 360.0 m exactly
north of his starting poinç what was his
displacement along the straight path?

N

Bx: 0.0 m, Ry: 360.0 m

Bx: -260.0 m, B, = 0.0 m

R=A+B,A:R-B
A*: R*- B*= 0.0 m - (-260.0 m)

= 260.0 m

Ay: Ry- By:360.0 m - 0.0 m

:360.0 m

t: Al + Av2

(260.0 m)2 + (360.0 m)2

= 444.1 m

x-direction: lo - F1= ma

a: O (since v= constant)

Fo- F1= O

Fp: Ft

: lrfFlr¡ : p¡Fg

Fo
**:È ¡

45.0 N
235 N

: 0.191

7. A rod supports a 2.35-kg lamp, as shown
below.

25.00

a. What is the magnitude of the tension in
the rod?

y-direction:

Ty= Fg

fsin0:mg
mg

'- sin0

(2.35 kgx9.8o m/s2)

sin 25.0"

: 54.5 N

b. Calculate the components of the force
that the bracket exerts on the rod.

x-direction:

T*- Fr: o

Fr: T cos 0

: (54.5 N)(cos 25.0)
Fx= 49.4 N, inward

B

ß

E

o: t"n-tL&)

: t"n-t(ffi) :54.16'

A: 444.1 m at 54.16' north of east

c)o

E.
s.

@

a
þ
o
a-

f)

!*5
Þ
3:

o
o

3
f)
õ
É
:E

ão
3
!
B

;-)î

6. Mira received a 235-N sled for her birthda¡r
She takes the sled out to a flat snowy fìeld.
When she pushes it with a 45.0-N horizon-
tal force, it slides along at a constant speed.
What is the coefficient of kinetic friction
between the sled and the snow?

Y-direction: F¡: Fn
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Chapter 5 continued

9. A child shoves a small toboggan weighing 100.0 N up a snowy hill, giving the
toboggan an initial speed of 6.0 m/s. If the hill is indined at an angle of 32"
above the horizontal, how far along the hill will the toboggan slide? Assume that
the coefficient of sliding friction between the toboggan and the snow is 0.15.

¡direction:
Fnel, y= Itlâr: O

F¡ - Fnr: o

Fl,¡ = Fgy - mg cos 0

x-direction:
Fnet,x: ñâx= mA

Fgr: mgsine

Fnr- F1: ma

F1= P¡F¡ : Prmg cos 0

mgs¡n0-prmgcos0:ma
¿-g(sing-Fkcos0)

vt2:vt2+2a(4-dtl
o=va2+2ad

,t--vr2 - vr2

2a 2g(sin 0 - pkcos 0)

(2Xe.80 32'- (0.15)cos

: 4.6 Í1, up the hill

10. TWo objecs are connected by a string passing over a frictionless, massless pulley.

As shown below, the block is on an inclined plane and the ball is hanging
over the top edge of the plane. The block has a mass of 60.0 þ and the
coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the indined plane is 0.22.

If the block moves at a constant speed down the indine, and the ball rises at a

constant speed, what is the mass of the hanging ball?

$
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Chapter 5 continued
y is constant, so there is no acceleration.

Ball(m2):

¡direction:
Fnet, y: tft2âr: O

F1-Fn=0
F1= fii2g

Btock (m1):

¡direction: (parallel to the incline)

Fnel, y= mrar= O

F¡=Fnr=o
Fn=åy=ñ1gcos0
Fr = tr¿¡41 : P¡It\9 cos 0

x-direction: (perpendicular to the incline)
Fnet,x= mlax:O

Fnr- F¡ - Ft: g

Fgr= mtg s¡n o

n?1gs¡n 0 - ¡t¡.m19cos 0 - Fr - 0

mlgsin 0- p¡m1g cos0 - In2!=O

^ _ mtg sin d - F¡m1! cos 0,rt2-T
- m, sin 0 - pxmt cos d

: (60.0 kg)(sin 35.0') - (0.22X60.0 kg)(cos gs.0)

-24kg

a)ô
!

6

o

dI
3
ô
I

À

o

o

:f

3
ß

f

U
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n
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Chapter 6
l. A busy waitress slides a plate of apple pie

along a counter to a hungry customer sit-
ting near the end of the counter. The cus-

tomer is not paying attention, and the
plate slides off the counter horizontally
at 0.84 m/s. The counter is 1.38 m high.
a. How long does it take the plate to fall

to the floor?

¡r-direction:
vyi- O, /¡ = 0'84 m

Y¡: Yi* vyit- *n"
o:yi +o-tøt2

the wallet at a speed of +.2 m/s, and the
wallet leaves her hand at a height 2.0 m
above the ground. How far from the base of
the house does the wallet reach the ground?

¡direction:
vyi = visin 0, : (4.2 m/s) sin (-23.0")

= -1.6 m/s
I

Ih: Yi* vrit- igr'
0.0 m:2.0 m + (-1.6 m/s)f -

]ts.ao ils2¡t2

This is a quadratic equation in
the form ax2 + bx + c: 0, with

": |s.eo m/s2¡ = -4.g, b: -1.G,

and c :2.O.

f- -(-t.s) * (-t.e¡z - 4(-4.ex2'o)
2(-4.e)

The positive solution is f = 0.50 s

x-direction:
vxa= vacos 0¡

\: xi * vr.t: xi + v, cos 0,f

= 0.0 m + (4.2 m/s)cos(-23.0")(0.50 s)

:1.9 m

3. A skateboarder is slowing down at a rate of
0.70 m/s2. At the moment he is moving
forward at 1.5 m/s, he throws a basketball
upward so that it reaches a height of 3.0 m,

and then he catches it at the same level it
was thrown without changing his position
on the skateboard. Determine the vertical
and horizontal components of the ball's
velocity relative to the skateboard when
the ball left his hand.

¡direction:
vyt2=vyi2-2g(yt-yi)
Yi: O, and, at the highest position, ,yt= o

2(1.38 m)
e3oæ

b, How far from the base of the counter
does the plate hit the floor?

x-direction:
v*i: 0.84 m/s, x¡ : 0.0 m

\: xi* vrrt
: 0.0 + (0.84 m/sX0.53 s)
:0.45 m

c. What are the horizontal and vertical
components of the plate's velocity just

before it hits the floor?

horizontal:

vrt= vxa= 0'84 m/s

vertical:
vyr: vyi- 9t

- 0 - (9.80 m/s2)(0.53 s)
: -5.2 m/s

2. DuWayne is on his way out to go $ocery
shopping when he realizes that he has left
his wallet at home, so he calls his wife,
Yolanda, who opens a high window and
throws DuWayne's wallet down at an angle
23' below the horizontal. Yolanda throws

l: Æ:vs
= 0.53 s

f

t)
d

À
E
o
O

3

¿
&
F

0
o

á
(J

o-.o
É

(-)
I
É

d
o
O

O: nri2 - 2gy¡

vyi:'f 2gv¡=
=7.7 mls

2(9.80 r¡52¡1s.0 m)
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Ghapter 6 continued

To find the time the ball is in the air:

Yt= lli* vyit- *nr'
Falling from the highest point, vyi= 0,

Yt= O, and Yt :3.0 m

g=yi+0- 
Igroo*n,

, _En_/@
'down-Vg-19.80m/s2

= 0.782 s
f : 2f6o*n = 2(0.782 s)
: 1.565 s

x-direction:

Distance the skateboarder moves:

Xs=xs¡ *vo,f+tat2

= 0 + (1.5 m/s)(1.565 s) +

f,t-o.zo m/sz¡r.s6s s)2

= 1.490 m

Horizontal distance the ball moves:

Xb: Xba+ Vxl¡at

= 0 * (1.5 m/s)(r.565 s)

= 2.348 m

x6 * Ax: x"

Distance skateboard lags behind ball:

Ax: x" - xb = 1.490 m - 2.348 m

= -0.848 m
Horizontal velocity skateboarder must
throw ball relative to skateboard:

_ Ax _ -0.848 m
"xi- t - ls6ss

: -0.548 m/s

vr¡ = 0.55 m/s opposite the direction of
motion of the skateboarder

4. A tennis ball is thrown toward a vertical
wall with a speed of 21.0 m/s at an angle
of 40.0" above the horizontal. The horizon-
tal distance between the wall and the point
where the tennis ball is released is 23.0 m.
a. At what height above the point of

release does the tennis ball hit the wall?

x-direction:
vxi = v¡ cos 0¡ :

4 = xi* vr..t

xt- xi= vxat

\-xt- \-xl
v)d vt cos 01

fwa¡ = 1.43 s

¡direction:
vri = visin 0'

23.0m-0.0mf= = lzto nVs¡ cos lO"C

V¡: Yi* vyit- InP

Y¡- Yi: vyit- Ine: v,sin e$ - IgF
= (21.0 m/s) sin 40.0'(1.43 s) -

]ts.eo m/sz¡r.40 s)2

= 9.28 m

b. Has the tennis ball already passed the
highest point on its traiectory when it
hits the wall? |ustify your answer.

Method One: Find the time to
maximum height.

v¡= vyi- 9t

At maximum height, nyt = O

O: vri- gt

, _ vyi _ v¡ sin e1 _ (21.o m/s) s¡n 40.0"- g - 9.80-rn/æ-
fnign""t : 1,38 s

From part ân dva' = 1.43 s
Since {.ualr > fhighestn the ball has

already passed the highest point
when ¡t h¡ts the wall.

ôo
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f)
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Ghapter 6 continued

Method Two: Find vyr component iust
before the ball hits the wall.

vyl,wall: vya - 9{vau : v, sin 0¡ - gfwall

: (21.0 m/s) sin 40.0" -
(9.S0 m/s2)(1.43 s)

: -0.515 m/s

Since v¡,wa¡( 0, the ball is on its way
down and has already passed the high-
est point.

5. The Moon revolves around Earth in a circu-
lar orbit with a radius of 3.8¿x 108 m. It
takes 27.3 days for the Moon to complete
one orbit around Earth. What is the cen-

tripetal acceleration of the Moon?

^ _v2 _4r2roc- r -F

7: (2z.3oavs)(ffiX+r*)
:2.3587X106 s

4qr2r 4113.84x108 m)ac: -v- = ?ãEB7¡lo6E f
:2.72X1O-3 m/s2

6. A down rides a small car at a speed of
15 km/h along a circular path with a radius
of 3.5 m.
a. What is the magnitude of the centripetal

force on a 0.18-kg ball held by the
down?

':(T#'X+#X*åE)
: 4.17 m/s

F": ûlâ": 4
: (0.18 kg)

(4.17 m/s)2
3.5 m

:0.89 N

b. At the point where the car is headed due
north, the clown throws the ball verti-
cally upward with a speed of 5.0 m/s
relative to the moving car. To where
must a second clown run to catch the
ball the same distance above the ground
as it was thrown?

¡r-direction:
v¡= vr1- gt

At the highest po¡nt, nyt: O

. -vyl¡trigtrest - I
¡ -ô¡ -2'yt¡total -¿thighest- g

x-direction:
vrPy,

R= v¡t g

= (4.17 m/sX2X5=0 m/s)
9.80 m/s2

: 4.3 m north of the po¡nt where
the clown threw the ball

7. A 0.45-kg ball is attached to the end of a
cord of length 1.4 m. The ball is whirled in
a circular path in a horizontal plane. The

cord can withstand a maximum tension of
57.0 N before it breaks. What is the maxi-
mum speed the ball can have without the
cord breaking?

Fn r: filâ"

p- - ¡¡Ê,r
mV;v:

'max
4. r"*/ :

m
(57.0 NXl.4 m)

(0.a5 ks)

= 13 m/s

L The moving sidewalk at an airport has a

speed of 0.9 m/s toward the departure gate.

a. A man is walking toward the departure
gate on the moving sidewalk at
a speed of 1.0 m/s relative to the side-
walk. What is the velocity of the man
relative to a woman who is standing off
the moving sidewalk?

vnr^r = vtnl" * vsrgr+ vgrtw

vgrtw:0.0 m/s, since the woman is

standing still
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Chapter 6 continued

v,r,/*: 1.0 m/s * 0.9 m/s + 0.0 m/s

= 1.9 m/s toward the departure gate

b. On a similar moving sidewalk that is going in the opposite direction, a child
walks toward the terminal at a speed of 0.4 m/s relative to the sidewalk. What
is the velocity of the man relative to the child?

vml": vttrl"t * ysi/gr + vgrts2+ vs2tc

vgrts2= vs2lgr

Vs2lc: -Vcls2
vmlc= vnrl"1 * ysl/gr - vs2tgr- vcts2

: 1.0 m/s + 0.9 m/s - (-0.9 m/s) - (-0.4 m/s)

= 3.2 m/s toward the departure gate

9. On a sightseeing trip in Europe Soraya is riding in a tour bus moving north
along a straight section of road at 8.0 m/s. While Soraya looks out at a forest, she
hears some passengers on the other side of the bus say they can see a famous cas-
tle from their side. Soraya hunies straight across the bus, going east at 4.0 m/s
relative to the bus, so that she also can see the castle. What is Soraya's velocity
relative to the castle?

vs/c:vsrb*volc

vs/c=Ys/b+Yblc

vs/b : 4.0 m/s, vbtc:8.0 m/sn vs/" = ?

Because the two velocities are at
right angles, use the Pythagorean
theorem:

vslc2= vo,"z+ v"^2

vs/c = vr,"z + v" 2

(8.0 m/s)z + (4.0 nr/s¡z

vbtc
N

vslc c)o

o
o

o

6)

É

Þ
F

3:
o

È

õI
=alo
3

0

E
vslb

:8.9 m/s

p :1¿¡-r(J/sru.\
\ yycl

=t"n-l(ffi
= 27"

vs/c: 8.9 m/s a127" east of north
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Ghapter 6 continued

10. A kite is tethered to a stake on a beach. The wind has a constant velocþ of 16

km/h at an angle of 15' from the horizontal relative to the beach. Find the com-
ponents of the kite's velocity relative to the wind.

vr,* = yw cos 0

Vy,* = Yw s¡n A

Vl<lr¡t=VWb+vblw

Vblw= -Vwlb: -Yw

vwt: vph- vn

vx,ww: vxrklb' v*r*: vx,l(b - Yw cos 0

:0.0 km/h - (f 6 km/hXcos 15')

= -15 krr/h

vy,Ww = vy,lß - vy,* : vy,Rlb- Yw sin 0

:0.0 km/h - (16 km/h)(sin l5') = -4.1 km/h

1 1. A marble rolls off the edge of a table that is 0.734m high. The marble is moving
at a speed of O.|ZZ m/s at fhe moment that it leaves the edge of
the table. How far from the table does the marble land?

4- dt= vi+ *aP
Y¡:0anda-'g
u: -|øP

t: -zÑd
g

P is the range which is equalto vrrf
R: vxr

d

À
oo
E
*
o:
a
o

!

t*
(J

Þ
É

o

.9p

ô

: vxa -2Ld
g

: vxl -2(dr- dtl
g

: (0.122 m/s)

: 0.O472 m

-2(0.0m-0.734m)
9.80 m/s2
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12. Frank and Carmen are playing catch with a
flying disk when it gets stuck in a tree. The
disk is lodged between two branches 8.8 m
above the ground. If a rock is thrown
straight up to hit the disk, what is the
minimum speed with which the disk must
be thrown?
ut2=vi2+2ãLd

vf:0anda--g
o: vi2 - 2gÃd

vi= 2gd,d

2(9.80 m/s2)(8.8 m)

= 13 m/s

13. A baseball player is playing catch with his
friend. When the ball leaves his hand it is
moving at 29.I m/s. He throws the ball at
an angle of 30.0' above the horizontal. His
friend catches the ball at the same height
from which it was thrown. How far is the
baseball player from his friend?

\Y= vi.+ at

,rr: O m/s and a: -g
o:vir_ gt

.-viy - 
v' sin0¡-- gg

: (?eJ_m/sIS!¡ 3e¡{
9.80 m/s2

: 1.48 s

frot"t : 2t = 2(1.48 s) : 2.96 s

Ad = vrr\t

Af = f,o,"t

Ld: (vi cos 0) fror",

= (29.1 m/s)(cos 30.0')(2.96 s)
:74.6 m

14. A car movingaf 12.67 m/s rounds a bend
in the road. The bend is semicircular
and has a radius of 60.0 m. What is the
centripetal acceleration of the car?

^ -v2a^- 
-el

(12.67 m/s)2
60.0 m

:2.68 m/s2

15. A town has a large clock on the hall in the
town square. The clock has hands that show
the hours, minutes, and seconds. A fly is
sitting on the tip of the hand that shows the
seconds. If the length of the hand is I.2O m,
what is the fly's centripetal acceleration?

^ - 4tr2rac - -7-

_ 4r2(1.2o ml- (603atz

: 0.0132 m/s2

t6. A rock is tied to a string and spun in a hori-
zontal circle. The string is 1.8 m long and
the rock has an acceleration of 3.4 mf s2.

What is the tangential velocity of the rock?

^ -v2a^- 
-ur

v: y a"r

(3.4 m/s2x1.8 m)

ôo
!
E.p
e
f)
Þ
o

o
I
Ë
À
3:
2.
o
a
o
aJ

f)

I
=ôo
!I
ñ'?

= 2.5 m/s

17. An airplane flies north at 300.0 km/h
relative to the air and the wind is blowing
south at 15.0 km/h. What is the airplane's
velocity relative to the ground?

vplg: vpta+ vatg

: 300.0 km/h + (-15.0 km/h)

= 285.0 km/h northward
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Chapter 7
1. Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, has a mean orbital radius of 1.22x10e m.

The orbital period of Titan is 15.95 days. Hyperion, another moon of
Saturn, orbits at a mean radius of 1.48x 10e m. Use Keplels third law of
planetary motion to predict the orbital period of Hyperion in days.

/ Inyperlon\2 
- /rnyperton\3

\ 4** / -\ /n"" /

rHyperion = Tr¡t"n
fT¡tan

: (15.95 days)

:21.3 days

2. The mass of Earth is 5.97Xt024 kg the mass of the Moon is 7.35X tO22kg,
and the mean distance of the Moon from the center of Earth is 3.84X10s
km. Use these data to calculate the magnitude of the gravitational force
exerted by Earth on the Moon.

F:Gry
r: 3.84XI05 km : 3.84X108 m

F : 6.67X1 g-rl ¡.¡¡2¡*n, W
: 1.98X1020 N

3. TWo identical bowling balls are placed 1.00 m apart. The gravitational force
between the bowling balls is 3.084x 10-e N.
a. Find the mass of a bowling ball.

1.48x10e m

ì7ãx10, r-'T

Â
o(J

=
*
(J

ã

o
Éo

.É
!

Á

*g
(J

¿ì'ô
(J
e

õ'tr
o
o

Fs:

Fs

Gry
IÍ\ = Ifl2- lÍl

- Gm2--F-

m:
X1 .00

(6.67X1 0-11 ¡.¡¡2¡¡92¡
: 6.80 kg

b. Compare the weight of the fìrst ball with the gravitational force exerted
on it by the second ball.

Fg: ntg: (6.80 kgXg.SO m/s2)

Fst : 66.6 N

!{
G
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Chapter 7 continued

Fs2:3.08¿xtO-s Nl

Fsl 
- 66.6N 

=

Fsz - g'Og4xtO -e N

= 2.16X1010

4. The planet Mercury travels around the Sun with a mean orbital radius of
5.8x 1010 m. The mass of the Sun is 1.99X tO30 kg. Use Newton's version of
Kepler's third law to determine how long it takes Mercury to orbit the Sun.

Give your answer in Earth days.

,'=(ffiF

(s.sxtolom)3 / th !lday\
\3600 s^ 24 h /

r3
Gms

2rT

: 88 days

5. Io, the closest moon to lupiter, has a period of L77 days and a mean
orbital radius of 4.22x108 m. Use this information together with Newton's
version of Kepler's third law to determine the mass of ]upiter.

rb2:(#ar,rJt,"t

mJupiter :11É-o)n"t

?io : (1.22 oavs)(ffi Xryff")
: 1.53X105 s

mJupiter=1 
)1a.zzxtoes)3

:1.90x1027 kg

:2û

6, A satellite is placed in a circular orbit l.0o.o km above Earth's surface.

Earth's mass is 5S7xt024 kg and its average radius is 6.38x106 m.
a. What is the speed of the satellite?

h: 100.0 km : 1.000X105 m

t: ÍE* h:6.38X106 m * 1.OOOXIOs m = 6.48x106 m

a)
-9
JI
i.

o
f)
õ-I
o{.
K
f)

I
I
?
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Chapter 7 continued

(6.67X1 0-11 N.m2lk92x5.97x1 024 kg)
(6.48x106 m)

:7.84X103 m/s

b. How many minutes does it take the satellite to complete one orbit?

106

F
Gme

2nT

:2t
(6.67X1 0-1t ¡.¡¡2¡¡92¡(5.97X 1 024 kg)

:86.6 min

7. You have been hired to do calculations for a consortium that plans to place
a space station in orbit around Mars. The mass of Mars is 6.42X 1023 kg and
its radius is 3.40x 106 m. In order for the space station to appear to remain
over the same spot on Mars at all times, its orbital period must be equal to
the length of a day on Mars: 8.86X 104 s. At what height above the surface
of Mars should the space station be located in order to maintain this orbit?
Use Newton's version of Kepler's third law.

rz - l--ar2 \,s' - \Grn"rr"/'

l min\
60s /

r: Gmr^rt12
4z.2

ú

À
oo

lig
o
2

o

o

!

*
É

¿ì'o
()
I

'c
À
o
O

(6.ezx t o- tt N. m2lkg2x6 .42x1 o2s kg)(8.86 x I 0a s)2
4t¡2

= 2.04X107 m

Height above the surface of Mars:

h : r- rMars : 2.04X107 m - 3.40x106 m = 1.70X107 m

8. The asteroid Vesta has a mass of 3.0x tO20 kg and an average radius of
510 km.
a. What is the acceleration of gravity at its surface?

Gm
ftesta:#

'Vesta

rvesta : 510 km : 5.10X105 m

(6.67X1 0-11 N.m2lk92X3.0X1 020 kg)-Wesra - (5.10X105 m)2

:7.7X10-2 mls2
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b. How much would a 95-kg astronaut weigh at the surface of Vesta?

Fg = D9v""t"

: (9S kg)(2.7x10-2 rrils2)
:7.3 N

9. The Moon has an average radius of L.74x103 km. At the Moon's surface,

SMoo^ has a value of 1.62 m/s2. What is the value of the acceleration due to
gravity at an altitude of 1.00X 102 km above the Moon's surface?

r= rmoon * h= 1.74x106 m + 1.00x105 m : 1.84X106 m

": g"oon(fu, 
)

= (r.62 'w.rll*3l#*)'\ 1.84X10Þ m /

= 1.45 m/s2

10. Use data from Table 7-7 in the text.
a. Find the Sun's gravitational field strength at Earth's orbit.

Gms
9at Earth - r. -----l¿

VSun to Earth/

_ (6.67X1 o-11 N.m2lk92x1.99x1030 kg)
(1.50X1011 m)2

:5.90X10-s m/s2

b. How does this compare with the Sun's gtavitational field strength at the
orbit of Pluto?

9at Pluto 
: Gms

(nsun,o ptuto)2

(6.67X1 0-11 N.m2lkg2xl.99Xt 030 kg)
(5.87x1012 m)2

9at Pluto =

= 3.85X10-6 m/s2

9ar Earrh - 5.90X10-3 m/s2

9ar pturo 3.85XlO-6 m/s2 '

= 1.53X103

ôô€
E.
@7
o
l)

ô
{_
?

I
5

Þ

o
Þ
o

a

I
Ë
c)o
!

-E

o

I 1. Earth has an orbital period of 365 days and its mean distance from the
Sun is L495x108 km. The planet Pluto's mean distance from the Sun is
5.896x 10e km. Using Kepler's third law calculate Pluto's orbital period in
Earth days.

(tJ:(Ð'
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I Ghapter 7 continued

Tp: Te (+t

5.896X10e km: (365 days)
f .495x10s km

:9.04X104 days

12. The mass of Earth is 5.98xt024 kg and the mass of the Sun is 330,000 times
greater than the mass of Earth. If the center of Earth is, on average, 1.495X1011 m
from the center of the Sun, calculate the magnitude of the gravitational force the
Sun exerts on Earth.

ury
(6.SZX t O-tt *. rz¡¡gl(5.98x1 024 kgX330,000X5.98X 1 024 kg)

(1.495x101r m)2

= $.5¡1922 ¡

13. TWo metal spheres, each weighing24.O kg are placed 0.0500 m apart. Calculate
the magnitude of the gravitational force the tr¡¡o spheres exert on each other.

F:Gry
: (6.67X1 O-11 ¡.¡¡27¡gz¡

:1.54x10-5 N i

14. A car and a truck are traveling side by side on the highway. The car has a mass of
1..37xL03 kg and the truck has a mass of 9.92x103 kg. If the cars are separated

by 2.I0 m, find the force of gravitational attraction between the car and the truck.

F:Gry
= (6.67x 1 O-11 ¡' ¡¡27¡92) (1'37x1 03 kgxg'g?x r 03 kg)

(2.10 m)2

= 2.06X10-a ¡
15. A satellite is in orbit 3.11x 106 m from the center of Earth. The mass of Earth is

5.98x to24 kg. Calculate the orbital period of the satellite.

T= 2,t¡

= 2,t¡ 11xl06
(6.67xr

= 1.72X103 s

(24.0 kgx24.0 kg)
(0.0s00 m)2

dq

é

E

o

å
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É
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Ghapter 7 continued

16. The planet Venus orbits the Sun with a mean orbital radius of 1.076 X 1011 m.
The mass of the Sun is 1.99X tO30 kg. Using Newton's version of Kepler's third
law calculate the orbital period of Venus.

r, = (!Lnà,'

= 2l¡ (1.076x1011 m)s
(6.ozxto-tt N.m2lk92x1.99x1030 kg)

: 1.92X107 s or about 222 days

17. A satellite is in orbit at a distance of 6750 km from the center of Earth. The mass
of Earth is 5.98x t024 kg. What is the orbital speed of the satellite?

v=

6.75X106 m

:7.69X103 m/s

1 8. Given that the mass of Earth is 5.98 X 1024 kg, what is the orbital radius of a
satellite that has an orbital period of exactly one day (assume that a day is
exactly 24 hours in length)?

3r:

3 (6.67x 1 0-11 ¡rl. ¡2¡¡92X5.98x 1 024)..

F
Gm"

2nT

Gme
r

(6.6Zxt O-tl *.r2¡¡gz)(5.98x1 024 kg)

)'
T

2z¡

rg
Gme

2¡rT

n^r(

oo
t.
o

õ-
o
e.
3
f)
õI
Ë

È
3:
o
o

I
o
I
=
a)o
ãÞ

õ
ì-

:4.23X107 m

19. The Moon has a mass of Z.34gxtO22 kg and a radius of 1737 km. How much
would a 75.O-kg person weigh standing on the surface of the Moon?

Fg, Moon 
: f,9Moon

...(ron)(@,n X9

=120N
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20. fupiter has a mass of t.90x t027 kg and a
radius of 7 .745x704 krn. Earth has a mass of
5.98x1024 kg and a radius of 6.38X106 m.
How many times their Earth weight would a

75.0-kg person weigh when standing on the
surface of Iupiter? (Assume |upiter has a
solid surface to stand on.)

F¿-m9¿-9t
FE mge 9e

9U
fJ2

9!E
lE2

_ (1.eoxlo2l=ksx6.3sx106 Tl2
(5.98x1 024 kgx7.1 45x1 07)2

: 2.53 times their weight on Earth.

21. A 5.0 kg mass weighs 8.1 N on the surface
of the Moon. If the radius of the Moon is
1737l<m, what is the mass of the Moon?

Fg, Moon: fi9Moon

22. Acceleration due to gravity on Earth's
surface is 9.80 m/s2. Thus, a 1..00 kg mass

weighs 9.80 N on the surface of Earth. If
the radius of Earth was cut exactly in half
but the mass of Earth remained unchanged,
how much would a 1.00-kg mass weigh on
the surface of Earth?

Because the gravitationalforce is
inversely related ,o i,the 1.00-kg

mass would we¡gh 

fF 
= 4 times

as much.
M¿(re)z

M¿(r¡)2

9Moon:
Fg, Moon

m

Gffn,toon---F-

ffMoon
.2c

: ' 'gr Moon

d

À
oo

ti
E

¿

o
É
o

:Ë
!

tg

ì.o

e

ú
doo

Gm

(1.737x100 m)(8.f N)

(6.ezxt o-tt N.m2lkg2xs.o kg)

:7.3X 1022 kg
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Chapter I
1. Iupiter, the largest planet in our solar system, rotates around its own axis in 9.84

h. The diameter of Jupiter is 1.43 X 108 m.
a. What is the angular speed of Iupitels rotation in rad/s?

(ffiX#X*k) = 1.77x10-a rad/s

b. What is the linear speed of a point on lupiter's equator, due to
|upiter's rotation?

,: f,: raÇfu = 7.15X107 m

v= ra
= (7.15X107 ml(1.77x10-a rad/s)

= 1.27X104 m/s

2. A computer disk drive optimizes the data transfer rate by rotating the disk at a
constant angular speed of 34.I rad/s while it is being read. When the computer is
searching for one of your files, the disk spins for 0.892 s.

a. What is the angular displacement of the disk during this time?

Aa(t): 
-Af

L0: ¡oÃt

: (34.1 rad/s)(0.892 s)
: 30.4 rad

b. Through how many revolutions does the disk turn during this time?

¡6 : (30.4 t"d)(}ffi) : e.aa revolutions

3. You are doing your laundry. When the washing machine goes into its spin cydq
the tub starts from an angular speed of 2.30 rad/s, then speeds up smoothly for
8.00 s, until it is turning at 5.00 rev/s. Calculate the angular acceleration of the
tub during this time.

ar¡ : 2'30 rad/s

,,: (!TL"rryX#) = lo.oe¡ rad/s

c)o!

v
o
f)
Þ
o
Q.
7
f)

I
=
À
3:
9.o

a

s

=o
f
T

ão
3Þ

g

Þ¡

a=
^o,Af

- 
@t- @l

AT

10.0ø radls - 2.30 rad/s
8.00 s

: 3.64 rad/s2
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Ghapter 8 continued

4. One of the beaters of an electric mixer is
shown below. What is the centripetal
acceleration of the outer part of a blade
as it rotates at a rate of tzOO rev/min?

Method on", ," = f,
o = 12OO rev/min

I 12OO rev\l 2qr rad \/ 1 m¡n \:\ 
rnt¡n 

^tre"^oos/

cm4.60

:125.7 radls

r d 4.60cm 1m: -: :-: 2.30x10-2 m
2 2 100 cm

v: ro,

d
€

c
À
Þoo

å
E

o

o

€
J

E
*
E

o
Ê

e
ã
'E!

â
,a

: (2.30xrl0-2 mXleS.7 rad/s)

= 2.89 m/s

o _Ê = (2.89m/s)2qc- r - 2.3oxlo-2m

:3.6x102 m/s2

Method two: a" = +
/ 6os \/ l min \

'=\t r¡n^i2oore"/
: 5.0X10-2 s

"":S
- 4l(2.30x19-2=mì

(5.0X10-2 s)2

= 3.6x102 m/s2

5. A tractor wheel has a radius of 0.84 m. How far does a point on the wheel's
edge move when the wheel is rotated through an angle of 67"?

o=6?{#)
d = r0 = (0.84 r)PZffiFgI

= 0.98 m
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Ghapter I continued

6. In order for a bolt to be tight-
ened, a torque of 45.0 N.m
is needed. You use a 0.341-m
long wrench, and you exert a
maximum force of 189 N at
an angle as shown to the right.
What is the smallest angle
with respect to the wrench, at
which you can exert this force
and still tighten the bolt?

r: Fr sin 0

sin0= I
FT

omin = "¡"-t(d,r)
:sin-t(ffiffi¡)
:44.3"

7. Chloe, whose mass is 56 kg sits 1.2 m from
the center of a seesaw. fosh, whose mass is

84 kg wants to balance Chloe. Where on
the seesaw should Iosh sit?

fnet: 0

To balancer torques must be equal and
oppos¡te in direction.

rg-1¡=0
Fncrc - Fg¡f¡ :0
FgJIJ = Fncrc

- - 
Fgcrc

rJ - E
'gJ

- mCØrC 
- 

ñCrC
mt9 mJ

_ (56 kgx1.2 m)
(84 ks)

: 0.80 m

Josh should sit 0.80 m from the center
of the seesaq on the oppos¡te s¡de
from Chloe.

8. An athlete exercises using a dumbbell con-
sisting of a long thin, lightweight rod with
a heavy sphere at each end, as shown
below. The length of the rod is L : 0.78 m,
and the mass of each sphere is 22.0 kg. The
mass of the rod can be neglected.

B

L

a. Find the moment of inertia of the
system for rotation about axis A, at the
midpoint between the two spheres.

For rotation about the center of
the rod:

tone sphere 
: mÊ

,-L- (0.78m)
'22

= 0.39 m

,one sphere = (22.O kg)(0.39 m)2

'system 
:2lon"sphere

: z(ezs ksxo.se m)2)

. :6.7 kg.m2

b. Find the moment of inertia of the sys-

tem for rotation about axis B, at
one end ofthe rod.
For rotation about one end of the
rod:

'one 
sphere = mr2

r = L:0.78 m

,one sphere 
: (22.0 kg)(0.78 m)2

= 13 kg.m2

'system 

: lon" sphere
: 13 kg.m2
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Answer

Ghapter I continued
Lø¡o:E
ar- @a

tt- tt

0.524 rad/s - 0.0 racUs
45.0s-0.0s

: 0.012 rad/s2

14, A75.}-gmass is attached to a 1.0-m length
of string and whirled around in the air at
a rate of 4.0 rev/s when the string breaks.

a. What was the breaking force of the
string?

F: Iflâ"

- ñv2 and v: rar

: ,rr(rt)2
r

: IflÍa2
: (o.o75o kgxl.o r{ffi)ta.o nev/#
:47 N

b. What was the linear velocity of the mass

as soon as the string broke?
v: rot

: (1.0 t(P"J(4.0 rev/s)
:25 m/s

I5. A 2.0-g coin is placed on a flat turntable
at a distance of 5.0 cm from the center of
rotation. The tumtable rotates at a rate

of 1.0 rev/s and the coin rides without
slipping.
a. What is the linear speed of the coin?

v= ro,

= (o.oso r)(#)(1.0 rev/s)
:0.31 m/s

b. What is the centripetal acceleration of
the coin?

^ -v2"c- r

- (0.31 m/s)2
(0.0s0 m)

: 1.9 m/s2

c. What is the frictional force keeping the
coin from slipping?
Ft: F"

: ñâc
: (0.0020 kgxt.9 m/s2)
:3.8X10-3 N

16. A grocer wants to measure out emctly
500.0 g of rice using an old balance scale.

The quantity of rice is placed on a pad
4.5 cm from the pivot point and small
metal weights are placed on the opposite
end 28.0 cm from the pivot point until
the scale balances. How much weight
should the grocer use to measure out the
necessary quantity of rice?

r,, - 12: F1Í1 - Fzrz: rfl1e\ - m2gr2= O

mt$\: tft2!f2

m.r.
fll^: r

tf2

: (e.599e lglf9.04s r)
0.28 m

:0.080 kg
:8.0X101 g

17. You have an irregular flat object mounted
on a table so it can rotate freely about a
central axis. You observe that if you apply
a perpendicular force of 5.5 N at a distance
of 24.0 cm from the axis of rotation,
you can accelerate the object from rest to
3.0 rev/s in just 1.0 s. What is the moment
of inertia for this irregular object?

n - 
Ínel

I

r - 
îrret

a
Aøa:-. Lr

înet : Fr sin 0
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Ghapter I continued

Thusn

. Frsinit=-

EJ
(5.5 NX0.240 mXsln 90.0")

/(3.0 rev/sX2n rad)\
1------îTs /

b. If this wheel has a mass of 15 kg what
is its moment of inertia? Disregard the
mass of the spokes.

l: mP
: (15 kgx0.80 m)2
:9.6 kg.m2

c. What is the angular acceleration of this
wheel as you turn it?

o: "no : .1,3.N'h,, =1.4raüs2, 9.6 kg.mz

= 0,070 kg.¡i
18. A wagon wheel ttrat is 1.60 m in diameter is

mounted vertically so it can tum freeþ You
grab one of ttre spokes of the wheel near the
outer rim and pull down with 25 N of force.

The spoke thatyou g¡ip on thewheel makes

an angle of 40.0' with the horizontal before
you apply ttre force.

a. How much torque do you apply to the
wheel? Assume that the rim thickness
is negligible so that you are applying
the force 0.80 m from the center of
the wheel.

r=Frsln0
: (25 NX0.80 m)(sin 40.0)
:13 N.m

a)o
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Answer

Chapter 9
1. A golfer uses a club to hit a 45-g golf ball

resting on an elevated tee, so that the golf
ball leaves the tee at a horizontal speed of
+38 m/s.
a. What is the impulse on the golf ball?

lmpulse: FAf = m|v
FAt: mvt - mvi

: lflvl _ O

: (0.045 kg)(+38 m/s)
: *1.7 kg'm/s or +1.7 N's

b. What is the average force that the club
exerts on the golf ball if they are in
contact for 2.0X 10-3 s?

FLt: lmpulse : 1.7 N's
lmoulse

Af

+1.7 N.s
2.0X10-s s

= +8.5x102 N

c. What average force does the golf ball exert

on the dub during this time interval?

Fgolf ball on club = -Fclub on golf ball

4lr¡ on golr ball = +8'5x102 N

Fgolf ballon club = -8'5X102 N

2. A 0.0420-kg hollow racquetball with an initial
speed of 12.0 m/s collides with a backboard. It
rebounds with a speed of 6.0 m/s.

a. Calculate the total impulse on the ball.

impurse:ãHíil

(12.0 m/s - 6.0 m/s)
: 0.25 kg.m/s

b. If the contact time lasts for 0.040 s,

calculate the average force on the ball.

impulse : FÃt

impulse
Äf

_ 0.25 kg.m/s
0.040 s

=6.2N
Physics: Principles and Problems

3. After dropping from a height of 1.50 m
onto a concrete floor, a 50.0-9 ball
rebounds to a height of 0.90 m.
a. Find the impulse acting on the ball as it

dropped.

vt2: v.2 - 2gl4- d.l

v¡:0n dt:O
vr2: !2gdi

vr: =\r 2gcli

.80 m/s2)(1.50 m)

: -5.42 m/s (negative, since
downward)

f mpulse : FL,t = m\,v

FL,t: m\- mvl
: IÍlvt _ O

: (0.050 kgX-5.42 m/s)
: - 0.27 kg'm/s or - 0.27 N's

b. Find the impulse acting on the ball as it
rebounds.

vt2 = vi2 - 2gl4- dil
vt:Ord¡=0
o: va2 - 2gdt

vi: *fzgd,
2(9.80 øsz¡1O.SO m¡

-¿ 2(s

ü

À
oo
:c
3g
o

o
É
o

.a!

3g

ì'o
(J
e

À
o(J

: *4.2 m/s (positive, since
upward)

lmpulse : FLt: m|v
FLt: m\ - mvi

=O- fitVi

= -(0.050 kgX4.2 m/s)

= -O.21kg'm/s or -0.21 N's

c. Find the impulse on the ball while it
was in contact with the floor.

lmpulse:FAf:m|v
FAf : m\- mva

= (0.050 kg)(4.2 m/s) - (0.050 kg)
(-5.42 m/s)

: 0.48 kg.m/s or 0.48 N's
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Ghapter I continued

4. A tennis player receives a shot with the 60.0-9 ball traveling horizontally at

-50.0 m/s, and returns the shot with the ball traveling horizontally. The tennis
ball and the tennis racket are in contact for 1.00X 10-3 s. The average force
orerted on the ball by the tennis racket is 5.70x 103 N. Find the speed of the
tennis ball after it leaves the racket.

fmpufse=FAf=m[v
FAf : m\' mvl

FAt*' mv,
Vt = ----------------tm

(5.70x103 NX1.00xlo-3 s) + (0.0600 kg)(-50.0 m/s)
0.0600 kg

= *45.0 m/s (i.e,, traveling in the opposite direction)

5. A 180-kg crate is sitting on the flatbed of a moving truck. The coeffìcient of
sliding friction between the crate and the truck bed is 0.30. Two taut cables
are attached to the crate, one on each side. Each cable can exert a maximum
horizontal force of 650 N either forward or backward if the crate begins to slide.
If the truck stops in 1,.8 s, what is the maximum speed the truck could have been
moving without breaking the cables?

¡direction:
Fn=Fg

:mg
x-direction:

Fnet: Ft+2Fcabte

F¡: lL¡

F¡: P¡m$
FLt: mLv
(4 + 2Fcable)Af : m\- mv.

va=

: O - IÍlvi

(Ff + 2Fcebtê)Àf

m
(p,nmg + 2Fcab|ê)At

m

I
E.
@

o
C)
õ-

I
K
f)

I
É

3:
9.
9
o

Àt)

I
Å
=
c)
9
!

ã'
ì-)

-þ*n*#þ'
-(o.ooxs.eo m/s2) .1P-J,1.8 s)

.: -18 m/s

18 m/s in a direction oppos¡te to the forces from the cables and frict¡on
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Ghapter I continued

6. A single uranium atom has a mass of 3.97x10-2s kg. It decays into the nucleus
of a thorium atom by emitting an alpha particle at a speed of Z. tOx 107 m/s.
The mass of an alpha particle is 6.68X 10-27 kg. What is the recoil speed of the
thorium nucleus?

p¡: pi by conservation of momentum

m'Va+ mfnVfn : ffiUVt)

Yu=0m/s

vTh: ñovo
mrrr

tna+nlTh:ffitJ
fittr:ffiU-ffio

vTh: -
ffiovo

ffitt- ño

(6.Ogx r o-zz kgx2.1 0x I oh/s)
3.97x10-25 kg - 6.68x10-27 kg

: -3.59X105 m/s

7. A 10.0-9 bullet is fired into a stationary 5.00-kg block of wood. The bullet lodges

inside the block. The speed of the block-plus-bullet system immediately after the
collision is measured as 0,600 m/s. What was the original speed of the bullet?

Pt: Pi
: Pbuilet, i * Pblock, ¡

(fioufl"t * mp¡o"¡)v1 = fibulletvbuilet, i + fibtockvbtock, 
¡

=fibulletvbul¡et,¡*o

vbullet, ¡ =
(m¡ur"r * m¡locx)Yf

fibutt"t

- (1.00x10-2 kg + 5.00 kg)(0.600 m/s)
1.o0xlO-2 kg

:301 m/s

8. Aisha is sitting on frictionless ice and holding two heavy ski boots. Aisha weighs

637 N, and each boot has a mass of 4.50 kg. Aisha throws both boots forward at
the same time, at a velocity of 6.00 m/s relative to her. What is Aisha's resulting
velocity?

Pet* PBÍ= Pn¡ * Pei

fiAi"havA¡sha,f * 2ffibootvboot,f : (mAisha + 2mboot)v¡

=Q

t, - _2fibootvboot,f
"Aisha, f - fiA¡"ha

nA¡sha = åft : 
C*@ffi2 = Gs.o kg
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Ghapter I continued

vAisha,r = -49#äi,å9@
: -0.831 m/s
: 0.831 m/s backward or in the direction opposite to the thrown

boots

9. Two cars enter an icy intersection. A blue car with a mass of 2.50x 103 kg is
heading east at 20.0 m/s, and a red car with a mass of 1.45X tO3 kg is going
north at 30.0 m/s. The two vehicles collide and stick together. Determine the
speed and direction of the cars as they skid away together just after colliding.
P1a+ny:Ps¡ *Pn¡

B

YRi

¡-

N
i
I

I

I

I

I

B+R

------ E

vÍ,y

x-direction:

P1e + n)t, x= PBi, r* PRa, t
m(g * R¡Yf, x = IÍlBvB ,, + mïvïi,,

t, : DgvBl.x*mnYnl.x
"l,x- t(r-Ð
vR¡, r: o

(2.50x103 kgX2O.O m/s)
"l,x-@

lm Ysi

1f,r-rt

= 12.66 m/s

¡direction:
P1a+n¡, y= PBa,y* Pan,y

m(a * Rlvr, y: IflBvBi, y + mïvìi, y

tr- - 
ffiBvBl'.v* ñRvRr.y

'l,Y m1e+n¡

vBi, y: o

V,f ,x

a)o

5.
@.

o
6)
õ'

I
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Chapter I continued

:11.01 m/s

vr= v1, 12 * v1, 
12

(1 2.66 m/s)2 + (11.01 m/s)2

= 16.8 m/s

rano:ut'Y
vl, t

,: ¡"n-tffi
: tan-l 11.01 m/s

12.66 m/s

: 41.0o

Yr = 16.8 m/s at 41.0" north of east

10. A 2.00-kg puck moving to the right at a velocity of 6.00 m/s at an angle of 45.0"

below the horizontal collides at point A with a 1.00-kg puck traveling to the right
at a velocity of 3.00 m/s at an angle of 45.0" above the horizontal, as shown

below.
After the collision, the 2.0-kg puck moves toward the right at a velocity of
4.50 m/s at an angle of 25.0" below the horizontal. What is the velocity of the
1.O-kg puck immediately after the collision?

2.0 kg

A

t,_ _ (1.45x103 kg)(30.0 m/s)

'l,y-@

õ

d
É

É
ã
E

ã
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õ
e
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1.0 kg

Pq * Pü: Pcr * Po¡

x-direction:

Pci,r* Poíx: Pcl,r* PDa,,

= Pca,r* PÐl,x- Pcl,x

ñDVDl,x: ñCVCa,*+ mDVDl,x- ñCVd,x

frcvcr,** frDv1a.x- ñcv6,,
vDl, x: mD

ncvc.,x- (2.00 kgx6.00 m/s)(cos (-45.0'))

= 8.485 kg.m/s

l
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Ghapter I continued

mDv1t,x: (1.00 kgx3.00 m/s)(cos 45.0')
:2.121 kg.m/s

ñcvs,x = (2.00 kg)(4.50 m/s)(cos (-25.0"))

= 8.157 kg.m/s

vÌr, r=
:2.45 m/s

¡direction:
Fct,y+ Poíy= Pca,y* Pot,y

Pùl,y: Pc¡, y* Poi,y- Pct,y

ñDvùr, y = mcvci, y * IÌlDvDi, y - ñcvd, y

vÙl, y=
ñcvct.n] mDvut,y- ñcv6.y

mD

mcvci,y: (2.00 kgx6.00 m/s)(sin (-45.0")) = -8.485 kg.m/s

mDvDt,y= (1.00 kgx3.00 m/s)(sin 45.0') = 2.121kg.m/s

ñcvs,y= (2.0O kgxa.s0 m/s)(sin (-25.0) : -3.804 kg.m/s

vDl, y:

= -2.56 m/s

vDf = vu,Ì + vu,f
(2.45 m/s)z + (-2.56 m/s¡z

= 3.54 m/s

lan0- vÍt¡,v
v}i, x

0 : tan-l

= tan-l -2.56 m/s
2.45 m/s

: -46.3o
yol - 3.54 m/s to the right, at 46.3" below the horizontal

11. At 9.0 s after takeofi a 250-kg rocket attains a vertical velocity of tZO m/s.
a. What is the impulse on the rocket?

FAf : p¡- pt

= ffiVl - ñVl

= m(v1_ v1l

vDr, y
vÐr,,

ôô
E
ìl
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o
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Ghapter I continued

= 250 kg(120 m/s - 0.0 m/s)

= 3.0X104 kg.m/s

b. What is the average force on the rocket?

F¡- h 3.Ox1O4 kg.m/st:--^t-: gos

: 3.3x103 N

c. What is its altitude?

vl = 0.0 m/s di:0.0 m

ut2: v,2 + 2a(dr- d¡) ano 
" = #

. vr2- v,2+2ad, vf - vf +2ffi)a,
cl¡=-'--ìl-= #\\ml

v? - o* z(r,)rol

,(#)

(120 m/s)2=;M
-\ zso rg /

:5.5X102 m

12. In a circus act, a L8-kg dog is trained to iump onto a 3.0-kg skateboard moving
with a velocity of O.t¿ m/s. At what velocity does the dog iump onto the
skateboard if afterward the velocity of the dog and skateboard is -0.10 m/s?

Pat* Pei: P¡

ñ¿v¿l+ ,nsyd: (nr¿ + m")v¡

vor : (md + rn")Yf - m"Y"'

md

_ (18 kg + 3.0 kgX0.10 m/s) - (3.0 kgX0.14 m/s)

f8 kg

: -0.14 m/s
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Chapter I continued

13. While sitting in a stationary wagon, a girl catches a 2.6-kg medicine ball moving
at a speed of 2.7 mls.
a. If the 1l-kg wagon is on frictionless wheels, what is the velocity of the girl,

wagon/ and ball after she has caught the ball? The girl's mass is 55 kg.
Ignore friction between the wheels and the road.

Pl: Pbar,¡ * Plgirl + wagon) i

(mg¡¿ * m*"gon * m6^¡)\ = fibailvbar¡, ¡ * (rngrrr + m*"gon)vgirr, wagon, i

vl = 0, assume motion in the direction of the thrown ball as pos¡t¡ve

vl: fibarrvb"il i(@
(2.6 kgx2.7 rt/s)

(55 kg + 11 kg + 2.7 kg)
: 0.10 m/s, in the direction of the thrown ball

b. The girl then throws the ball back at a speed of 2.2 m/s relative to the
wagon. What is the velocity of the girl and the wagon right after she has
thrown the ball?
vl,part" :0.10 m/s : v¡

Pbail, f a Plgirl + wagon)¡ = Plgirt + wagon + ball) ¡

mb"rlvb"il, t + (mgirr + m*"gon)vgirr, wagon, f
: (,ngirl + m*"gon * m6"¡¡)v1n¡rt + wagon + bail) ¡

Ylgirl +wagon)r= mgirt + mw"gon

vlglrt + wagon + ball) t : vl from part a

= 0.10 m/s

Ylgia + wagon) f
(55 kg + 1l kg + 2.6 kg)(0.r0 m/s) - (2.6 kgl(-2.7 ÍVs + 0.10 m/s)

ôog
r.

o

a
o
a.
3
f)

I
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=
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3Þ
P

n

(55 kg + 11 kg)

: O.21 m/s, in the same direction as part a
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Ghapter I continued

14. A collision between two identical pucks,

one moving and the other stationary
takes place on ice. The puck with an initial
momentum of 4.0 kg'm/s is deflected
60.0" eastward from its original path. Using
the law of conservation of momentum,
what is the momentum of the puck that
was originally stationary after the collision?

Pti* Pzi= P15* Px
P1¡ *0:Pt*Px
Pti: P¡* P2,

pr: ptsin 0: (4.0 kg.m/s)(sin 60.0")

= 3.5 kg'm/s, 60.0" east of north

pzt: pt cos 0: (4.0 kg.m/s)(cos 60.0")
: 2.0 kg.m/s, 30.0'west of north

30.00

30

Fti

Chapter L0
I. A player pushes a 250-9 hockey puck over

frictionless ice with a constant force,

causing it to accelerate àt24 m/s2 over a

distance of 50.0 cm.
a. Find the work done by the hockey

player on the puck.

W- Fd

F: tnâ

W: max d
: (0.250 kgx24 Wsz¡O.SOO m¡

:3.0 kg.m2lsz
:3.0 J

b. What is the change in the kinetic energy
of the puck?

W: L,KE

AKE:3.0 J
2. You orert a horizontal force of +.e N on a

textbook as you slide it 0.60 m across a

library table to a friend.
a. Calculate the work you do on the book.

W: Fd
: (4.6 N)(0.60 m)
:2.8 J

b. Your friend returns the book by pushing
it with a force of e .z N at an angle of
30.0" below the horizontal. What is the
work done by your friend on the book?

W: Fd cos 0
: (6.2 NX0.60 m)(cos(-30.0'))
:3-2 J
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Chapter I0 continued

3. Shown below is a graph of force versus

displacement for an object being pulled.
Determine the work done by the force in
pulling the objea 7.0 m.

6.0

z
g 4.0
ou-

2.O

0.0 2.0 4.O 6.0

Displacement (m)

W: area under the curve

6.0

z
g 4.0
o
LL

2.0

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

Displacement (m)

W= Wt+ W2+ Ws

lVr: 0.0 m -r 3.0 m (triangle)

Wr:3.0 m -r 7.0 m (rectangle)

l4lr: 5.0 m + 7.0 m (triangle)

w: tt+.0 NXs.o m) + (4.0 N)(4.0 m) +

]{s.o ruxz.o r)
:25 N.m

:25 J
4. A ski lift carries a 75.0-kg skier at 3.00 m/s

for 1.50 min along a cable that is inclined
at an angle of 40.0' above the horizontal.
a. How much work is done by the ski lift?

Fy: Fg: mg
f : 1.50 min = 90.0 s

Length of incline: L: vt
dy: Lsin 0

:vfsin0
W: Frd,

: mgvt sin e
: (75.0 kgx9.So m/sz¡S.OO m/s)

(90.0 s)(sin 40.0")

= 1.28x105 J

b. How much power is expended by the
ski lift?

D: W
't

1.28x105 J
90.0 s

: 1.42X103 W
:1.42 kW

5. An electric motor lifts an elevator at a
constant speed of 54.0 km/h. The engine
must exert a force of 9.00 kN in order to
balance the weight of the elevator and the
friction in the elevator cable. What power
does the motor produce in kW?

/54.0 km\/1.000X103 m\/ t h \":\-rnÄffi
= 15.0 m/s

P= Fv

= (9.00x10e ru¡ts.o m/s¡
: 1.35x105 W
: 135 kW

6. Leah is helping to build a water habitat in
a neighborhood park. The habitat includes
an upper pond connected to a lower pond,
3.2 m below, by a trickling stream with
several small cascades. At a home-building
store, she fìnds a 45-W pump that has a

maximum circulation rate of 1900 L of
water per hour. Can the pump develop
enough power to raise the water from the
lower to the upper pond? (The mass

density of water, p, is 1.00 kg/L)

p:A- Fd - mgd'ttt
m: pv
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È
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Ghapter 10 continued

, = zyf!
(1.00 ks/Lx19o0 Ll(9.80 m/sâ(3.2 ml

3600 s

= 17W
Yes, the 45-W pump is powerfulenough.

7. Ali uses a pulley system to raise a 30.0-kg carton a vertical distance of 15.3 m. He

a(erts a force of Ztt N and pulls the rope 28.0 m.

a. What is the MA of this pulley Ðßtem?

¡IA: Lt'e
Fr-- m9

MA= 43
t'e

: (30.0 kgxg.8o m/s2)
(2r1 N)

= 1.39

b. What is the effìciency of the system?

MA:+

ú
É

'ã

ô

i

Éo

!

li
CJ

'ù-
ô
c
(-)
I

Ð
'F.
è

- 28.0 m
15.3 m

: 1.83

":mx roo

= i*3 x roo

:76.O0/o

8. Using a block-and-tacHe, a mover takes up 18.5 m of rope to raise a 1L5-kg

stove from the ground to a window ledge 3.7 m high. What force must he o(ert
on the rope if the efficiency of the block-and-tacHe is 63 percent?

e(îù = ft*no
":ffix loo

ru.
ed"

mg

X 100 ,,

!g\x rooêd.

=Wxroo
= 3.6x102 N

F"=

Fr=

F"=
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Answer
Chapter l0 continued

9. Rohit lifts a 89-kg crate by exerting a force
of 120 N on a leveç through a distance of
1.6 m. The effìciency of the lever is 92
percent. How far is the crate lifted?

e (o/ol = ffix rco

e= x 100

dr _ eF.d.
100Fr

:mg

_ eF"d"
1OO mgdr

_ (e2%X120 NX1.6 m)-@
:0.20 m

10. While unpafüng a blind, Rahul sees rhat
the shaft of the blind, which rotates the
horizontal slats, is connected to a small
gearbox. The gearbox also is connected to
the wand, which is turned to open and close
the slats, as shown below. Rahul measures
the wand's diameter as 1.00 cm and the
shaft's diameter as 1.25 cm. He notices that
to rotate the slats 180" the wand has to
make three complete rotations. What ratio
ofgear teeth does the gearbox contain?

Wand

teeth on shaft 6
teeth on wand gear

:-
I

1 t. ,{ gardener lifts a 25-kg bag of sand to a

height of 1.1 m, carries it across the yard a

distance of 15 m and sets it down against
the wall.
a, How much work does the gardener do

when he lifts the bag of sand?
W: Fd: fitgd
: (2S kgxg.Bo nì/s2xt.t m)
:270 J

b. How much total work is done after the
gardener sets down the bag of sand?
Zero; when the bag of sand is set
down, it is returned to its or¡ginal
elevation. The work done in lifting
the sand is equal and opposite to
the work done in sett¡ng the sand
back down on the ground. No work
is done on the sand while the
gardener carr¡es it across the yard.

12. A 0.300-kg baseball is thrown at a speed of
6.5 m/s. The batter hits the ball and it flies
into the outfield at a speed of 19.2 m/s.
How much work is done in hitting the
baseball?

W: K4 - KEi

_ teeth on shaft gear ., luSnd radius- Ceth on wanã gear- ^ shaft rad¡us

: 
tmv¡2 - I^r,,

: IÁrr, - vi2)

= ]{o.eoo ksx(le.2 m/s)z -
(-6.5 m/s)2)

:49J

de 
- 6z¡(wand radius)

4 zr(shaft radius)

lér
F"d.

Fr

s

ôo
:.
v
o
c)
ã-

o

c)

I

À
3:
9.
o
Þ
o

o
õ
I
:r

ã
o
3
I
ã'

3

MA:9
dr

teeth on shaft qear ., wand radius
^ sttatt r"O¡u"teeth on wand gear

d. = 3(2trl(wand radius)

: 6zr(wand rad¡us)
1dr: V(2tù(shaft radius)

: ø(shaft radius)
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Ghapter 1o continued

13. A worker pushes a lawn mower with a force
of zz.O N, exerted along the direction of the
handle and at a speed of l.zs m/s across a

lawn that is 18.5 m wide. The handle of the
lawn mower makes an angle of 60.0' with
the horizontal.
a. How much work is done by the worker?

W: Fd cos 0
: (23.0 NXl8.5 m)(cos 60.0")
:213 J

b. If the worker is pushing as hard as

possible how else can the amount of
work done be increased?

Without increasing the force, more
work can be done by reducing the
angle 0 that the handle of the lawn
mower makes with the ground.

c. How much power is exerted by the
worker?

P:+and d: vt

Thus. f:4and'v
P:W,d

(213 J)(1.25 m/s)

185 m

:14.4 kW

14. Hoover Dam has a capacity for producing
2.0x 106 kW of power. How much work is
done by the turbines each day?

W= Pt

= 1.7x1014 J

15. Calculate the efficienry of a pulley system

when an effort of 200 N of force acting
through 10 m lifts a mass of 90 kg a
distance of 2.0 m.

e : 
wUex 

1oo

Frd,
F.d"

x 100

: (2.oxloe u(sqaesl h )(#*y)
"= ft X 1oo:

:@'rnn- (200 NX10 m) z\ rvv

:90o/o

16. A particular lever-and-fulcrum system

provides a mechanical advantage of 3.5.

a. If you are able to exert 4.0x 102 N of
force, what is the largest mass you could
lift with this lever system?

EMA:2: UFe Fe

MA(F^lm: -
g

(3.5X4.0x102 N)

9.80 m/s2

: 140 kg

b. Even though this lever system increases

the force you are able to exert, it can

only lift an object a distance of 5.0 cm
even though you move the lever

through a distance of 80.0 cm. What
is the effìciency of this lever system?

d^tMA:ä:*333#:'u

e = ffix 1oo : Í* x loo :22o/o

17. The efficiency of an inclined plane is

75 percent. If the length of the plane is
8.0 m and its height is 1.5 m, what force

acting parallel to the plane is required
to move a 180-kg block up the plane?

(Neglect friction.)

lér
F.d"

x 100

mgd¡

F.d.

mgdr
ed.

x 1001

x 100

_ (lso kg)Lgj8_q r_n/s2xl.s m) 
X 100

(75X8.0 m)

:440 N
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Chapter 11
l. Natasha weighs 530 N. What is her kinetic

energy as she swims at a constant speed,
covering a distance of 72 m in 1.0 min?

-m9

- Fn

d

:1 Fgn?

2 AKEvt:
m

2(3.60x10-4 J)
6.O0X1o-3 kg

- 0.346 m/s

3. Zeke slides down a snow hill on a rubber
mat. Zeke's mass is 76.0 kg and the mass of
the mat is 2.00 kg. Zeke starts from rest at
the crest of the hill. Frictional forces may be
disregarded.
a. What is the change in the gravitational

potential energy of Zeke and the mat
when they slide to 1.20 m below the
crest?

ffi = ffizeke * trmat : 78.0 kg

Ã,PE: PEr - PE

: mgl\- mghi: mgÂ,h

= (28.0 kgx9.Bo m/s2¡-1.20 m)

= -917 J

b. What is the change in the kinetic energy
of Zeke and the mat when they slide to
1.20 m below the crest?

KEi+ PEi= K4+ PEI

Ã,KE: K4- KEt- PE - P4
: -(p4 - ,rr) : -A^pE
: *917 J

c. How fast areZeke and the mat moving
when they are l.2O m below the crest?

A,KE= K4- KE

KE: !mu2:ot2r

K4: Lrce

T,,,": A,KE

vl: 2 AKE
m

2(e17 J)
78.0 kg

:4.85 m/s

n: I
= (##" X+r*): 1.2 m/s

Fs

m

¡ç¿: |mû

2g
- I (530 NX1.2 m/s)2

2 9.80 m/s2

:39J
2. A 6.00-9 block, initially at rest/ is pulled

to the right along a frictionless horizontal
surface by a constant horizontal force of
1.20X 10-2 N for a distance of 3.00 cm.
a. What is the work done by the force?

W: Fd
: (l.2Ox1O-z tt¡S.OOxtO-2 m)

= 3.60x10-4 J
b. What is the change in the kinetic energlr

of the block?

A^KE: W

= 3.60x10-4 J
c. What is the speed of the block after the

force is removed?

A,KE= K4- KE

KE - |mvrz:s
K4 = axg

*^n'= Å'KE

ô
Pi¿

o
f)
o
o

3
C)

I
Ê

3'.
o
3
o
Ê

C)
õ
I
p
ôo
3
!

î
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Answer

Ghapter 1I continued

4. Rohit can consistently throw a 0.200-kg ball
at a speed of 12.0 m/s. On one such throw
Rohit throws the ball straight upward and
it passes the top of a flagpole when it is
6.00 m above the ball's initial position.
a. What is the ball's gravitational potential

energy when it passes the top of the
flagpole? (Assume the ball's initial
gravitational energy is 0 J.)

P4: mght"gpot"

= (O.2OO kgx9.80 mls2¡e.OO m¡

= 11.8 J

b. What is the ball's kinetic energy as it
passes the top of the flagpole?

KE.+ PE.: K4+ PEI

PEr: g

KE¡: KE - P4

mvrz - P4

(0.200 kgx12.0 rr/s)z - 11.8 J

:2.6J
c. What is the ball's velocity as it first

passes the top of the flag¡role?

KEt: I^n'
vt:

2(2.6 Jl
0.200 kg

: 5.1 m/s, upward

d. What is the maximum height to which
the ball will rise?

KE + PEi: K4+ PEt

PEi= O; KEr: 0 since v1: 0 at
maximum height

P4: KEi

IÍtghmax: ffivi2

hr",

- (12.0 m/s)?
2(9.80 rn/s2)

:7.35 m

5. What is the change in gravitational
potential energy when a 7.0X 102-kg

elevator moves from the second floor (6.0
m above the street) to the top floor (252.0
m above the street) of a building?

L,PE: P4= PEi

: mg(høpfloor - ñsecond floor)

: (7.0x102 kgx9.80 m/s2)
(252.0 m - 6.0m)

: 1.7x106 J

6. In a hardware store, paint cans, which
weigh 46.0 N each, are transported from
storage to the back of the paint department
by placing them on a ramp that is inclined
at an angle of 24.o" above the horizontal,
The cans slide down the ramp at a constant
speed of 3.4O m/s and then slide onto a

table made of the same material as the
ramp. How far does each can slide on the
table's horizontal surface before coming
to rest?

On the ramp, us¡ng a coord¡nate system
in which the positive x-ax¡s is oriented
down the ramp:

y-direction:

Fnel, y= Iflâr: O

F" - Fnr= o

FH : Fgy: mg cos 0

F1: P'yF¡¡ = PX mg cos 0

x-direction:
Fn"t,,: max: O

Fgr: mg sin o

Fg*- Ft : 0

mgsine-pkmgcos0=0

: vi2
2g

1

2

I
2

2KEr

m

d

ò

È
Eo
O

E

Éo
¿

o
o

!

E
3

(J
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ô
o
O
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2
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Answer

Ghapter l1 continued

sin 0¡'k="o"0:0

On the table:

¡direction:
Fn = rÍtg

F1= P'¡F¡: þX nrtg

W: A^KE

Frdcos(l80"1= |mvr2 - I^rr,
vf:o

- Ftd: -|mvi2

d- !É
2Ft

ffivr2

2pxmg

ñvi2
2(tan 0) mg

vi2

2(tan 0l g

(3.40 m/s)2
2(tan 24.0')(9.80 m/s2)

: 1.32 m

7. Meena releases her 10.5-kg toboggan from
rest on a hill. The toboggan glides down
the frictionless slope of the hill, and at the
bottom of the slope it moves along a rough
horizontal surface, which exerts a constant
frictional force on the toboggan.
a. When the toboggan is released from a

height of 15.0 m, it travels 6.0 m along
the horizontal surface before coming to
rest. How much work does the frictional
force do on the toboggan?

Along the slope:

KE.+ PEi: KEr + PEI

h¡ = O; PEr: g

v¡ = 0; KEi:O

PEi: KEl

Along the horizontal surface:

W = Ã^KE: K4 - KEi

v¡: O; K4: O

W = -KEi

- -PEi- -mghi

= -(io.s kgx9.Bo mls2¡1rs.O m¡

= -1.54x103 J

b. From what height should the toboggan
be released so that it stops after
traveling 10.0 m on the horizontal
surface?

W: -Ftd- -PEi: mgh

mahd: --i-
t-l

d is proportional to h, so to increase
dfrom 6.00 m to 10.0 mn h must
increase from 15.0 m to

(15.0 m)( 10.0 m
6.00 m

fi = 25.0 m

8. Kuan stands on the edge of a building's flat
roof, 12 m above the ground, and throws
a 147.}-gbaseball straight down. The ball
hits the ground at a speed of 18 m/s. What
was the initial speed of the ball?

KEi+ PEi= KEr+ PEI

h¡: o, PEr: g

KEi- K4- PEi

I^n,=I^rrr-mght
va: vf - zsn,

- 2(9.80 rusz¡rZ m¡

ôo
E.

o
c')

Þ
o
e.

c)

I
=
o
3:
9.o

o

3
a)

I
=oo
3

õ'

n

(18
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Ghapter 11 continued

9. As shown below a 450-kg roller-coaster car

starts from rest at point A at a height of
47 m, rolls down the tradc reaching point B

at a speed of 25 mf s, and then rolls up a
second hill where it reaches a height of 23 m
before coming to rest (at point C). What are

the gravitational potential energy and kinetic
energy of the car when it is at points Á, B,

and C?

Point A:

PE¡ = 2'1 Xl05 J
KEO: g

Point B:

PEr: g

KEB- 1.4X105 J

Point C:

PEc:1'0X105 J

KE": g

10. Erin holds the 1.20-kg bob of a pendulum
at a level at which its gravitational potential
energy is 3.00 L and then releases it.
a. Predict the speed of the bob as it passes

through its lowest point on the swing.

K4+ PEi: K4+ PEr

Y¡:0; KEr=g

hr= Oi P4= O

K\: PEi

I^'r'= PEi

vr=

2(3.00 J)
1.20 kg

:2.24 mls

b. Erin releases the bob from rest and uses

a photogate to measure its speed as it
passes through its lowest point. She finds
that the actual speed is 93.2 percent of
the predicted value. How much work did
frictional forces do on the pendulum?

v¡' = O'932v¡
: (0.932X2.24 m/s)
:2.088 m/s

K4, = |ønil,
: *t.20 kgx2.o8o m/s)2

:2.62 J
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Chapter l1 continued

W= K4'- KEt

= 2.62 J - 3.00 J
: -0.38 J

c. By what percentage was the pendulum's
original energy decreased due to the
work done by frictional forces on the
pendulum as it moved from its release
point to its lowest point?

%energychange:#x1oo

: -9'98,J x 100
3_O J

= -13o/o
The pendulum's energy decreased
by 13 percent.

1 I. A loaded freight car of mass 50.0X 103 kg,
moving at 18.0 km/h along a straight,
level track, collides with a stationary
empty freight car of mass 15.0X tO3 kg.
At the collision, the two boxcars lock
together.
a. What is the velocity of the moving pair

of boxcars after the collision?

Pt= Pi

P(n+sX=Pn¡ *Pe¡

m1n+n¡Yt = ñAVAi+ m1v'i
rnAvA¡ + 0

,, - 
ñAvAi

,f _ 
fi1¡+B)

'o, 
=(!#X+*X*å.)
: 5.00 m/s

m1a+e¡:5'00X104 kg + 1.50x104 kg

: 6.50x104 kg

,,- _ (5o.ox1o3 kgxs.oo rl/s)
(6.50x104 kg)

: 3.85 m/s

b. How much energy is lost during the
collision?

Ei: KE¡i+ KEB.

: L^no,'+ f,mv",2

: 
]{s.ooxlo4 kgxs.oo m/s)2 + o

: 6.25x105 J

4: KEla+B)f

m1¡as¡v¡2

(6.50x1 04 kgx3.85 m/s)2

: 4.82X105 J

Elost: Ei- E¡

= 6.25X10s J - 4.gZXtOs J

: 1.43X105 J : 143 kJ

12. An arrow with a mass of 320 g is shot
straight up into the air and reaches a height
of 150 m before stopping and falling back
to the ground.
a, How much work is done by gravity as

the arrow reaches its maximum height?

wn: -mgh
: -(0.92 kgx9.Bo m/sz¡tSO m¡
: -47O J

b. If the arrow's kinetic energy is zero
at its maximum height, calculate the
initial velocity of this arrow as it is
shot from the ground.

KE.+ Wn= KEp and K{: g ¡

*^Ê - -ws
Fzw;,: ,l__^_ :

_1
2

_1
2

ô
Ò

f.
@

6

a
e
o{.
3
(-)

I
=
Þ
3
9.o

o

s
3
ú-)

{
:r

ão
g

P
ã
I

-2(-470 J) :54 m/s
0.32 kg

13. The nucleus of a single atom of uranium
U-235 consists of 92 protons and
143 neutrons. How much potential
energy is contained within just a single
uranium nucleus?
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Chapter 11 continued

fitotal=tnp+tnn
: (92X1.67X1O-27 kg) +

(r43X1.6SxrO-27 kg)

: $,9¡19-25 ¡g

Eo: mro.o¡e2

: (3.9Xf 0-25 fg)
(3.00xl08 m/s)2

= 3.5x10-8 J
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Answer

Chapter L2
t, In order to cook pasta, 1.8 L of tap water must first be heated from 24'C to

boiling at 100'C. If the density of water is 1.00 kg/L, how much heat must
be added for the water to reach its boiling point?

Q=mC(Tt-Ti)
: (1.8 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(100'C - 24"C1

= 6x105 J

2. Some of the best pots and pans for cooking are made of copper. To learn why,
compare copper pots to aluminum pots. Assume that 5.00X 104 J of heat is
added to a copper pot and an aluminum pot. Each pot has a mass of 2.2kg.
a. How much does the temperature of the copper pot increase?

(specific heat : 385 |/kg.K)

Q = mCÃT

^.- o
A' _

mC

5.00X104 J
(2.2 kgx385 J/kg.C)

:59"C

b. How much does the temperature of the aluminum pot increase?

(specifìc heat : 897 I/kg.K)

Q: MCLT

or: #
s.OOX104 J

(2.2 kgx8e7 J/kg.C)

= 25'C

3. There is 32.7 L of water in a bathtub. The temperature of the water is 42.f C. If
11.3 L of water at 27 .O"C is added to the bathtub, what is the new temperature
of the bâthwater?

- _ ñ^C^T.t mrCoTo
'l - m^cJ mbcb

ffiwaler: PV

firub--warer: (1 kg/LX32.7 L):32.7 kg

Dadded-warer: (1 kg/LX11.3 L) = 11.3 kg

Tt: (32.7 kg)Fr8e{fl<g-aq(42.1 oC) + (1 1 .3 kgx4l€o-#kg€l(27.0'C)
(32.7 kg)gl8edfltgÉq + (11.3 kg)ftu80+l€¡¡e)

:38.2'C

alo

J
o
o
c
o
e_

â
I
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;
À
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o
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Ghapter 12 continued

4. A 0.098-kg sample of methanol is heated from 34'C until it is completely
vaporized. A total of 93 .487 kJ is used. If the boiling point of methanol is 65"G
what is the heat of vaporization of methanol?

Ot""tlng : nCLT
Ovaporization: ñHv
Ototal = Oheating + Ovaporlzatlon

@totat : mCLT* mHu

n, : Ototal-'nGAI
"Vm

_ (9.3487x104 Ji - (0.098 kgX245O J/kg.'CX65'C - 34"C)
(0.0e8 ks)

: 8.8xlo5 J/kg

5. A car engine releases 5.6x 102 kf of enerry as it cools. What is the change in
temperature for each of the following potential coolants when it absorbs this
amount of energy?

a. 2.6 kg of antifteeze (specifìc heat : 2380 I/kg'K)

Q: MCLT

or: #
5.6X105 J= 

1es rg¡zseo.l¡.n"ç¡

= 9.0x1010C

b, 1.8 kg of methanol

Q: MCLT

^r= #
5.6xto5 J= (1.g kgx245od/kgrc)

:130'G
c. 2.akgof water

Q: MCLT

OT: #:ffi
:56oC
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6. A calorimeter containing 1.2 kg of water
at 23.0'C is used to find the specific
heat of a number of substances. A 503-9
sample of each substance is heated to
250"C and is placed in the calorimeter.
For each of the following final tempera-
tures, calculate the specific heat of the
substance. Using the table at right,
predict what each substance is.

a. 31.5"C

m*C*(T1- I*) + msCs(4 - I") = 0
rnsOsff - rnsCsls = m*Cr?'* - mwcwTt

n _ ñ*C*T*- mnCnT,es_ ,¡"7r__¿
(1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(23.0'C) - ('t.2 kgx4180 J/kg.C)(31.5"C)

(0.503 kg)(31.5"C) - (0.503 kg)(250'C)

: 390 J/kg'G
The substance is zinc.

b. 32.8'C

n _ ñnCnTn- mnC*T,
""- m"rr-m"7"

= 450 J/kg.'C
The substance is iron.

c. 41.8"C

n _ fr*C*T*- mnCnT,
"s- m"rr-1n"7"

: g.0X102 J/kg.'c
The substance ¡s aluminum.

d. 29.2"c

n _ ñnCnTn- mnCnT,
-s m"I, - m"I"

:23O J/kg.'C
The substance is s¡lver.

(1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(23.0'C) - (1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(32.8'C)
(0.503 kg)(32.8'C) - (0.503 kg)(250"G)

(1.2 kgx4180 J/kg."C)(23.0'C) - (1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(4l.8"G)
(0.s03 kg)(41.8'C) - (0.503 kg)(250'C)

a)o!
:.
o

p
o
e.

f)

I
T

À
3:
9.o
o

f)
3
I
f

ão
!
a

aì

(1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(23.0'C) - (1.2 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(28.2'C)
(0.503 kg)(28.2'C) - (0.503 kg)(250'C)

Specific Heat of Gommon Substances

Material
Specific

Heat (J/kg.K) Material Specific
Heat (J/kg.K)

Aluminum

Brass

Carbon

Copper

Glass

lce

lron

897

376

710

385

840

2060

450

Lead

Methanol

Silver

Steam

Water

Zinc

130

2450

235

2020

41 80

388
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Ghapter 12 continued

7. A 935-kg car moving at 31 m/s comes to a stop. The brakes, which contain about
18 kg of iron, absorb all of the energy. By how much does the temperature of the
brakes increase?

KE" r: I^".rn'
Obrakes : fibrakesC¡ronAf

K8"., = Obrake"

I," rr' : DbrakesCironAI

Â7: ñ..rv2
2fibraresClron

(93s kgX3l m/s)2

2(18 kg)(4s0 J/kg."C)

= 55"C

8. A23-gzinc block falling at 18 m/s strikes the ground and comes to a complete
stop. AII of the blocks kinetic energy is converted into thermal enerry and
none of it leaves the block. By how much does the blocks temperature increase?

KEolocr: Obtock

KEorocr : |mv2
Ootocr: nCLT

l^n': nCAT

mv2 v2o' : 2.c : 2c
(18 m/s)2

2(388 J/kg."C)

: O.42oC

9. How much heat is required to completely vaporize a 23.0-kg block of ice

at -8.00'c?
Raising the ice to 0.00"C

Qt = nCL'T
: (23.0 kg)(2060 J/kg.'C)(8.00'C)

Melting the ice

Q2: mH1

: (23.0 k9x3.34x105 J/kg)

Heating the water to 100.0'C

Qg: mC,\T

= (23.0 kgx4180 J/kg.'C)(100.0'C)

Vaporizing the water
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Chapter 12 continued

Q4: mHu

= (23.0 k9x2.26x106 J/kg)

Qot"t :Q,t+Q2+O.+Oo
= (23.0 kgx2060 J/kg.'C)(8.00'C) + (29.0 kgXO.O4xlOs lng¡ +

(23.0 kgx4180 J/kg.'GX100.0.C) + (23.0 k9x2.26x106 J/kg)
: 6.97x106 J

1O. A block of ice at -5.00'C is added to a trough that contains 5.33 kg of water at
34.0'C. Assume that there is no heat loss to the surroundings. If all of the ice
melts and the final temperature of the mixture is 6.00'C, what was the original
mass of the ice?

Cooling the water

Q: mC*",".Af
: (5.33 kgx4180 J/kg."C)(28.0"C)

Melting the ice and raising its temperature

Q: mCi""LT* mH, + mCwareêIm:ffi
(5.33 kgx4l 80 J/kg.'C)(28.0'C)

(2060 J/k9."cx5.00'c) + (3.34x105 J/kg) + (41S0 J/kg.cx6.00.c)
: 1.69 k9

1 I. A patio is constructed from 360 2.6-kg bricks, What amount of energy is released
from the patio as it cools 6.0'C? The specific heat of brick is 920 IikS'K.
AE= O: mCAT

: (360 bricks)(2.6 kg/brickx920 J/kg.KX6.0 K)

:5.2x103 kJ

12. How much ice at 0.0'C will be melted by 1.0 g of steam condensing at 100.0'C?

All the energy from the condensing steam is used to melt the icen so
the energy absorbed by the ice should be equal to that evolved by the
condensing steam.

Of, water = Ov, water

al
Ò

ã.

ð
f)

ô
e.

(-)

I
=F
e
9.o
3
o

3
f)

I
E

c)
9
!
P.

5

mi".Ht,

ffiace:

water = fisteamHv, water

msteamHv, water
Hf, **t",

_ (1.0 9x2.26x106 J/kg)
- (3s4xtodJ/kg)

:6.89
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13. The temperature of 150.0 gof zincis lowered from 25.0"C to 16.4'C as 2.5 g of
liquid nitrogen at its freezing point condenses on its surface. What is the heat of
vaporization of nitrogen?

Czn:388 J/kg'K = 388 J/kg"G

A^E=Q4n*Ou¡r:0

Qzn: -ou, N,

mznOzn[Tzn : -mNrHv, N2

mznczn(Tt,zn - \,zn)Hv Nr: - DN,

(150.0 9X388 J/kg."CX16.4"C - 25.0"C):-

d
E

À
É

o
q
3

:

o

!

E
Ìi
(J

ì-

e

ú
'É

o

2.5 g

= 2.Ox1o5 J/kg

14. The head of a jackhammer supplies mechanical enerry to a 0.50-kg iron ingot at
a rate of 950 W. If this mechanical energy were transferred to the ingot and con-
verted to thermal energy with none transferred to the environment, what would
be the temperature rise of the ingot in 2.0 s?

W = Ã,KE: AE: O: 6CLT

P:4 w- Pt,t
mFeCFeLTF.= H

ÄTr": Pt
n'F"€

(e50 J)(2.0 s)
(0.50 kgX450 J/kg."C)

:8.4oC
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15. While casting a silver ornament, a silversmith pours 0.12 kg of molten silver at
1010"C into a 2.40-kg iron mold at a temperature of 359C. What will be the
equilibrium temperature of the silver casting and mold? Use information in
the following tablq and assume no thermal energy is lost to the surrounding
environment.

Oon(D + Ongltusion) * Qeg(s) * Q¡"1"¡ : 0

mrscaslr¡(rrs(rp) - 4, ad * ^osHt,ag 
* m¡nco9(s¡Ft- Ios(rpù +

m7.C7"(\ - 4, r") : o

4(masCrstg * mreCre): -mng0ls(D(7es(mp) - 4,as) - monHr,on *
mngcag1"¡Tls(mp) * mFeCFeTi, Fe

Tt= -megOng(rf Lgtrpl - 4, ng) - ?AgHt, on * mrgCag(")lis(rp) * mr"Cr"?'i, r"
(mnsOls(q + m¡"C¡")

-(0.12 kgx290 J/kg."C)(960"C - f 010'C) - (0.12 kgx-r.04x105 J/kg)...
(0.r2

...(0.12 kgx235 J/kg."C)(960'CX2.40 kg)(450 J/kg.'C)(35'C)
...+(240 kgx450 J/kg."C)

= 68oC

a
È

o
o
Þ

3

õf

oI

,l

3

ç

o

!
Ë

.õ

iì

Material Variable Value

lron Heat of fusion z.oo xt o5 J/kg

lron Melting point 1535"c

lron (s) Specific heat 450 J/kg."C

Silver Heat of fusion 1.04x105 J/kg

Silver (s) Specific heat 235 J/kg.'Q

Silver (/) Specific heat 290 J/kg."C

Silver Melting point 960"c
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Chapter L3
1. A carwith a mass of 1.30x1"03 kg has 0.1.27 m2 of tire in contact with the road.

a. How much does the car weigh?

Fg: mg
: (1.3Ox1Os rgxg.gO m/s2)

: 1.27X104 N

b. How much pressure does the car exert on the road?

P: E.A
tl.27xt04 N): - lorzz m¡

= 1.00x105 Pa

2. A piston contains 0.102 m3 of gas at an initial pressure of 21,7 kPa and an initial
temperâture of 23.0"C. Use these as the starting conditions for the following
questions.
a. What is the new pressure of the gas when the volume of the cylinder is

reduced fo 0.074 m3 while the temperature remains constant?

P1V1: P2V2

o- - Prvt.z 
V2

= (2.17X105 PaXO.lO2 m3)
(0.074 mo)

:3.0x105 Pa

= 3.0x1d kPa

b. If the volume remains constant at 0.102 m3, what will be the pressure of
the gas at 81"C?

PlV1 : P2V2

T1 T2

p- : PtvtTz
'2 TtVz

and V1 = V2,

soP^='L"t 11

_ (2.17x105 PaX273 K + 81 K)
(27sK+23K)

:2.60x105 Pa

: 2.60X102 kPa
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Ghapter 13 continued

c. What is the new pressure of the gas when the temperature is reduced to 11"C
and thevolume of the cylinder is increased to 0.256 m3?

P1Vl _ P2V2

T1 T2

p-: PtvtTz
. z TtVz

(2.17x10s Pa)(0.102 ms¡ZZO K + 11

(273K + 23 KX0.256

= 8.30x104 Pa

= 83.0 kPa

3. A certain bicycle tire should be inflated to 250 kPa before it is used. If the tire is
at 23O kPa when the air in the tire is at 25"C, what temperature does the air in
the tire have to reach for the proper pressure in the tire to be attained? Assume
that expansion of the tire itself is negligible.
P.V. P^V^
----!----L : ----4----4-T1 T2

PzTt
P1

(2s0kPaX273K+0K)
230 kPa

=297K
:24"C

4, A3.22x10-s-m3 glass tube filled with xenon is pressurized to 6.00 atm. The
temperature of the gas is 22.0'C.
a. How many moles of gas are in the tube?

PV: NRT

n=#
- (6.00 atmx1.O132qx105 Palatmx3.22xlO-5 m3)-
:7.99X10-3 mol

b. What is the mass of the gas in the tube? (Xenon has a molar mass of
131.29 g/mol.)

lfl: llM

= (7.99X10-3 molXl31.29 g/mol)
: 1.05 g

T2:

o

o

o
e-

I:t
À
3:

c
3
f)
BI
ô
5
!
5

¡
n
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Ghapter 13 continued

5. Tlvo pistons are connected to a fluid-filled reservoir. The fìrst piston has an area

of 3.002 cm2, and the second has an area of 315 cm2.

a. If the first cylinder is pressed inward with a force of 50.0 N, what is the force

that the fluid in the reservoir exerts on the second cylinder?

= - 
FtAz,2_ 
A1

d

À
E
oo

åg
(J

o
o

:ã
!

3
(J

ì-o
É

(,
e

Ð

è
o(J

150.0 N)1315 cm2): 
-6'o0-2 cm-T-

: 5.25x103 N

b. A third cylinder is connected to the reservoir. When the second cylinder is
pressed inward with a force of 50.0 N, the fluid in the reservoir exerts a force

of 135 N on the third cylinder. What is the area of the third cylinder?

Fr-F
A2 As

^ - 
FsAz

A^':ots2
_ (135 NX315 cm2)

(s0.0 N)

= 8.50X102 cm2

6. A cube of stainless steel, 0.30 m on each side is completely submerged in water.

a. What is the buoyant force on the cube?

Fbuoyant = Pn iaVg
= (1.0oxlos tg/mo¡0.027 m3x9.8o m/s2)

:260 N

b. What is the apparent weight of the cube? (The density of stainless steel is

8.ox1o3 ks/-3.)
E _E _Et apparent - 'g 'buoyant

Fn: Ptls¿¡vg

4pparent : PsteetVg - 4uoyant
: (8.0x103 kg/m3XO.O27 m3X9.8O m/s2) - (260 N)

= 1.9x103 N

c. What volume of steel would have to be removed from the center of the cube

in order for the cube to float?

Fbuoyant = Fg-lloating

Fg-floating = Fg - Fremoved

Fg-floating :9(ñt - Øremoved)

Fg-floating : Psteelg(Vl - Vr"toueo)

Fbuoyant : Ps¡s,s¡9(V1 - Vr"tou"o)
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Ghapter 13 continued

%emoved =
Pc¡aotVtg - FLuovanr

P*eet9

_ (8.0x103 ks/m3x0.027 m3X9.8O nvsl - (260 N)-
= 0.024 m3

7. Awoodenraftthatmeasures 1.20 m X 0.85 m X 0.10 mhasamass of 9.77kg.
If the raft is to stay afloat in fresh water, what is the maximum amount of
additional mass that can be added to the raft?

Fg : Fbuoyant; so

Fn= p1lui¿Vg

mg: pnuiaVg

IÌr = pfluadV

"?=mexísting+madded
mexisting * Dadded : Pfluidy

Dadded = PlluidV - mexisting

: (l.OOxtOo rg/ms¡r.2 m)(0.s5 m)(0.10 m) - (9.77 k9)
:92k9

8. Free diving is a sport in which the contestants attempt to reach the greatest depth
possible underwater without using supplemental oxygen. The world record for
free diving is 85 m. What is the pressure of water at this depth?
p: phg

= (1.OOx1Os rg/me¡AS m)(9.80 m/s2)
: 8.3x105 Pa

9. An aluminum ladder is 3.1 m long.
a, How much does the ladder expand in lengh when its temperature rises from

13"C to 42"C?

s- LL
4Lr

L,L = aLtLT

= (2.5X10-s"ç-t¡13.1 m)(42"C - 13.C)
:2.2X10-s m

= 2.2 mm

b. By how much does the ladder's temperature rise if it expands 0.0304 m?

a = -AL-4Lr
AT= A¿

L,to

10.0304 m):ffi
:390"C
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Ghapter 13 continued

tO. What is the volume of 5.29 L of water at 9.0"C when it is heated to 99.0"C?

a- LV¡¿ vlLT

V: V't + AY
L,V: IVILT: (21OX1O-6'ç-1¡5.29 LX99.0'C - 9.0'C) : 0.10 L

V:5.29L+0.10L:5.39L
t 1. Atmospheric pressure at sea level is measured as 101,325 Pa. What is the weight

of the column of air above a 1-cm2 patch of ground?
EP:i

F: PA = (101,325 Pa)(l.0

: 1.0x101 N

1m2
1x104 cm2

12, A 100.0-L chamber contains an ideal gas ât a temperature of 20.0"C and a
pressure of 15 atm. One wall of the chamber moves as a piston and reduces the
volume of the chamber to 75 Lwhile raising the temperaturcto 27.0"C. What
is the new pressure under these conditions?

P1Vl : P2V2

T1 T2

P2=
P1V1T2

vzTt

(r5 atmxl.013x105 Palarmxr00.0 LX293 K)
(751X301 K)

: 2.0X106 Pa, or about 19 atm

13. An ideal gas is trapped in a cylinder 1.0 m long and with a diameter of 12.5 cm.

The pressure inside is measured as 3.0X L05 Pa with a temperature of 29'C. How
many gas molecules are contained within this cylinder?

PV= nRT

n:#
_ (3.oxlos PaXrXo.o625 m)2(1.0 m)_

:1.467 mol

1.467 mo.l 6.O22x1 O23 molecules \
'\ rrol / = 9.6¡1923 molecules
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14. What is the volume of 1 mol of an ideal gas under standard temperature and
pressure of 1.013X10s Pa and 0'C?

PV: NRT

V:ry
_ (1.0 molX8.3l Pa.m3/mot.KX273 K)

1.O13x1Os Pa

:0.022 m3

15. A carwith a mass of 1.0x103 kg rests on a hydraulic lift that is 2.0 m wide and
10.0 m long. The lift is connected to a second cylindrical piston with only a
14.0-cm diameter and a hand pump.What force is necessary to lift the car offthe
ground using only the hand pump?

F2: F'tAz

A1

(1.0x1 03 kgx9.80 m/s2¡er)(0.070 ml2
(2.0 m)(10.0 m)

:7.5 N

16. A lake is 40.0 m deep. An air bubble with a volume of 18 cm3 emerges from the
bottom of the lake and rises to the surface.

a. What is the pressure at the bottom of the lake?

p: phg
: (1.ooxf 0o ryms¡+0.o m)(9.s0 m/s2)
:3.9x105 Pa

b. What is the volume of the air bubble just before it reaches the surface?
(Assume an ideal gas.)

P1V,1: P2V2

v2: Ptvt
P2

_ (39X105 PaXl8 cm3)
1.013x105 Pa

= 69 cm3

17. What fraction of an iceberg shows above the water? Use the density of ice
âs pice : 920 kg/-3 and the density of sea water as pwarer : 1030 kg/m3.

The weight of an iceberg is

Fg: Pa""vi..9

The buoyant force of the iceberg due to the displacement of water is

Fbuoyant : Pwater Vwaterg

ô0
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ô
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Chapter l3 continued

When the iceberg floats at the surface of the water in equilibrium, the
buoyant force is equal to the weight of the obiect,

PiceVi."9 : Pw aterVw aterg

e:uffi=#ffi:o'Be
The submerged portion of the iceberg accounts lor 89o/o of its volume, so
only 11% of the iceberg floats above the surface.

18. The height of a cylindrical concrete support pillar for a bridge is 13.0 m during the
winter when the air temperature averages 4"C.

a. How much does the pillar grow during the summer when temperatures can

reach 30'C?

A¿o: LAT

A^L = ø'LILT

= (12x10-0'ç-t¡1t3.0 m)(30'C - 4'C) : 0.0041 m :4 mm

b. The pillar is 1.5 m in diameter. How much does its volume increase during
the summer?

^LVK:-¡¿ v1^T

¡y = BV,lLr= (36X10-e"ç-t¡zr)(0.75 m)2(13.0 m)(30.0'c - 4.0"c)

= 0.022 mg

c. Besides strength, why is concrete a better choice of materials for bridge
support than aluminum?
Aluminum has a coefficient of linear expansion ol a:25x10-6'C-1n
more than twice that of concrete. This value means that aluminum
expands much more with fluctuations in temperature than concrete
does and places greater strain on connections and ioints as it
expands.
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Chapter 14
l. A spring stretches by 25.0 cm when a

0.500-kg mass is suspended from its end.
a, Determine the spring constant.

F= kx

k= Ex
F = rftg

= (O.SOO kgX9.B0 m/s2)

= 4.90 N

,- _ 4.90 N
^- o25om

: 19.6 N/m

b. How much elastic potential energy is
stored in the spring when it is stretched
this far?

PEsp : Io'
: ]{rs.o N/m)(o.2so m)2

= 0.612 J

2. A spring has a spring constant of 135 N/m.
How far must it be compressed so that
4.39 I of elastic potential energy is stored
in the spring?

PEsp: |x*

4. Sonya hears water dripping from the eaves

of the house onto a porch roof. She counts
30 drops in 1.0 min.
a. What is the frequency of the drops?

f:(+m)(+#+)
= 0.50 Hz

b. What is the period of the drops?

11
' Í 0.50 Hz

:2.0s
5. Hiroshi is generating waves on a rope by

flipping the rope up and down. Each

motion up or down lasts 0.20 s. The
distance from a crest to a trough is 0.40 m.
a. What is the amplitude of the wave?

,C : ]lOistance from crest to trough)

: 
]{o.ao r)

:0.20 m

b, What is the frequenry of the waves?

7: fup * lbo*n : (0.20 s + 0.20 s)

= 0.40 s

x: 2PEsÞ

k

f :1'= I
T 0.40 s

= 2.5 Hz

6. A water wave travels a distance of 15 m in
1 min. When this wave pâsses a point where
a cork is floating in the water, it causes the
cork to move up and down 12 times in 15 s.

a. What is the speed of this water wave?

oo!
E.q!-

o
f)
ã-
2
o
e-

C)

ã

F
È
3:
9.o
Þ
o

=al

€Í
a)o
ts!
P
6',

2(4.3e J)
135 N/m

= 0.255 m

3. On a planet where the gravitational
acceleration is fìve times g on Earth, a
pendulum swings back and forth with a period
of I.22 s. What is the length of the pendulum?

T:2. lL
Y9

,= n(*),
= s(e.80 ntsr)(+e-Y
: 1.85 m

l4O Supplemental Problems Answer Key

n: I = (##")(+#*)
: 0.25 m/s

b. What is the wavelength of this water wave?

r_y

- 12 timesf:-:0.80H2r 15 s

. 0.25 m/sÀ : iñ'Ë : o'31 m

Physics: Principles and Problems
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Chapter 14 continued

c. What is the period of this water wave?

11
' f 0.80 Hz

: 1.2 s

7. A Love wave-one of the four types of waves

associated with earthquakes-is a transverse

wave in which the surface of Earth moves

back and forth as the wave pâsses. What is

the speed of a Love wave that has a period
of tSo s and a wavelength of 620 km?

v: Àf

c_ 1
J- y

',_ ÀY- T

6.2x105 m
150 s

: 4.1X103 m/s : 4.1 km/s

8. A pulse with an amplitude of 0.53 m travels

to the right along a rope. Another pulse,

with an amplitude of -0.24 m, travels to
the left along the same rope. The two pulses

approach each other. What is the amplitude
of the rope at the point where the
midpoints of the pulses pass each other?

A: 4,1 * A2

:0.53m+(-0.24m)
:0.29 m

9. Part a of the figure below shows a pulse

traveling at a speed of 1.0 m/s in a coil
spring to which a second spring is attached

at point A. Part b of the figure shows the
springs a short time later.

a, What is the amplitude of the incident
pulse?

0.10 m

b. What is the speed of the reflected pulse?

The reflected pulse and the incident
pulse travel in the same spr¡ng, so
they have the same speed of 1.0 m/s.

c, What is the speed of the transmitted
pulse?

_d
"reflected - ¡

._ dt 
vreflected

: 0.10 m
1.0 m/s

= 0.10 s

d 0.15 m
vtransmitted f 0.10 s

= 1.5 m/s

10. A physics teacher attaches an electric

oscillator to one end of a 2.0-m horizontal
spring and attaches the other end of the
spring to a stationary hook in the wall. She

adjusts the frequency of the oscillator to
produce a standing wave in the spring.
Students observe that the standing wave has

three nodes and two antinodes. She then
doubles the frequency of the oscillations
and produces another standing wave. How
many nodes and antinodes do the students

observe in the new standing wave?

For f1, there are three nodes and two
ant¡nodes, indicating that the standing
wave has a wavelength of 2.0 mo the
same as the length of the spr¡ng.

Àt=2'0m
fz: 2ft

v: ìtft = ìzlz

5.0 cm{ A

A

a

+
5.0 cm

/l ^r: 
Ít^.,

: 
*^,
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Chapter 14 continued

_ 2.0m _ 1.0 m
2

The new standing wave has a
wavelength of half the length of the
spring. The spring contains two full
wavelengths; thereforen the students
observe five nodes and four antinodes.

1 l. What magnitude force will compress a spring
so that the spring elastic potential increases
by O.2a J? The spring constant is 18 N/cm.

ne"r= txx2

1zz.s o"v"(, *r:qLX@' ,' H*rr)
= 4.24x1O-7 Hz

b. a day on Earth

It takes Earth 1.0 days to rotate on
its axis, so the period is 1.0 days.
f _ 1l- T

I

ll-
2

f:+
I

: 0.016 m
: 1.6 cm

F : lot = (18 N/cm)(1.6 cm)
:29 N

12, Each back-and-forth movement of the bob
in a small pendulum clock releases a cog on
a wheel. As the cog is released, the wheel
undergoes a slight rotation. If the release
of three cogs moves the second hand of the
clock forward 1.0 s, what is the length of
the pendulum?

T: 2- 17vg

: (9.80 mlsz¡O.SZ s¡2

4r'2
:0.11 m

13. Calculate the frequency in herø of each of
the following:
a. a "new" moon (period : 27.3 days)

(1.0 dayX2a h/dx60 min/h)(60 s/h)

: 1.2X10-5 Hz

c. a breath (Assume a breathing rate of
8-12 breaths in 60.0 s.)

T _ 60.0sIr:gffi=7.50s
T _ 60.0sIz : lsffiã: 3.75 s

c-l Irr: ,r:7ÉE: 0.133 Hz

'-1 1lr: i: sË 
" 
: o.267 Hz

-f = 0.139 - 0.267 Hz

d. a heart beat (Assume a heart rate of
1.0-1.6 beats per second.)

f, = l: Tåã 
: 1.0 Hz

fr: ï: îåE = 0.63 Hz

"f:0.63 - 1.0 Hz

14. The distance between four consecutive antin-
odes of a standing wave in a spring is 42 cm.
What is the wavelength of the standing wave?

Hint: The distnnce betueen two consecutiue

antinodes in a stnndingwaue repressnß 0.5 
^.

The distance between four antinodes
represents 1.5 À.
'1.5À:42cm

^ 
: o?:Ë' 

= 28 cm

x: lry
\/K

2(0.24 J)

rB N/cm (+"t,n )

I
gT2
4æ

ô
Ò

i.
q9

o
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Þ
o
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3
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E
F

À
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o
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I
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Chapter 15
Assume that the speed of sound in air is 343 mf s,

at2O"C, unless otherwise noted.
I. The sound a mosquito makes is produced

when it beats its wings at the average

frequency of 620 wing beats per second.

What is the wavelengh of the sound waves

produced by the mosquito?

,_ 620 beats :62OHzt- ls
v: Àf
r_y

T

_ 343 m/s
620 Hz

:0.55 m

2. You are listening to an outdoor concert on a

day when the temperature is 0'C. The
sound of a wavelength of 0.490 m is
emitted by a flute on the stage 125 m from
where you are standing.
a. What is the time elapsed before you

hear the sound emitted from the stage?

n: I
,_ d
t- 

-v

At 0oC, v: 331 m/s

._ 125mt - ggi nils
: 0.378 s

b, What is the frequency of the sound?

v= ìf
ç_ v
JÀ

331 m/s
0.490 m

:676 Hz

3. The pulse-echo technique is used in
diagnostic medical imaging. A short
uluasound pulse is emitted from the device,

and echoes are produced when the pulse is

reflected at a tissue interface. The echo

signals are received back at the device and

then anaþed to build up an image of the
organ. The speed of sound in soft tissue is

1540 m/s. If an echo is received 58.2x10-6 s

after the pulse was emitted, how far is the
tissue interface from the ultrasound device?

,= I
d: vt
Time taken for the pulse to reach

interface: ] {,ir" between pulse and

echo)

. _ 5.82x10-5 s'2
:2.91X10-5 s

¿: (1540 m/s)(2.91xl0-5 s)

= 0.0448 m

= 4.48X10-2 m or 4.48 cm

4. The engine of a jet plane taking off
produces a sound level of 140 dB, and the
sound wave has a pressure amplitude of
200 Pa. A baggage handler working next to
a jet plane that is taking off is wearing
specially designed hearing protectors that
reduce the sound level entering his ear by
40 dB. What is the pressure amplitude of
the sound waves entering his ear?

The sound level is decreased from
140 dB to 100 dB. For each 20-dB
increase in sound level, the pressure
amplitude increases by a factor of 10.

Thereforen for each decrease of 20 dB
in sound level, the pressure amplitude
decreases by a factor of 10.

Pressure amplitude of a 120-dB sound

= Of, {Rt""sure amplitude of a

140-dB sound)

Pressure amplitude of a 100-dB sound

= 1f,- {Rr""sure amplitude of a

120-dB sound)
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Pressure amplitude of a 100-dB sound
: # (Pressure amPlitude of a

A2

140-dB sound)

:4,
100

200 Pa=- 100

:2Pa
5. While fìshing from a boat anchored offshore,

you see another fishing boat betr¡¡een your
boat and the shore. The other boat sounds a
570-Hz hom as it heads toward the shore at
a speed of 18 m/s.
a. If your fishing boat is stationary what is

the frequency of the sound waves from
the hom that reach you?

fo:/"ffi
vd: o

fa: f"1n! n¿

:(510nr)ffi
:480 Hz

b. Ifyour fishing boat now heads out to
sea at a speed of 15 m/s, what is the
frequency of the sound waves from the
horn that reach you?

f.:Â(ro"1
: (510 ¡rr 343 ¡rVs - 15 m/s' 343 m/s - (-18 m/s)

= 460 Hz

6. A species of bat navigates by emitting short
bursts of sound waves that have a frequency
range that pealis at 58.0 kHz.
a. If a bat is flying at 4.0 m/s toward a

stationary object, what is the frequency
of the sound waves reaching the objea?

The frequency of the sound waves
reaching the stationary object isfar.

fu=f"(=,1
vd: o

.f¿r = /" (r+qt

fu = (58.0 kHz)

= 58.7 kHz

b. What is the frequency of the reflected
sound waves detected by the bat?

The frequency of the reflected
sound waves from the object isfo'
and the frequency of the sound
waves detected by the bat is/or.

f¿z=f.'(ft)
v"=0

343 m/s
343 lrils - 4.0 m/s

I _1
ld2 - ld1

v- vd

v

= (S8.2 kHz) 343 m/s - (-4.0 m/s)
343 m/s

= 59.4 kHz

c. What is the difference between the
frequency of the sound waves emitted
by the bat and the frequency of the
sound waves detected by the bat if the
bat is flying at 4.0 m/s and the object is
a moth approaching at 1.0 m/s?

for:t"(ft)
:(S8.Ofnrlffi
: 58.86 kHz

ôo

æ

o
fi

o

z
f)
{
5

À
3:
o
o
i

f)

I
É
oo
Ë

5
t'l

f¿z=f.'(ft)
=(58.86rur1ffi
= 59.7 kHz

Ãf : f¿z- f"
= 59.7 kHz - 58.0 kHz
:1.7 kHz
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Ghapter 15 continued

7. Hannah places an open, vertical glass tube
into a container of water so that the lower
end of the tube is submerged. She holds a
vibrating tuning fork over the top of the
tube while varying the water level in the
tube. Hannah notices that the loudest
sound is heard when the distance from the
water to the top of the tube is 32.7 cm, and
again when the distance is 98.2 cm. What is
the frequency of the tuning fork?

ILa- L¡:;^
)t:2(Le - tt)

:2(0.982 m - 0.327 m)

: 1.31 m

v=ìf
c_ v
J- ¡

343 m/s
1.31 m

: 262 Hz

8. The six strings of a standard guitar are

tuned to the following frequencies: 165,

220,294,392, 494, and 659 Hz.

a. Find the lengths of the shortest open-
ended organ pipes that would produce

the same frequencies.

"c_ v
J2L

t_v
2f

b. Sketch the pipes, showing their lengths
to scale.

165 Hz

220 Hz

294 Hz

392 Hz 1.0 m

Hz

9. The fundamental tone of an open-pipe
resonator with a length of 48 cm is the
same as the second harmonic tone of a
closed-pipe resonator. What is the lengh of
the closed-pipe resonator?
Second harmonic (closed pipe) =
fundamental (open pipe)

3ft, 
": ft, o

r_vIt,o- 4
r_vIt, c - 4l_
3vv
4L" 2Lo

L": *Lo

: 
t{0.+a r)

: 0.72 m

Hz
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2fs

,_v_,q_ zh_
, v 343 m/sru: h: 2ifüffi : 0.347 m

t : v _ 343m/s-:0.260m
'a - zfø - z(esg nzl

=*f8dB=1'o4m

=ffi =o'780m

#8ffi:o'583m

äå$ffi:o.43Bm

Ll :

L2:

v
4;
v4
v
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10. You receive a CD with the following nore:
"The first sound on the CD is the sound of a
238-Hz tuning fork and a second tuning fork
being struck simultaneously. The second
sound on the CD is the sound of the second
tuning fork and a 240.O-Hz tuning fork being
struck simultaneously. What is the frequency
of the second tuning fork?" Listening to the
CD, you hear that the first sound has a beat
frequency of 3.00 Hz and the second sound
has a beat frequency of 5.00 Hz. Answer the
question found in the note.

fb""t: lfz- ftl
(fz- fì: tfbeat

fz: ft t /¡eat
:38.0 Hz + 3.00 Hz
:241 Hzor235Hz

/beat: lfz- fsl
ffz- fù: t/b""t
fz: fg tfu""t

:24O.0 Hz + 5.00 Hz
:245 Hz or 235 Hz

The frequency of the second tuning
fork must be 235 Hz.

1 I. A radio station broadcasts their signal with
a wavelengh of 3.5 ¡.rm. Although your
radio will translate this signal into audible
sound, explain why you cannot hear the
radio signal directly.

f: v : 343m/s :9.BX1O7s-l
À 3.5X10-6 m

:98 MHz

The threshold of the human ear ¡s
around 20,000 Hz, so the frequency of
this radio signal is far higher than what
the ear can detect.

12. Antennas are designed to be as long as the
wavelengths they are intended to receive. An
amateur radio operator sets up an antenna
line in his baclcyard in order to receive a
signal from across the country. What length
should this antenna line be to receive a

signal of 3.0x lO2 Hz?

. y 343 m/s

^: f : ,¡rJ[z¡2 :1'1 m

13. You hear the siren of a fire engine as you
stand on the side of the road. As it
approaches, the siren which broadcasts at a
frequency of 645 Hz is heard by you as

being 660 Hz. How fast is the fire engine
traveling?

/. =Â(ft), vd=o m/s

f¿ : ftv
v- vt

"":(rur. )

r660Hz-645Hzr: (s4s mls)(_ 
)

:7.8 m/s

14. A friend talks to you as she walks past you
at a speed of 2.25 m/s. Why do you not
notice a Doppler shift in her voice as she
passes?

/. :Â(ft), vd: o m/s

e-ftvJd- v_vs

-"1 343m/s \- Js\ 343 nús - 225 nils /

ôov
:.
v
€
f)
õ-
Þ
o
e_

fl

I
=
À
3:
9.o

o

3
l)

I
Ë
a)o
3Þ
I

Þ
a

: 1.01 
"fs

When the speed of the source is very
low compared with the speed of sound,
there is little or no detectable difference
in the frequency of the sound em¡tted.
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15. If a submarine emits a sonar "ping"
underwater and detects an echo 4.00 s later,

how far away is the object that reflected the
echo?

dv:t

d: vt: (1533 m/s)(4.00 s) = 6130 m

Since the sound must travel from the
source to the obiect and back to the
source, the object detected would be at
half that distance, or about 3060 m away.

16. An open tube is fìlled with water which is
slowly drained as a tuning fork of frequency

.f : 1.00x 7o3 Hz is held over the open end.

As the water drains, the level of the water is
marked as a maximum of sound is heard in
the tube. These maxima are detected at
distances of 76.7 cm, 33.4 cm and 50.1 cm,

measured from the open end of the tube.
What is the speed of sound in the air within
the tube?
With resonance po¡nts every 16.7 cm,

À:2L
: 2(16.7 cm)
: 33.4 cm

\-y
ll---=

T

v=Àf
= (0.334 mxl.O0x1O3 Hz)

= 334 m/s

17. A piano tuner is trying to tune one of the
piano strings by listening for a beat

frequency between the unknown string and
a known tuning fork of frequency 262.0 Hz.

a. He notices a beat frequency of 4.0 Hz
when the string and tuning fork are

struck at the same time. What is the
frequency of the piano string?

þeat: lft - fsl

f¡^: Ía"ut* fs
: 4.O Hz + 262.0 Hz

:266.0 Hz

b. After an adiustment, he notices a beat

frequency of o.tt Hz when the string
and tuning fork are struck. What is the
new frequency of the piano string?

fn: fv"ur* fs
: 0.11 Hz + 262.OHz

:262.1H2

18. In music, the middle C has a frequency of
256 }Jz. What frequency is a note that is
exactly one octave higher than middle C?

An octave is a frequency ratio oÍ 1=2,

so the next highest octave above
middle C is

f : 2(25A Hz) : 512 Hz

1 256H2
-:-2f
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À
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Chapter 16
1. An outdoor lamp has a luminous flux of

2500Im.
a. What is the illuminance on the ground

if the lamp is mounted at a height of
2.8 m?

Pt - 4rr2
2500|m

- ll/t2ßW
:25 lx

b. What is the illuminance on a house that
is 10.7 m from the lamp?

P- - 4rr2

_ 2500lm 
=

4n{1O.7 ml2

:1.7 lx

c. What is the luminous intensity of the
lamp?

^Pv: 
4,t¡

_ 25001m
4r

: 2.0Xf 02 cd

2. A home movie projector has an intemal
lamp with a luminous flux of 1500Im.
a. How far from the screen should the

projector be positioned to obtain a

screen illuminance of 3.32Lx?

P
4,Írz

b. What would be the luminous flrx of the
proiector if it produced the same screen
illuminance at 4.89 m from the screen?

P
4r12

P: 4rEr2
:4t(3.321x)(4.S9 m)2

: 998|m

3. How many lumens are there per candela?

^Pv: 4,

Ë:oo
: 12.6 lm/cd

4. A point source of light provides 4.21lx af
2.7 m.
a. What is the luminous intensity of the

light source?

D

"- +,
D

F:-

4q¡12

P:4'¡rEr2

"_ 
4rEr2 : Er2" - 4,1t

: (4.21tx)(2.1 m)2

:19cd
b. What is the luminous flux of the light

source?

PË: 
4,rrF

P: 4trEr2

= 4Í(4.211x)(2.1 m)2

:230 lm

5. A certain type of halogen light has a lumi-
nous intensity of 15,000 cd. How many
times more illuminance does this bulb
provide at 1.00 m than a 60-W lightbulb
with a luminous flux of 1750 lm?

c)o

6'
o
l)
ô-

o
a.
3
Cl

I
Ë-
À
3.

o
o

s
3
ClIf
Ë
a)o
J€
Þ

s

¡

f= P
4qrE

1500|m
aø(3.32|x)

:6,0 m
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Ph"log"n

Eh"log"n _ 4rr2

Eeo-w Poo-w

4t¡12

ch"log"n :

Ph"log"n : 4øC¡"¡on"n

Eh"log"n 
- 

4oCh"tog"n

Eoo-w Poo-w

- 4zr(15,000 cd)
1750|m

= 110

6. What is the observed change in wavelength

of orange light (À : 590 nm) when the
light source is moving toward an observer at

5.66x 10s m/s?

aÀ: -llÀc
: l- +49l+:EÞ-l(s.goxt o-7 m)\ 3.00x10o m/s /'
= -1.00X10-9 m

7. The primary colors are red, yellow, and

blue. Based on the wavelengths below,
calculate the range of frequencies for each

color of light.
a. blue:455-492 nm

-c
^: T
e-C
J1 -\

: 3.00x108
4.55X10-7 m

fz

: 6.59x1014 Hz

_c
I2

: 3.00x108 m/s
4.92X10-7 m

: 6.10x10r4 Hz

range : 6.10X1014 Hz to
6.59x1014 Hz

b. yellow: 577-597 nm

r_c
TPh"tog"n

Poo-w

Ph"¡og"n

4'tr

f't
c

À1

: 3.OOX108
5.77X10-7 m

fz

: 5.20x1014 Hz

_c
I2

3.00x108 m/s: ¡p¡to-z t
= 5.03x1014 Hz

range : 5.03X1014 Hz to
5.20x1014 Hz

c. red:622-78Onm

r_c
^- f

ft c

üé
ò

À
Eo
O

:E
3g

¿

ts
o
o

.a!

*
E(J

zì-o
(J
@

À
o(J

À1

3.00x108
=..............-..--................._6.22x10-t m

:4.82x1014 Hz

fz: c

^2
3.00x108 m/s
7.80x10-7 m

: 3.8x1014 Hz

range = 3.8x1014 Hzlo 4.82\,1014 Hz

8. Visible light has a frequency that ranges

from about 4.0x 1014 Hz to about
7.sxl}r4 Hz. What is the range of
wavelengths for visible light?

.c
À1 :7

t1

(3.00x108)
- (4Jx10m H4

= 7.5X10-7 m
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.c
^2= E

_ (3.00x108 r/s)- {?sxioi1-
= 4.0X10-7 m

range: 4.0X10-7 m to 7.5X10-7 m

9. Find the velocity of the observer for each of the following situations. Assume the
light source is stationary in each situation.
a. An observer approaches a light source at a velocity that makes red light

(À : 670 nm) appearyellow (À : 585 nm).

Àobs-¡:tåÀ

n:(d\*

=(3.ooxlo'.Ð(w)
: -3.8X107 m/s

b' An observer approaches a light source ât a velocity that makes yellow light
(À : 585 nm) appear blue (À = 470 nm).

Àobs-¡=tåÀ

n:(")&*
: (g.ooxtot t"(
= -5.9X107 m/s

4.7x10-7 m - 5.85X1 m

c. An observer approaches a light source at a velocity that makes red light
(À : 670 nm) appear blue (À = 470 nm).

Àobs-¡==åÀ

v=(cF
=(3.ooX1o8m/s(w)
: -9.0X107 m/s

10. A source of green light (À : 545 nm) moves toward an observer at 345,000 m/s.
What is the frequency of the light from the observe/s perspective?

-c- þr-T

5.85X1 m

ôoE
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T
Jobs

f
('-9

c

;FÐ
a.ooxtos m/s

(s.45x10-7 3.¿sxtos m/s
g.ooxtos m/s

:5.51xl014 Hz

11. TWo polarizing filters are placed so that the angle between the polarizing axes is

45". Find the ratio of the intensity of the light oriting the second filter to the
intensity of the light exiting the first filter.

lz: l,l cos2 0

þ="o"2e
I1

: cos2 45o

= 0.50

12. How fast do you have to approach a source of yellow light (À : 585 nm) to
reduce the observed wavelength to 575 nm?

¡rf:tåÀ

.")(.'

AÀc
À

_ (574x10-e m - 585x10l mX3.O0x1O8 m/s)

585X10-e m

: -5.6x106 m/s

The negative sign means that you must be approaching the source.

I3. A light source has a luminous intensþ of 375 cd'.

a. What is its luminous flux?

luminous intensitY : ofi

P = 4z¡(luminous intensity)

= 4ør(375 cd)
:4.71x103 lm

b. What illuminance does this light source provide at 2.50 m from the source?
D

ts: 

-
4q¡12

P : 4z¡(luminous intensity)

4ø(luminousintensity) luminousintensityr=@:-------F-

v:
d
E

È

õ
g

t
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_ 375 cd=
(2.50 m)2

: 60.0 lx

14. A light source emits light with a wavelength of 490 nm. This light is observed to
have a wavelength 15 nm greau than the original wavelength. Find the relative
speed of the source and the observer. Make sure you specify whether they are
moving toward or away from each other.

À[:'¡J¡c
,r: AÀ9'À

(1.5x10-8 m)(3.00x108 m/s)
4.9x10 m

= 9.2X106 m/s

Since the sign is positive, they are moving away from each other.

15. Tlvo polarizing fìlters are set up so that light from a source passes through both
of them. The intensity of the light leaving the second fìlter is 0.750 times the
intensity of the light leaving the first filter. What is the angle between the filters?

lz: l'l cos2 0

þ:"o"20
,1

o = cos-r (#)
lr: (O.75Oll1

þ = 0.750
,7

0: cos-l 0.750

= 30.0o

t6. A light source generates light with a frequency of 5.45x tO12 IHz. What is the
observed frequency of this light if the observer is moving away from the source
at 2.60X 104 m/s?

/obs :f(t = "J
2.60X106 m/s

ô

ó
o
C)

o

È
ô
f
g
F

è
3.

9
o

3

t
3

I
!

s
n

= (5.45X10r2 ¡rz)(r - 3.OOx108

:5.49¡1912 ¡t
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Chapter 17
1. A light ray strikes a plane mirror at an

angle of 23o to the normal. Find the angle

of reflection for each of the following
scenarios.
a. The light source moves so that the angle

ofincidence decreases by 11'.

oi:0,
(23"-11")=9,
0¡: 12"

b. The light source moves so that the angle

of incidence increases by 29".

oi= o,

(23'+ 29'l = 6,

0r: 52"

c. The mirror rotates 20.0" around the
point where the beam strikes the mirror
so that the angle of incidence increases.

The mirror rotates on an axis that is
perpendicular to the plane of the
incident and reflected rays.

o¡-t¡nal : o¡-¡n¡¡¡"¡ * Ao

o¡-r¡na¡ : o¡-f¡nat

0r-finat : 0¡-¡n¡¡¡"¡ * Ad

0r-finat : (23") + (+20.0")

0r-finat : 43o

2. A light ray strikes a plane mirror at an angle

of 4I" to the normal. How many degrees

must the mirror be rotated so that the
angles of incidence and reflection are both
zero and the reflected light follows the
same path as the incident light?

0¡-¡n¡t¡"1 - 0rotation = O¡-f¡nal

0rotation : O¡-¡n¡t¡al - 0it¡nal
: (41.) _ (0)
:41"

3. In a curved mirror, a child appears to be

1..00 m tall. The child's actual height is
L.31 m.

a. What is the magnification of the image?

h, -d,Ifl: * : --rno do

_h,
ho

_ (1.00 m)

(r.31 m)

= 0.763

b. If the child's position is 6.0 m from
the mirroç what is the child's image
position?

lt : -4,
ho do

dl _!&
ho

(6.0 m)(1.00 m)

(1.31 m)

: -4.6 m

4. A concave mirror magnifìes images by a
factor of 2.6.
a. What is the height of an image formed

by a 0.89-m-tall object?

h,ß7: *
no

hi= mho
: (2.6X0.89 m)
:2.3 m

b. What is height of an object that has a
1.8-m-tall image?

^:!no

oo: *
1.8 m

2.6

: 0.69 m
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Chapter 17 continued

c. What is the object distance of an image
that has a position of -2.00 m?

-d,ìfl: --=!
do

do: #

f: 4d"
do+ dl

(18.0 cm)(l5.0 cm)
(15.0 cm) + (18.0 cm)

- 8.18 cm

7. A concave mirror has a focal length of
5.00 cm. An image from the mirror has a
position of 12.0 cm. What is the magnifìca-
tion of the image?

1_t+1
f dt'do

do: ldt
4-f
:!

do

-dt(4- fl

-(-2.00 m)

(2.6)

:0.77 m

5. An object is 10.0 cm from â concave mirror
with a focal length of Z.OO cm. The object is

5.00 cm tall.
a. What is the image position?

11
fdi

I
do

+

d.: fdo
do-f

(7.00 cmX10.0 cm)
(10.0 cm) - (5.00 cm)

: 14.0 cm

b. What is the magnification of the image?

-d,Ifl: --=J
C'O

-(14.0 cm)
(10.0 cm)

: -1.40
c. What is the image height?

h. 
- -dt

ho do

(5.00 cmXl2.0 cm)

: -1.40
8. An image in a concave mirror has a posi-

tion of 10.0 cm. What is the focal length of
the mirror if it has a magnification of -415'

:A
do

:!
m

fdt
(-12.0 cm)(l2.0 cm - 5.00 cm)

-(10.0 cm)

m:

m=

do=

ôôE

v
o
f)

o
e.

6)

I
I

È

o

o
,lt
?
ô
I
Ê

ç
E
ã

5
n

or:#
-0.20

= 50.0 cm

dtdo
q+ do

(10.0 cm)(s0.0 cm)

-(14.0 cmX5.00 cm)
(10.0 cm)

= -7.00 cm

6. An image in a concave mirror has a
position of 18.0 cm, and its obiect has a
position of 15.0 cm. What is the focal
length of the mirror?

1_1+1
fdido

(10.0 cm) + (50.0 cm)

= 8.33 cm

1_1+1
f dt'do

f:
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Answer

Chapter 17 continued

9. A concave mirror has a radius of 40.0 cm.

An oblect is placed 25.0 cm from the
mirror.
a. What is the focal lengh of the mirror?

-rJ- 2

(40.0 cm)

1 l. A concave mirror with a 30.0-cm radius
of curvature produces an image that is
24.0 cm in front of the mirror and inverted.
Where is the object that produced the
image located?

11
fdl

do: fdi
4-f

(15.0 cm)(24.0 cm)
24.0 cm - 15.0 cm

: 40.0 cm

12. An obiect.that is 10,0 cm from a concave

mirror has an image located 15.0 cm from
the mirror. What is the focal length of the
mirror?

f - 
drdo

di+ do

(1s.0 cm)(10.0 cm)
15.0 cm + 10.0 cm

: 6.00 cm

13. An object located 15.0 cm in front of a
concave mirror produces an image 60.0 cm

in front of the mirror. What is the focal
length of the mirror?

f= dldo
di+do

(60.0 cm)(l5.0 cm)
60.0 cm + 15.0 cm

: 12.0 cm

1

do

111
-:-+-f 4'do

1_1_L 1

f- dt' do1

do

+

2

: 20.0 cm

b. What is the image position?

di: fdo
do-f
(20.0 cm)(25.0 cm)

(25.0 cm - 20.0 cm)

: 1.00X102 cm

c. What is the magnification of the image?

-d,fil = --=J
do

-(1.00x102 cm)
(25.0 cm)

: -4.00
10. A convex mirror has a focal length of 10.0 cm

and a magnification of ].
a. What is the image position for an obiect

placed 20.0 cm from the mirror?

I
di

= fdo
do-f
(10.0 cm)(20.0 cm)
(20.0 cm - 10.0 cm)

= 20.0 cm

b, If the obiea is 2.3 cm tall, how tall is its
image in the mirror?

h,
fil = --L

no

hi: mho

: (0.5X2.9 cm)
: 1.2 cm

1

do
11
-:-+fq

+1

r
di

úé
ò

À
oo
T
3
so

ts
o
o

=

=
*
E

ì-I
É

(-)
e

.F

d
o
O
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Chapter 17 continued

14. A concave mirror with a focal length of
25.0 cm produces an image at 75.0 cm.
What is the object distance for the object
that produced the image?

1

f
do: fdi

di- f
(25.0 cm)(75.0 cm)
75.0 cm - 25.0 cm

= 37.5 cm

I5. A 5.OO-cm-tall object is reflected in a convex
mirror with a -40.0-cm focal length. The
image is located 20.0 cm behind the mirror.
a. Where is the object located?

11
fdi

do: fdt
di- f

(-40.0 cm)(-20.0 cm)

Chapter 18
t. A beam of light traveling through air strikes

flint glass at an angle of 31.0' to the
normal. At what angle does the beam
enter the flint glass?

nt s¡n 0,t: D2sin 0,

1

do
+I

di

o, : sin-1 (

= 
"¡n_, 

(

q s¡n 01\
,r)

(1.00)(sin 31.0')
(1.62)

(-20.0 cm) - (-40.0 cm)

: 40.0 cm

b. What is the height of the image?

ht 
- -di

ho do

: -hodi
do

*(5.00 cm)(-20.0 cm)

= 2.50 .;o'o "t

t6. In a convex mirror, a 15.O-cm-tall obiect
forms a 7.S-cm-tall image. What is the
object distance if the image is located at

-8.00 cm?

ht : _di
ho do

do= -diho
hi

_ -(-8.00 cmX15.0 cm)
7.5 cm

=16cm

= 18.5o

2. Light has a speed of 2.00X 108 m/s in clear
acrylic.
a. What is the indor of refraction of clear

acrylic?

n:9v
(3.00x108 m/s): 
(z¡oxìõe nvg

= 1.50

b. What is the wavelength of yellow light
(À : 589 nm) in clear acrylic?

À:Àon
= (5.89X10-7 mXI.50)

= 8.84X10-7 m

c. A beam of light traveling through air
strikes a block of clear acrylic at an
angle of 29" to the normal. At what
angle does the light enter the block of
clear acrylic?

nt s¡n 01: fr2sin 0,

0^ = sin-1 ln1 
s¡n 01\vZ_e... \ n2 I

: sin-i(1!iffi3r1)

1

do
+

h1

ô
Ò

:.
6

c)
õ
o
e-

o
õI

;
À
3.
9.o

o

i

c);
d
:c

=oo
3Þ
P
6'
I
Þ
r)
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Answer

Chapter l8 continued

3. A beam of light traveling through water is
incident upon an unknown type of glass

at an angle of 45.0" to the normal and
is refracted at an angle of 33.6' to the
normal.
a. What is the index of refraction for the

unknown type of glass?

n, sin 01: fr2sin 0,

¿^ : nt,sin^ot
z stn t,

tt.ttiä," ou.o'l
(sin 33.6')

:1,70
b. What is the speed of light in the

unknown type of glass?

n:9v

v= 9n
(3.00x108 m/s)

(1.70)

:1.77X108 m/s

4. A beam of yellow light has a wavelength of
I.425x10-6 m in an unknown medium.
a. What is the index of refraction of the

unknown medium?

À:Àon
À,?:, Ao

(1.425x10-6 m)
(5.89x10-7 m)

:2.42
b. Based on Table 18-1 on page 486 of

your textbook, what do you think the
unknown substance is?

diamond

5. An even layer of oil floats on top of water
(noil : 1.15). A beam of light strikes the oil
at an angle of 32.1' to the normal. What is
the beam's angle of refraction in the water?

air to oil
nl s¡n 01: D2sin 0t

Oil to Water

nt s¡n 01= f,2sin 0,

oz : sin-1 (ttäg)
:s¡n-l (Ilff#ZfL)
: 23.5'

6. Calculate the critical angles for each of the
following situations.
a. a beam of light passing from crown

glass into air

sin0^:4uD1

e" : 
"in-t (fr)

: sin-1 (-t'oo t
r r.sz /

= 41 .1o

b. a beam of light passing from diamond
into flint glass

sine"=fr

a" : 
"in-t (fr)
. -r /1.62\: srn '\.Ln)

:42.O"

c, a beam of light passing from quarø
into water

sino^=4
"f,1

e" = 
"in-1 

(fr)

: sin-l l-1'33 
\

rrs¿/
:59.7o

(1.r5)

0z : sin-i

. -{: Sln

:27.5"

n1 s¡n 0t\
nr)

(1.00)(sin 32.1')

U

ò
É
A
oo
E
tIo
q
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o
Éo

.a!
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Þo
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Ghapter 18 continued

d. a beam of light passing from water
into air

sin 0" = lz
n1

e": sin-1 (fr)
: sin-l l!q\

\ 1.33 /
= 48.8o

7. A beam of light passing from an unknown
substance into ethanol has a critical angle
of 63.5'.
a. What is the index of refraction of the

unknown substance?

sine"= fr
n^

nr = sñi.
(1.36)

9. A student views a friend through a concave
lens. The friend is 1.83 m tall and stands
5.00 m from the student with the lens. If
the focal length of the lens is 1.00 m, how
tall is the virtual image of the friend?

11 1

4+

f,.-
r di

11. -

ht:

d"f
do-f
A
do

-dtho
do

-dohof
ã"z=ZJ
-(s.00 m)(1.83 m)(-1.00 m)

hr:
ho

(sin 63.5')

= 1,52

b. UseTable 18-1 on page 486 ofyour
textbook to ident$' the unknown
substance.

crown glass

8. A magni$'ing glass forms a 25.0-mm image
of a 4.50-mm thread when the thread is
placed 30.0 mm from the lens. What is the
focal length of the magnifying glass?

lt : -d,
ho do

d,: - d?ht
tDo

f:

1r_1
q'do
1 - 

t'e--
do dohl

dlht
do\- doho

_ (30.0 cm)2(2s.0 cm)
(30.0 cmX25.0 cm) - (30.0 cm)(4.50 cm)

= 36.6 cm

(5.00 m)2 - (5.00 m)(-1.00 m)

:0.305 m

10. A convex lens with a focal length of
22.5 cm is used to create a real image of
an obiect placed 51.0 cm from the lens.
The height of the object is 20.0 cm.
a. What is the image position?

f,.- dof
d"-f

(51.0 cm)(22.5 cm)

1_1+1
f dt'do a)o!

5.6
o

I
3

I
P

È
3:
9.
I
o

3
Â

I
c)
9
5
ë.

5
o

1

f
1

f

(51.0 em) - (22.5 cm)

:40.3 cm

b. What is the height of the image?

h, -d,t_t
ho do

- -dtho
do

_ -(40.3 cmX20.0 cm)
(51.0 cm)

: -15.8 cm

hi
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Chapter 18 continued

1t. A beam of light has a wavelength of
550 nm. While traveling through an
unknown substance, the light has a
wavelength of 5.00x10-7 m. What is
the index of refraction of the unknown
substance?

n:9v

v: fLz
-c- v
J_ 

^_l
c^z
À1

b. Based on Table 18-1 on page 486 of
your textbook, what do you think the
medium is?

According to the table, flint glass
has an index of refraction of 1.62
and therefore the medium is most
likely flint glass.

14. What is the critical angle for light traveling
from quarø into crown glass?

sina"=fr

@^ : s¡¡-l (IaJu \\l

- sin-l (;fî)
: 80.8o

15. An object is located 18.0 cm from a convex
lens that has a focal length of 6.0 cm.
a. Where is the image located?

1

v:
cÀ.n: 

H 
=,t,

5.5x10-7 m
5.00X10-7 m

: 1.1

12. A beam of light traveling through water
strikes the boundary between the water
and air at an angle of 25'to the normal.
At what angle does the light enter the air?

nl s¡n 01= D2 s¡n 02

fdl

: dof
do-f
(18.0 cm)(6.0 cm)
I8.0 cm - 6.0 cm

: 9.0 cm

b. What is the orientation of the image?
The object will be inverted.

16. An object is located 24.0 cm from a convex
lens. The obiect is 4.0 cm tall and its image
is - 1.0 cm tall. Where is the image located?

ht 
- -dt

ho do

1 I
do

+

di

tJ
É

É
À
Þ
o
U

tig
(J

É
o

o'ó

g

s

c
ù
ÀI

oe : s¡n-t

: s¡n-1

:34o

13. Light travels at a speed of t.g5x 108 m/s
through an unknown medium.
a. What is the index of refraction of the

medium?

n= 9v

- 3.OOx1O8 m/s- l"8sxñgnils
: 1.62

- -hdo
ho

_ -(-1.0 cmX24.0 cm)
(4.0 cm)

: 6.0 cm

/nl s¡n A1\

\n, I
/(1.33Xsin 25")\(-r¡o /

d,
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Chapter 19
L Yellow light of a certain wavelength is inci-

dent upon two slits separated by 22.5 ¡.r.m.

A screen is placed 1.20 m away from the
slits. The distance to the fìrst-order bright
line is 31.4 mm. What is the wavelength of
the light?

,xd
^: L

_ (3.14x10-2 mX2.25x10-5 m)

(1.20 m)

:589 nm

2. A certain laser emits light with a wavelength
of 696 nm. The laser is directed at a double
slit and a screen is placed 0.900 m from
the slits. The fìrst-order bright line appears
36.5 mm from the central bright line. What
is the distance between the slits?

.xd
^: L

d=ÀLx
_ (6.96x10-7 mX_0.900 m)

(3.65x10-2 m)

:1.72X10-5 m

3. Green light with a wavelength of 545 nm
is incident upon two slits separated by
18.0 ¡r.m. A screen is set up to view the
interference pattern produced and the
first-order bright line is 26.4 mm from
the central bright line. How far is the
screen from the double slit?

,xdn: 
L

t -xd.- 
À

_ (2.64x10-2 mX1.90x10-5 m)
(5.45x10-7 m)

:0.872 m

4. A wire coat hanger and a mild solution
of soap and water can be used to create

large soap bubbles. These bubbles have

a multicolored appearance due to thin-film
interference. If the index of refraction of the
soapy water is 1.4 m what is the minimum
thickness of the soap bubble when bìue
light with a wavelength of 488 nm is
reflected?

d- lu""urt
4nsoapy water

(4.88x10-7 m)

4(1.41

: 8.7X10-8 m

5. A single-slit difftaction experiment is set up
using light from a He-Cd laser (À : 442 nm)
A screen is placed 0.980 m from the slit and
the cenual bright line produced by the o(per-
iment has a width of 2I.2 cm. What is the
width of the slit?

z*r:T
w= AL

xl
(4.42x1o-7 m)(0.9s0 m)

(0.106s m)

= 4.07X10-6 m

6. A single-slit diffraction experiment is set up
using a slit with a width of tO.O cm. The
screen is placed 0.900 cm from the slit and
the distance from the central bright band to
the first dark line is 0.55 cm. What is the
wavelengh of the light used?

x.- LL.w

|: x1w
L

(5.SxtO-s m)(1.0x10-4 m)

a)I
E.6
o
f)ã
I
o
e.
3
C)

I
Ë

À
3:
o
Þ
o

f)

I:i
c)
9
3
!

ã'
ì-
Þ
o

(0.900 m)

:611 nm

7. A single-slit diffraction experiment is per-
formed using a He-Ne laser (À : 633 nm)
and the setup in the fìgure below. What will
be the width of the central bright band?
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Chapter 19 continued

Screen

0.018 cm

'l .20X102 cm

2xt ?ÀL
w

_ 2(6.33x10-7 m)(1.20 m)
(1.8x10-4 m)

= 8.4X10-3 m

8, A grating spectroscope is used to analyze
light of an unknown wavelength. The slits
of the $ating are 2.4 ¡,cm apart and the
angle between the central bright line and
the first-order bright line is 15.8". What is
the wavelength of the light?

À:dsin0
: (2,4x1O-6 m)(sin 15.8")

:653 nm

9. A spectroscope uses a grating with
11,500 lines/cm. At what angle will light
of wavelength 485 nm have its fìrst-order
bright line?
À : dsin 0

10. The aperture through which light enters the
human eye is called the iris. The average

human iris has a diameter of 5.0 mm. What
is the physical limit of the height of an
object viewed from 6.0 m away?

v _ 1.22^Lobl
^obi D

1.22(5.89x1 0-7 mX6.0 m)

(5.0x10-s m)

: 8.6X10-a m

I 1. Coherent light of wavelength 642 nm is

incident upon a pair of slits separated by
2l ¡.em.If a screen is placed 0.550 m from
the slits, how far from the central bright
band is the second-order bright band?

m^: +
x:+

2(6.42x1 o-7 m)(0.550 m)

2.1x10-5 m

= 0.034 m

12. Light of an unknown wavelength falls on
two slits separated by 1.90x lO-s m. A
first-order bright band appears 12.4 mm
from the central bright band on a screen

that is placed 0.450 m from the slits. Find
the wavelength of the light.

m^: +
,xd

ML

(1.24x10-2 mX1.90x1 0-5 m)

(1)(0.450 m)

= 524 nm

I
T

'1

a
Éoo
E
åg
()

o
E
o

:E
!

Ë
E
t
Et)

ì-o
ç
O
g

À
o
O

e: sin-l ())
/11.500 lines\/100 cm\li-"r Å rr /

: 1.15X106 lines/m
(1 m)

(1.15x10G l¡nes)

:sin-1 (+*##)
= 33.9o

= 8.7X10-7 m/line
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Chapter 19 continued

13. A thin layer of oil floats on water. When
light strikes the oil, colored bands are

produced. One of the colors is blue
(À : 490 nm). If the index of refraction of
oil is 1.45, what is the minimum thickness
that could have produced this color?

2d= (m+ *lå. ttilil

For the thinnest layer, m = 0

r_ À
a) - -;-

4Doil

(4.9x10-7 m)

16. When light of wavelength 540 nm shines
on a dififraction gratin& lines spaced at
0.54 m are produced on a screen 95 cm
away. What is the spacing between the slits
in the diffraction grating?

À:dsin0
d: -!

srn d

þne:f
o: tan-l (fl

Àf,:4(1.4s)

:84 nm

14. Light of wavelength 612 nm falls on a single
slit 8.5X 10-s m wide. The slit is 81 cm
from a screen. How wide is the central
bright band?

zrr=T
2(6.12xt0-z mX0.S1 m)

8.5x10-5 m
:12mm

15. Light of an unknown wavelength falls on
a single slit g.OOx 10-s m wide. A 14.1 mm
wide bright band is produced on a screen

85 cm away. What is the wavelength of the
light?

2\:#
l= 2xrw

2L

(1.41 xto-z m)(9.00x10-5 m)

2(0.85 m)
: 750 nm

sln (tan-1(:t)

540x10-e m

sin (tan-l(SËå_-)

540x10-e m= J¡n¡;;=1*-

- 540x10-e m
sin 30'

:1.1Xí0-6 m

c)

.Y

o
fi
I
o
e_
?
ô
I

À
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o
o
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I
)
l)o
!

Þ
o
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Chapter 20
t. A point charge of +t.23xt0-8 C and a point charge of -2.0x10-6 C are

separated by 30.0 cm. What is the attractive force between the charges?

F:Kry
: (9.0x10e N

.2sx1o-8 cx2.oxi0-6 c)
(0.300 m)2

= 2.5x10-3 N

2. TWo identical positive charges separated by 72.5 cm o(ert a repulsive
force of L.24 N on each other. What is the magnitude of the charges?

F: K?#

12F:-
2K
(0.125 m)2(1.24 N)

= ã(e¡xtoÐ N.mæT
: 1.08X10-12 C

3. A metal sphere has a mass of t.zz kg and carries a charge of -3.34 nC.
Determine the size of the charge required to levitate the sphere 1.00 cm
above the charge.

Fstatic electricity

-3.34 pC

Fs 1.00 cm

CT
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ã
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õ
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a

Point charge

Fstat¡c electrlclty = Fgr"uity

-9sphere9charge
'a----_.ã-11

åravlty - mg

,r9spherelcharge¡t-.--.-..------ã-
rÁ

mg:
mgP

9charge gspheroK
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fuiswer
Ghapter 20 continued

(1.22 kgx9.80 m/s2x0.010 m)2
-
:3.98X10-5 C

4. Three charged particles are placed in a line, as shown in the figure below.

+20.1 ¡.cC -29.4 p,C *45.4 p,C

35.0 cm 54.5 cm

a. Find the magnitude and direction of the force on particle A.

Ftot"t :FAB+FAc

FAB= Kry
= (9.0x10e N.

(z.or xro-s cx2.94x10-5 c)
(0.350

: 43.4 N to the right

FAc= Kry
: (9.0x10s N.

(2.0t xto-s cx4.54x1O-5 C)
(0.895

: 10.3 N to the left or -10.3 N

Fror"t : 43.4 N - 10.3 N : 33.1 N to the right

b. Find the magnitude and direction of the force on particle B.

Frotat :FAB+FBc

FAB = Kry
: (9.0x10e N.

(0.350

: 43.4 N to the left or -43.4 N

a)o

j

o
ô

o
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ÈÍ
ô
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c)o
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o

FBc: Kry
: (g.ox10e N.

(2.0t xro-s cx2.94x1 0-5 c)

m2rc2)(
(2.g+xt o-s cx4.54x1o-5 c)

(0.545

= 4O.4 N to the right

Ftor"l : -43.4 N + 40.4 N : 3.0 N to the left
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Ghapter 20 continued

5. T\ivo negatively charged particles are separated by 89.0 cm. One partide has

4.2 times the drarge of the other partide. If the repulsive force between the
particles is 0.097 N, what is the magnitude of the drarge on each partide?

r=x#
Q¡= 4.2qt

F= K!!F

w=ffi

Kry

(0.s9 m)2(0.097 N)

@
= 1.4x10-6 C

6. A particle with a charge of L.01 pC and a particle with a drarge of 0.907 pC exert

a force of 4.56 N on each other. What is the distance between the tvvo particles?

F:Kry

x

ù

Ê
s
E

t
*
()

o

!

E
É

(J

I
d

o
e

'E
ôI

= 4.25 cm

7. Three charged partides are arranged as shown in the figure below.
Calculate the magnitude and direction of the force experienced by particle B.

+0.103 ¡r.C
v

21 cm

+1.10 pC
-2.14 pC

29 cm

f=

(9.Ox1Oe

4otal = Feon a * Fc on g

FAon s : é#
= (9.0x1os N'm?c'z)((l'03x10-t 

c)e'í 
)
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Chapter 20 continued
:0.045 N upward

ftone : Kry
= (9.0x10e N.

(1.t oxto-e cx2.14x10-6 c)
(0.29 m)2

= 0.25 N to the right

Frot"t : vector sum of åon e and Fc on B

(0.045 N)2 + (0.25 U2
:0.26 N

rano:##S

o: tan-1(f#*)
: 80o clockwise from the y-axis

8, A tiny rnetal sphere carrying a charge of -43.6 nC is touched to an identical
neutral metal sphere. The spheres are then placed 1.02 cm apart. What is the
magnitude of the repulsive force between the two spheres?

F: K+P
(4.36x10-8 c)

Q¡= cla: ,
q = 2.18x10-8 C

¡: (e.oxlss ¡'¡2¡ç2,( 

"-!4!I#fl)
= 0.0411 N

9. Two point charges are separated by a distance of 23 cm. One of the charges has

a magnitude of + I.23 p,C, and there is an attractive force of 1.8 N between the
charges. What is the magnitude of the negative charge?

f= *ry

a)o

@

o

ó
o
e-
3

Í

À
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o
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o

fÌ

Í

ôo

n
o

enes= #
(0.23 m)2(1.8 N)

=

= 8.6x10-6 C
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Ghapter 20 continued

I0. What is the force of attraction between an electron and a proton separated by
27.0 nm?

r: qelectronqproton

12

: (9.0x10e N.
(1.60x1o-re C)2

(2.70X10-8 6)z
: 3.l6Xl0-13 C

11. Two electrons are located only 2.5 nm apart.

a. What is the magnitude of the force between these charged particles?

F: Kry

:(g.Oxl'eru.rrlCr¡(ffi)
: $.7¡19-11 ¡

b. Is the force attractive or repulsive?

The electrons are both negatively charged, so the force is repulsive.

12. Calculate the repulsive force between two protons in the nucleus of an atom of
iron separated by only 4.0X 10-1s m.

F:Kry
: (9.Ox1Oe N

:14N
13. The electron and proton in a hydrogen atom o(ert an electric force of 8.1x 10-8 N

on each other. What is the distance between them?

r'rc'l(ffi)
d

.9
É
À
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å
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a
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ã
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¿ì'o
9

e

d
o
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r: K!+

(g.OX1Oe r,¡.m2lc2)(
.60xi O-1e CXl.60X1 O-1e C)

8.1x1 N

- 5.3x10-11 m

14. Two protons are located 1.0 cm apart. Which force has the greater magnitude
!r force due to charge or gravitational force?
m

lil"": -ry
:(g.Oxl'en.*rlCt¡(ffi)
:2.3XlO-24 N
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= 1.9¡19-60 ¡¡

The force due to charge is more than 1036 times stronger than the
gravitational force at this distance.

1 5. Three point charges of - 3 ,4 pC each are arranged at the points of an equilateral
triangle with sides of length 5.0 cm, as shown in the figure below. What is the
magnitude of the force acting on one of the charges?

B -3.4 p,C

5.0 cm

A c

Since the triangle is uniform, start with any charge (A) and calculate the
forces of the other charges us¡ng this point as the origin.

FconA: K+

Ghapter 20 continued

frr"u: Gry
= (6.67X10-11 N'

= (9.0x10s N

=42N

'ry*nrl( )

. ,"r¡cr¡( 
(r.o' t o-aJ:o?Ír# t o-. 

") )

. ,',zraz,( 
(9.+x t ol--cI34ì t o-o cl 

¡

Fg onl : Kry
: (9.0x10e N

:42 N

The force of Fç on o acts along the x-axis but the force of F, on o needs to
be resolved into its x- and fcomponents to find the total force.

FbonA ,= (Faont) cos d

= (42 Nxcos 60.0")

:21 N

o
ìf

o

I
3
c)

f
r

3:
Lo

o

Í
É
a)o

.E

n
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Chapter 20 continued

FB on A, y= (Fe on a) sin 0

: (42 N)(sin G0.0.)

:36 N

Fr= FconA * FBonA, ,:42 N + 21 N:63 N

Fy: FgonA, y:36 N

4otal: Fr, *

(63 + (36 U2
:72 N

16. TWo point charges of different values exert a repulsive force of 0.175 N when
they are 0.50 m apart. One of the charges is exactly 10 times as large as the other.

What are the values of these point charges?

F: Kry: KI{P:ßK#
ît.: I 'Frt V tOr(

(0.175 NX0.50

1O(g.OX1Oe N.m2lC2

:7.0x10-7 C

e2= lùqr: (10X7.0X10-7 C)

= 7.Ox1O-6 C

17. How far apart will two electrons need to be to exert a repulsive force of exactly

1.0 N upon one another?

ü

d

É

Eoo
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o
o

:E
!

3

o

ÞI
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g

Ð
RÞo
O

r-

: 1.5X10-14 m

K+
(9.0x10e N .rzr"zr1 (t.eoxl0-1e 

-gxt 
ooxto-rg c) 

¡
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Chapter 20 continued

18. How far apart will two protons need to be to o(ert a repulsive force equal to the
weight of one of the protons?

F: Kry: ñp9

r: ét
mp9

(e.oxloer.rrlcr(ffi)
:0.12 m

19. The distance between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in a molecule of water
is about 2.70x10-10 m. If the orygen atom has a net charge of -2e- and the
hydrogen atom has a net charge of + 1e-, what is the force of the electric
attraction between them?

7:rcÆ
fz

= (9.0X10e r.r.racrl( 
¡

= 6.3x10-e N

Because the atoms are opposite in charge, the force is attractive.
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Chapter 2I
1. A test charge in an electric field ofstrength

21.45 N/C experiences a force of 5.10 N.
What is the magnitude of the test charge?

FE=- q
Eq=E

4. The potential difference between the two
plates below is 520 V.

a. What is the strength and direction of
the electric field between the two plates?

LV= Ed
LV
d
520 V

0.008 m

:6.5x104 N/C

b. How much work is required to move
one more electron to the negative plate?

++++++++++

0.80 cm

AV=Vq
y¡: qAV

= (1.60x1o-tg CXSZO V)

: $.$¡19-17 ¡
5. A 3.3-mC charge is moved through a 150-V

potential difference.
a. How much work is required to move

the charge?

Ã,V: Vq
y¡= qA,V

= (3.3xlO-s CXrSO V)

= 0.50 J

b. If the charge is moved 0.750 cm, what is
the strenglh of the electric field where
the charge is moved?

Ã,V: Ed
LV
d

150 V
0.00750 m

:2.0x104 N/C

5.10 N

Lig

'ã
À
E
oo
=
j,
g
(-,

o

o'ó
:Et

Ë

å

(.,

ì.o
É
t
o

ú
F.o
oo

21.45 N/C

:0.238 C

2. A test charge of -3.00 ¡r,C is placed in an

electric field of 121 NiC, as shown in the
figure below. What are the magnitude and
direction of the force on the test charge?

E = 121 N/C

g : -3.00 ¡rC

F
cl

F: Eq
: (121N/CX3.OOX10-6 C)

:3.63X10-a N upward (Charge is
negat¡ve and will thus experience a

force in the oppos¡te direction as
the electric field lines.)

3. What is the magnitude of an electric
fìeld that exerts 39.0 N of force on a

4.5x 10-s-C test charge?

F
q

39.0 N

= 8.7X105 N/C
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Chapter 21 continued

6. A point charge of unknown magnitude is

moved through a 210-N/C electric field.
a. If the charge is negative and positive

work is done on the system, in what
direction relative to the electric field
lines is the charge moved?

lf positive work ¡s done on the sys-
tem, then potent¡al energy has been
added and the negat¡ve charge must
be in a location with a higher energy.
An electron will naturally move
aga¡nst electric field lines to a loca-
tion of lower energy, and thus, the
negative charge must have been
moved with the field lines.

b. If the charge is positive and negative
work is done on the system, in what
direction relative to the electric field
lines is the charge moved?

lf negative work has been done on the
system, the system has lost potential
energy and thus, the positive charge
must be at a location of Iower energy.
A positive charge will naturally move
with electric field lines to a position of
lower energy and thus, the charge
must have moved with the field lines.

c. Through what potential difference has

the charge moved if it is moved 1.9 cm?

Ã,V: Ed

= (210 N/G)(0.019 m)

=4.0V
d. If +98 I of work is required to move the

charge 1.9 cm against the electric field
lines, what is the sign and magnitude of
the charge?

L,V=Vq

q -WLV

- 98J -.ì^t^-4^0v-1+\'
The charge must be pos¡t¡ve ¡f ¡t
requires pos¡t¡ve work to move ¡t
aga¡nst field lines.

7. A positive test charge is moved 5.6 cm against
a 75-N/C electric field. Through what poten-
tial difference has the charge been moved?

L,V = Ed

= (75 N/CX0.056 m)

= 4.2Y
8. What is the capacitance of a capacitor that

requires a potential difference of 54 V to
store 67.8 ¡,cC of charge?

^qv: Lv
6.78X10-5 C

54V
: 1.3 ¡¿F

9. How much voltage is required for a capaci-
tor with a capacitance of 0.750 ¡r,F to store
2.3 p.C of charge?

^qu: LV

^v=l
2.3x10-6 C
7.5oXlo-7 F

:3.1 V

10. The same voltage is applied to both
capacitors A and B, but capacitor A stores

three times more charge than capacitor B.

What is the ratio of the capacitance of capac-

itor A to the capacitance of capacitor B?

9r = 39e

qn:O
cle I

clp.

LV
Qe

LV

co:
cB

r,A -

GB=

ô
Ò

5.

o
Ô

I
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=
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Chapter 2I continued

11. A helium nucleus consisting of two protons
and two neutrons passes through a detector
with an electric fìeld strength of 1.50x 106

N/C. What is the magnitude of the force
experienced by the helium nucleus?

The charge on a s¡ngle proton ¡s
gp: 1.6Ox1O-1e C, and the neutrons
còntribute nothing to the net charge.

E_ F
q

F: Ecl

:2ECtrP

= (1.5Ox1Oo wC¡Z¡11.6Ox1O-1e C)

= 4.80X10-13 N

12. An unknown charge is brought within
8.0 cm of a standard test charge of
-5.0x 10-e C. At this distance, an
electric field strength of ¿.e 5 x 10-2 N/C
is measured. What is the value of the
unknown charge?

Combining Coulomb's law with the
equation for electric field strength,

E- F - nQt4z - [92_ ,,ã2q,1 
¿2

Ed2 (4.65x1 O-2 N/Cxo.O8O m)2
Qz

b. With an electric field strength of
6.0x 10-4 N/C measured between the
plates, how far apart are these parallel
plates?

A,V: Ed

-- LV - 1.0X10-6Vu- E
: 1.7X10-3 m : 1.7 mm

14. An oil drop is suspended in an electric fìeld
of l.92x 10s N/C between two charged
plates as part of a Millikan oil-drop
experiment. The oil drop has a mass of
I.57x10-11 g and the charged plates of
the apparatus are exactly 1.00 cm apart.

a. What is the potential difference between

the two charged plates?

L,V: Ed

= (1.92xf Os tUC¡O.Ot00 m)

= 1920 V

b. What is the net charge on the oil drop?

How many excess electrons are on this
oil drop?

F
q

-Fmg4= E: _í

(1.SZxt O-t¿ kgX9.80 m/s2)

1.92x1 N/C

: 8.01X10-1e C

- q 8.01x10-1e Cn:4= t"o;¡:loa
= 5 electrons

c. Which plate is positively charged and
which plate is negatively charged? What
would happen if the charges were

reversed?

Because the oil drop is suspended
between the plates, the top plate
must be positive and the bottom
plate must be negative. Only an
attractive force above and a repul-
sive force below would offset the
downward force of gravity. lf the

K

: 3.3X10-14 C

9.0x1oe N.m2lc2

(W¡th the value of the electric field
strength known, the value of the test
charge is not necessary.)

13. In 1 s, 2.5Ox1018 electrons pass from one

charged plate to another parallel charged
plate.

a. If the potential difference between the
parallel plates is 1.0 ¡¿V how much
work is done moving this quantity of
electrons between the two plates?

LV= Vq
y¡: qÃ,V = (2.50X1018)

(1.60x10-1e CXr.Oxl 0-6 V)

: 4.0x10-7 J
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Ghapter 2I continued

charges on the plates were
reversed, the droplet would acceler-
ate downward since all forces then
act in the same direction as gravity.

15, A 0.5-pF capacitor is able to store
7.2xl}-10 C of charge with an electric field
strength of 0.33 N/C between its plates.
How far apart are these plates?

^qq
^v 

Ed

a: #: 7.2X10-10 C
(0.33 N/CXo.5X10 F)

= 4.4X10-3 m :4.4 mm

16. Most capacitors are measured in terms of
microfarads, p,F, or picofarads, pE because

the unit of capacitance, the farad, is a rela-
tively large unit. Given a l-F capacitor with
plates separated by 1.0 mm and an electric
field strength of 1 N/C, calculate the num-
ber of electrons resting on the plates of this
capacitor.

A.: Q - 
q

LV Ed

q: CEd = (1 FXl N/CX0.0010 m)

:0.0010 C

- _ cl _ 0.0010 c,r- q"

: g.2¡1915 electrons

Chaptet 22
1. A 9.0-V battery is connected to a lightbulb,

as shown below

Lightbulb

+
A

1000 3600 s
lkw th

9.0-v
Battery

a. How much power is delivered to the
lightbulb?

P= IV
: (0.50 AX9.0 V)
:4.5 W

b. How much energy will the bulb use

inlh?
E= Pt
P= lV
E= IVt

= (0.50 AXe.o vxl h(ii!q)(f*ñ)
: 16,000 J

c. How long would the bulb have to stay
on to use 1 kwh of energy?

E: Pt
Ea- L

a- 
,

P= lV
._ E'tv

c)
.9
J'
i.qg

o
f)
õ-
a
o

3
Cl

I
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À
3:
o
o

F
3
6)

t
Ë
a)o
!
9
õ'
ì-
o

E=(1

= 3.6x106 J

= 800,000 s

. _ 3.6x106 J'- (oso AXgo v)
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Ghapter 22 continued

2. A 60-W lightbulb is connected to a 115-V
power source.

a. What is the current through the light-
bulb?

P: lV

,_ P,. v
60w- lls t/

=0.54
b. What is the resistance of the lightbulb?

D- v2.R

f,- V2
P

(115U2
60w

-200O
3. A circuit is set up as shown in the diagram

at the top right.

a. What should the reading on the
ammeter be?

R:+
,-v,-E
_ 36V

24f)
: 1.5 A

b. What should the reading on the
voltmeter be?

R:+
V: lR

= (1.5 AX24 O)
:36 V

c. How much power is delivered to the
resistor?

P: lV
: (1.5 AX36 V)

:54 W

d. How much energy is delivered to the
resistor per hour?

E: Pt
: (54 WX3600 s)
:1.9X105 J

+
:36V 24f].

4. A microwave draws a L5.0-A current from a
120-V power source.

a. How much power is delivered to the
microwave?

P: TV

: (15.0 4X120 V)

: 1800 W

b. How much energy does the microwave
use to heat food for I min?

E: Pt
: (1800 WX60 s)
: 100,000 J

5. A circuit is set up as shown in the diagram
below.

a. What is the resistance of the resistor in
the circuit?
P:!

I

_ 115V
2.7 A

:43 O
b. What should be the reading on the

voltmeter?
n:!

I

V: lR
: (2.7 AX43 V)
:120V

d

'=
À
o

á

å
E

o

:E
!
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e
'ù

ào
O
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Ghapter 22 continued

c. How much power is delivered to the
resistor?

P= IV
: (2.7 AX115 V)
:310W

d. How much energy is delivered to the
resistor per hour?

E= Pt

= (st0 W)(0600 s)

= 1.1xl06 J

8. A 60-W lightbulb has a resistance of 240 O.
What is the current in the lightbulb?

P: l2R

t:ß
(60w)
(240o)

+

9. What is the current through an 80.0-O
resistor if the voltage drop across the
resistor is 20.0 V?

VH: 
T

r_ v'R

:0.54

20.0 v

_ (120 Ð2
100 w

:100O

:115V R

-2.7 
A

6. A 100-W lightbulb is turned on for two-
fifths of the time for 30 days. At a price
of $0.090 per kWh, how much does the
lightbulb cost to run during the 30 days?

E: Pt
(so aavs)(f)(24 h/day)(3600 s/h)

= 1,036,800 s

5: (100 W)(1,036,800 s)

= 1.0368x108 J

(1.os6sxrot ¿{eå#-r)= 2B.B kwh

(28.8 kwh)($0.090/kwh) : $e.sg

7. A current of 0.85 A is measured through a

27-O resistor for 1.00 h. How much heat
does the resistor generate?

E: Pt
P= l2B
E = t2Rt
: (0.85 Al2e7 ())(3600 s)

= 7.0x104 J

80.0 ()
: 0.250 A

10. A 60-W lightbulb and a 100-W lightbulb
both are connected to a 120-V power
source. Which bulb has the greater
resistance?

D- v2'R

R:#
B60: ffi#:2oo o

Broo

ô
Ò

5.
@

o
f)

I

6)

{

À

o
o

3
C)

Í
=
c)oI

J
fì

The 60-W lightbulb has the greater
resistance.

I1. A 12-V battery is used to power a

3.0X 102 mA video camera.

a. How much power does the battery
provide to the camera?

3.OX1O2 mA = O.3O A

P = lV = (0.30 AX12 V) = 3.6 W

b. How much energy does the camera use
in 1.0 s?

E= Pt: (3.6 WXl.0 s):3.6 J
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Ghapter 22 continued

c. How much energy does the camera use

in 1.0 h?

E : pt= (s.6 JXl.o h)(i-tltlh 
)(-oqs-r ,J

:1.3x104 J
d. How long would it take the video

camera to use 1 kwh of energy?

E: Pt

._ E.- P

P: lV
Et- L'tv

1 kwh : (1000 J/sX3600 s)
:3.6x106 J

. _ (3.6x106 J)
t - 163s AX12 v)

: 1.0X106 s or about 280 h

12. A 60-W bulb powered by a 120.0-V source

has a resistance of 5.0 O at room tempera-
ture and 100.0 O at operating temperature.

a. What is the current when a 60-W bulb
is turned on at room temperature?

r: #: +%Y :24 A

b. What is the power of this room-
temperature bulb?

p=+:#:2.ekw
c. What is the current when the 60-W bulb

is at operating temperature?

t: X= ffi#: 1.200 A

d. What is the power of the bulb at operat-
ing temperature?

p: # =I1##:144.0w

13. A24O-Y waler heater has a resistance of 15 f).

a. What is the power of the heater?

P: +: E+lf :3.8 kw

b. What thermal energy is supplied by the
heater in 15 min?

E= Pt

= (o.B kwxts m¡n)(-oqi-i mJ
= 3.4x103 kJ

c. Compare the power of the same 240-V
water heater to a 120-V water heateç

also with a resistance of 15 O.

P- t - (120U2:9GoW=o.9GkW
' R 15()

blåffi = ¿.0

The power of the 240-V water heater
is four t¡mes greater than the power
of the 120-V heater.

d. Compare the thermal energy of the
240-V water heater to a 120-V heater in
a 15-min period.

E = Pt: (0.e6 kwxls m¡n)(f*s-.r)
:860 kJ

3.4x1O3kJ_rr.
960 kJ - *'t

The energy of the 240-V water heater
is four times greater than that of the
120-V heater.

14. How much power is dissipated in wires that
have a current of 50.0 A and a resistance of
0.015 f)?

P: PR: (50.0 A)2(0.015 O) : 38 W

15. A long-distance high-tension wire uses

500,000 v.

a. What is the power output of these wires

in watts, kilowatts, and megawatts if the
current is 20 A?

P= IV
: (20 4X500,000 V)

: 1X107 W

= 1x104 kw
:10 MW
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Chapter 22 continued

b. What is the power dissipated in the
wires if the resistance is 0.015 O?

p: t2R: (20 A)2(o.o1s o) : 6 w

16. Photovoltaic panels provide power to a
home each sunny day. The resistance of the
wires in this system is 0.5 O. If the power
consumption of a computer in the home is
200 W what current does the computer
cause through the wires?

P: l2R

. t; I2oow

':vit:viîö:2oA
17. Compare the energy a 120-W bulb uses per

hour with the energy use in 1.0 hour of a
60-W bulb.

E12s= Pt
: (1 20 wx1 .o n)(!e-.' Jf*il)
:4.3X105 J

E6o: p¡= (60 wxl.o r)(iitXF',J
= 2x105 J

Etzo - 4.3x105J --E* --2yff¡-z
The 120-W bulb uses twice the energy
in an hour.

18. How much money would be saved by
turning offone 100.0-W lightbulb 3.0 h/day
for 365 days if the cost of electricity is

$0.12 per kWh?

E: Pt
: (1oo'ou(@.* XeiÏb' Xf*ft)
= 1.1X106 J/day

1.1x106 J 1 kwh :0.31 kWh/dayday

19. How much money can be saved by tuming
off a 500.0-W television set for 3.0 h/day
for 365 days at $0.12 per kWh?

E: Pt
: (5oo.o u(."rt rtxi+tx, 

,n-il)

= 5.4X106 J/day

(s.4x106 J("åffi)= t.u kwh/day

(+*r*X"$n]e*):$0.18/day

ffi)ttuu davs): $65'z0

20. How much does it cost to operate a
1000.0-W blow dryer for 10.0 minutes at
$0.12 per kWh?

E: Pt

= (1000.0 wxl0.o r¡")(f*ñ)
:6.00x105 J

(6.ooxro5 ü(*# J )= o.rz rwn

(0.r7 kwh)(ffi): $0.02

3.6x1 J
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I(ui#, Xln"t -*J = $0.04/dav

(flgo"Jtt.u davs) : $14'60
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Chapter 23
1. Three 12.0-0 resistors are connected in

series to a 50.0-V power source.

a. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit?

R: Rt+ R2+ Rs

=12.0O+12.0O+12.0O
:36.0 O

b. What is the current in the circuit?

P:!
I

,_ v,_E
_ 50.0 v

36.0 ()
: 1.39 A

c. What is the voltage drop across each

resistor?

vH: t
V- lR

= (1.39 AX12.0 o)
= 16.7 V

2. Three 15.0-0 resistors are connected in
parallel to a 45.0-V power source.

a. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit?

c. What is the current through each resistor?

,- vt- 
R

_ 45.0 V
15.0 (}

:3.00 A

3. TWo resistors are connected in series to a

power source. The voltage drop across the
fìrst resistor is 5.40 V and the voltage drop
across the second resistor is 9.80 V. The cur-

rent through the circuit is 1.20 A.

a. What is the resistance of each of the
resistors?

Rs.oor: Ï
s.40 v

R:+

+ +
R1 Rs

1=-15.0 ()
31
155

B:5.00 O
b. What is the current in the circuit?

R=+

t- v
R

45.0 V
5^OO O

:9.00 A

Fg.so

b. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit?

R: R1* R2

:4.50O+8.17O
:12.7 A

4. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit shown below? What is the current
in the circuit? What is the voltage drop
across the two resistors wired in parallel?

Find the equivalent res¡stance of the
resistors in parallel.

111

-:-+-
B"qr Rz', Rg

-1r112A' 12A

Peql :6.0 O

1.20 A

:4.50 O
_vv-t
_ 9.80 V

1.20 A

:8.17 O

11

R

d
Ê

'ã
À
ÉI
E
È

()

o
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:E€
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.rr

¿ÞI
õ
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Ð'É
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R2

11¿1' is.o o ' ls.o o
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Chapter 23 continued

Using the equivalent resistance of the
resistors in parallel, find the resistance
of the resistors in series.

Reqz: Fr + R"qt

=88O+6.0O
=94O

The current in the circuit:

R.cz: I
,_ v,- R*,

120V
94()

:1.34
The voltage drop across the two
resistors:

R"il: Ï
V: lB"o1

: (1.3 AX6.0 O)
:7.8 V

88 t)

+

:120V 12 dL 12o.

6. A 12-O and an 18-,f) resistor are connected
to a 48-V power source.

a. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit if the resistors are connected in
series?

R= Rr* R2

=12dL+18O
= 3.0x101 O

b. What is the equivalent resistance of the
circuit if the resistors are connected in
parallel?

111_:_+_
R Rl' R2

r1
12.0 l) 18.0 ()

_5
36

B =7.2 dù

7. A voltage divider is made from a 9.0-V bat-
tery. T\vo resistors are connected in series to
the battery. If one resistor has a resistance of
24 O and the voltage drop across the other
resistor must be 4.0 V, what is the resistance
of the second resistor?

Find the current in the circuit.
Let R be the unknown resistance.

Then (9.0 V) = Vn * Vzq

= (4.0 v) + (24 O)

,= ##:0.21 A

Find the resistance of the second
resistor.

P:!
I

4.0 v
0.214

:19O

5. A 10.0-0 resistor, a 20.0-O resistor, and a
30.0-0 resistor are wired in parallel and
connected to a 15.0-V power source. What
is the equivalent resistance of the circuit?

1111
-:-R R1',Rz'Rs

_1¿111
10.0() 20.00'30.00
11

a)oE
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Fl = 5.45 O
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Ghapter 23 continued

8. A circuit is constructed, as shown in the
figure below. The voltmeter reads 63.0 V

a. Which resistor dissipates the most
energy per second?

P_ v
I

l- v
E
63.0 V
36(}

:1.84
P: l2R

= (1.8 A)2R

Thus, the resistor w¡th the highest
res¡stance will dissipate the most
energy per second. so, the 54-o
res¡stor dissipates the most energy
per second.

b. What is the voltage of the power source?

R: Rt + R2+ Rs

V: lR
= l(R,t + R2 + Bo)

=(1.8 AX42O+36O+54O)
= 240V

42o.

36()

54()

L Three identical resistors are connected in
parallel across a power source. Their equiva-
lent resistance is 8.00 O. What is the resis-

tance of each resistor?

Let Rt - R2: Rg: R

IO. A 10.0-0 resistor and a 20.0-C) resistor are

connected in series with a potentiometer
and a 9.0-V battery.

a. What should the potentiometer be set

at for a total equivalent resistance of
50.0 O in this circuit?

Fr=Fr+R2+Rp
Rp:F.-.-R1-Fz:50.0O-

10.0O-20.0O=20.0O
b. If the potentiometer is set at 32.0 dL,

what would be the current in this circuit?

4: Rt + R2+ Rp = 10.0 O +
20.0O+32.0O:62.0O

,= %ry*: #å:0.14A
c. If the potentiometer were turned so that

the resistance increases, what would
happen to the current?

Since the resistors are connected
in series, as Bt increases, Ft will
increase by the same amount. From
Ohm's law, we see that as resistance
and current are inversely propor-
tional so as R, increases, the cur-
rent in the circuit will decrease.

I t. A piece of lab equipment must be connect-
ed to a standard 6.0-V dry cell. The manual
for the equipment says that this device has

an intemal resistance of 0.10 O and cannot
handle more than 2.5 A of current.

a. What value of resistor can you connect
in series with this device that would
allow it to be connected to the power
source?

From Ohm's law,

4=&7* =*3+:2-4!t'
4= R * B¡nternar

n: 4 - B¡nternat : 2.4 dL - 0.10 O
:2.3 O

fhen, ]

B
R:24.O A
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Ghapter 23 continued

b. What three resistors of equal value could you use in series
instead of the single resistor determined in part a?

From Part a, 4:2A A

Rr: 3B * Rinternal

ff- 4 - B¡nternal

3

2.4 {L - 0.10 ()
3

:0.77 A
12. Tlvo resistors are connected in parallel to a 3.0-V power source.

The fìrst resistor is marked as 150 O but the second resistor is unmarked
and unknown. Using an ammeter, you measure the current passing
through the unknown resistor as 45.0 mA.

a. What is the value of the second resistor?

D _v _tt^ 
- -. 12 ¿5#&n :67 o

b, What is the current passing through the 150-O resistor?

":Ë=*3å=o'o2oA:2omAc. What is the total current passing through this power source?

:-
Et11

1

R2
+

P_ _ RtRz _ (150 OX67 O)"¡ Rl+ R2 150O+67O
:46O

,r: Ë =;*#:o.o65A
=65m4

or

\: \* t2

:45 mA + 20 mA:65 mA

13. A circuit is constructed, as shown in the figure below:

What is the value of Rr?

Rr=15 R3

7.5 V
0.20 A

11
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Rz = 30.0 O R¿ = 40'0 O
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Ghapter 23 continued

Rr=I=#*:o7o
111

-:Rtz R1 ', B2

RtRz 
- 

(r5OX30.0O) : i.0X101 OH12: E1+ ñ 
: l5 g¡ .t 3gn t =

Rt: Rtz * Fs+

Rs4: 4 - R.,= 37 O - 10.0 A = 27 dl,

111
-:Rst F3 ' R4

R^oRo (27 OX40.0 O)nt: ffi,: ffi =9'oxlolo

14, What is the equivalent resistance of the resistors in the
circuit as shown in the fìgure below?

40.0 ()

70.0 ()

100.0 ()

10.0 v

= 100O

d

d

è
Þ

=E
ii

Y

¡
o
d
.9
's
!

*
(J

'ò'
o

I
e

èô

I

-:Rzo

70.0 ()
2

Æc R¿o
-Ll+1_3' Rto ' R¿o Bn

p^= þ - 4ooo: r3,oo"G33
B1=ßl+BB+Bc

=100.0O+35.0O+13.0O
:148O

1

4o

Ls
2

I

BA

1

FB

BB

+ 2

4o

= 35.0 O

I

40.0 ()

70.0 ()

40.0 ()
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Chapter 24
1. A 1.20-cm wire carrying a current of 0.80 A is perpendicular to a

2.40:l magnetic field. What is the magnitude of the force on the wire?

F= ILB
: (0.80 4X0.0120 m)(2.40 T)
:0.023 N

2. A 24.0-cm length of wire carries a current and is perpendicular to a
0.75:I magnetic fìeld. If the force on the wire is 1.80 N, what is the
current in the wire?

F: ILB

,_ F.LB
_ 1.80 N

(0.240 mX0.75 T)

:1.0X101 A

3. A 0.50-cm length of wire carries a current and is perpendicular to a

magnetic field, as shown below.

a. What is the direction of the force on the wire?

According to the third right-hand rule, in which the fingers
of the right hand po¡nt ¡n the direction of the magnetic field
and the thumb points in the direction of the conventional
current, the direction of the force on the w¡re ¡s out of the
page or in the negative z direction.

b. What is the magnitude of the force on the wire?

F= ILB
: (2.6 4X0.0050 m)(0.75 T)
:0.0098 N
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Ghapter 24 continued

4. A 4.50-cm length of wire canies a 2.I-A
current and is perpendicular to a magnetic
field. If the wire experiences a force of
3.8 N from the magnetic field, what is

the magnitude of the magnetic field?

F: ILB

B:l
3.8 N

(2.1 AX0.0450 m)

=407
5. A length of wire carrying a current of 2.0 A

is perpendicular to a 6.5-T magnetic field.
What is the length of the wire if it experi-
ences a force of 2.99 N?

F= ILB

,_F
IB

2.99 N
(2.0 AX6.5 r)

= 0.23 m

6. An electron beam is perpendicular to a
0.020-T magnetic field. What is the force
experienced by one electron if the beam has

a velocity of 9.8x 103 m/s?

p= qvB

= (1.60x10-1e Cxg.gxtd mlsxo.020 T)

= 3.1¡19-17 ¡
7. A proton enperiences a force of 6.9X 10-1s N

when it travels at a right angle to a 1.35-T

magnetic fìeld. What is the velocity of the
proton?

p= qvÛ
Ên:ã

6,9X10-15 N:6
:3.2x104 m/s

8. A doubly ionized particle travels through a

magnetic field, as shown in the figure
below. What is the force experienced by the
particle?

p: qvB
: (3.2x10-1e CX¿.t x104 m/sxl.50 T)

:2.0X10-14 N

B ='l .507

v = AjX104 m/s
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9. A positively charged particle travels at a
right angle through a 3.00-T magnetic field
with a velocity of ¿.50x 10s m/s. If the par-

ticle experiences a force of 4.32x10-13 N as

it travels through the magnetic field, what is
the charge on the particle?

p: qvB
F

Q: ,g

4.32x10-13 N
(4.50x105 m/sX3.00 T)

= 3.20X10-1e C

10. An electron traveling 8.6x 107 m/s at a right
angle to a magnetic fìeld experiences a force

of z.gx10- 11 N. What is the strength of the
magnetic field?

p: qvB

B:Lqv

2.9X10-11 N
(1.6x1

:2.1 T
cx8.6xl m/s)
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Ghapter 24 continued

t I. A screen of ten suaight wires is laid horizon-
tally in a magnetic field of 24.0 T oriented at
right angles to the wires. Each wire carries a
current of 12 mA and is 50 cm long.

a. What is the total force experienced by
this screen?

Fr: loF
:1OíLB
: 10(12x10-3 RXO.SO m)(24.0 T)
: 1.4 N

b. As the current in the wires increases,

what happens to the force experienced
by the screen?

Since the current is directly propor-
tional to the force through the rela-
tionship F: lLB, as the current
increases, so does the force.

12. A 15-cm length of wire is suspended hori-
zontally in a magnetic field of 8.0 T orient-
ed at a right angle to the wire in such a way
that the force experienced by this wire acts
in the upward direction.

a. If the wire has a mass of g.O g and is
able to move freely, what current run-
ning through this wire is necessary to
lift the wire off the ground?

F: rfig = ILB
. mc,,- LB

_ (0.0030 kgXg.SO m/s2)
(0.1s m)(8.0 r)

: 0.025 A
:25m4

b. If this wire is tumed 90' so that the
direction of the current lines up with
the magnetic fìeld, what happens to the
force?

When the wire is rotated, the force
falls to zero. The force exists only
when the current is perpendicular to
the direction of the magnetic field.

13. A square loop of current-carÐ¡ing wire is
placed horizontally in a magnetic field that
also is oriented horizontally, as shown in
the figure below. Describe the forces on
each segment of wire and the resulting force
or motion if the wire is able to move freely.

Since segments BC and DA are parallel
with the direction of the magnet¡c f¡eld,
these segments experience no resultant
force. The segments AB and C4 how-
ever, are oriented perpendicular to the
magnetic field and will experience a
force accord¡ng to the relationship
F = ILB.

Using the third right-hand rule, we find
the direction of the force on segment
AB is down (into the page) and the
force on segment CD is up (out of the
page).These forces combine to pro-
duce a rotation of the loop about an
axis running perpendicular to the mag-
netic field and in the plane of the page.

A D

c

14. A negatively charged partide passes through
a magnetic field of strength 0.a0 T perpen-
dicular to the direction of travel. By measur-
ing its deflection, you calculate that the par-
ticle experiences a force of -9.2x10-12 N.

a. How fast is this particle moving?
p: qvB

F -9.2x10-12 N

: 1.4X108 m/s

b. What force would a neutral particle
experience under these same conditions?

None; with no net charge, neutral
part¡cles experience no force due to
the magnetic field when traveling at
any velocity.
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Answer
Chapter 24 continued

I5. The speed of charged subatomic particles

may be calculated by measuring their cuwed
orbits due to cenuipetal forces when passing

through a strong magnetic field. If a proton
circles in an orbit of 3.10 cm within a

magnetic field of 8.0 T) how fast is this
proton moving?

F: øvB = ffiv2
'r

v- QrB
m

_ (1.60x10-1e CX0.0_q10 mx8.o T)

1.67X10-27 kg

:2.4X107 mls

16. How strong would a magnetic field have to
be to ofßet the force of gravity acting on an

electron traveling at a speed of 9.5x 107 m/s?

F: tÍtg - QvB
p- m9
u- qv

_ (e.11x10-3] ksxe.so rys2)- (-1.60x10-1e CX9.5x107 m/s)

: -5.9¡19-191

Chaptet 25
I. A 21.O-cm length of wire moves perpendicu-

lar to a 2.45-T magnetic field at 3.5 m/s.

a. What is the magnitude of the EMF

induced in the wire?

EMF: BLV
: (2.45 TX0.210 mX3.5 m/s)
: 1.8 V

b. The wire is part of a circuit with a total
resistance of 3.0 O. What is the current
through the wire?

R:+
t:!.R

_ 1.8V
3.0 ()

: 0.60 A

2. An induced EMF of 0.089 V is induced in a
5.0-cm wire when it is moved perpendicular
to a magnetic field at 2.1 m/s. What is the
magnitude of the magnetic field?

EMF = BLv sin 0

":#
0.089 v

(0.050 m)(2.1 m/s)
:0.85 T

3. An unknown length of wire moves perpen-
dicular to a 3.40-T magnetic field with a
velocity of l2.O m/s. If the induced ËMF is

49 V what is the length of the wire?

EMF: BLV

. EMF
Bv

49V
(3.40 TXl2.0 m/s)

=1.2m
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Chapter 25 continued

4. A 0.9-T magnetic field points 40.0" north of
west. A 34-cm wire perpendicular to the
surface of Earth moves directly westward
at a speed of 8.9 m/s.

a. What is the component of the velocity
that is perpendicular to the magnetic
field?

Yperpendicul", = vsin 0
: (8.9 m/s)(sin 40.0')
:5.7 m/s

b. What EMF is induced in the wire?

EMF: BLv sin 0

: (0.90 TX0.34 mX8.9 m/s)
(sin 40.0")

=1.8V
5. An AC generator produces a maximum

voltage of 3.00x 102 V.

a. What is the effective voltage in a circuit
connected to the generator?

Ve¡= 0.707Vmax
: 0.707(3.00x102 V)
:212Y

b. If the resistance of the circuit is 53 f),
what is the effective current in the
circuit?

B: V=eïÍ

letÍ

, - 
VeÍl

teff - B

_ 212V
53(}

:4.0 A
6. A straight wire that is 28.0 cm long moves

through a magnetic field of 2.OT at a
constant speed of 3.25 m/s in a direction
that is 45' from the direction of the mag-
netic field. If the wire is 0.30 O, what is the
induced current in the wire?

EMF: BLv (sin 0) : lR

,_ BLvsin0.R

:

=4.34
7. A lightbulb is connected to an AC generator,

as shown below

a. What is the resistance of the bulb?

R: V=efi

IelÍ

VetÍ:0.70Ymax

R _ o.7o7vmax
Iefi

_ (0.707x120 v)
(0.35 A)

:240 dù

b. What is the maximum current through
the bulb?

g: Vl"' 
^*fr"t

lr"* = 
vt",

R

_ 120V
240 A

: 0.50 A

c. What is the peak power dissipated by
the bulb?

P: Vl

Pr"* = Vr"rlr"t
= (120 VX0.50 A)

= 6.0x101 W
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Ghapter 25 continued

8. A step-up transformer has 50 turns on
its primary coil and 2000 turns on its sec-

ondary coil. The primary circuit is supplied
with an effective AC voltage of tSO v.

a. What is the voltage in the secondary

circuit?

no:"0
ys /vs

., - 
voff"

"" 
_ 

,ve

- (150 vl@999lsl4e}: 

-50 
turns

: 6.0x103 V

b. If the current in the secondary circuit
is 0.24 A, what is the current in the
primary circuit?

_G_ = 
ilo

tp ,vs

: ff"/"
ilp

_ (2000 turnsX0.24 A)
50 turns

:9.64

b. If the current in the primary circuit is

1.25 A, what power is drawn by the
primary circuit?

P= lV
: (1.25 AX325 V)
:406W

c. Assuming the transformer is perfectly
efficient, what power is supplied to the
secondary circuit?

lf the transformer is perfectly efficient,
the power supplied to the secondary
circuit will equalthe power drawn by
the primary circuit. Thus, the power
supplied to the secondary circuit
would be 406 W.

10. The primary coil of a transformer has

60 turns. It is connected to an AC power
supply with an effective voltage of 120 V.

Calculate the number of turns on the sec-

ondary coil needed to produce 45 V in the
secondary circuit.

vo: ilo
ys ,vs

/vs - 
ton"

vp

_ (60 turnsX45 V)
120V

: 22 turns

I 1. A 2.0-kW transformer has an input voltage
of g.0Ox 102 V and an output current of
24 A. What is the ratio of turns on the sec-

ondary coil to turns on the primary coil?

P: Volo

h

ú
É

É
À
É
o
O

=t
3g

o
o

.F

E

É
O

ì-o

o
I

oo

9. A step-down transformer has 3000 turns
on its primary coil and 20 turns on its sec-

ondary coil. The primary circuit is supplied
with an effective AC voltage of SZS V.

a. What is the voltage in the secondary

circuit?

vo:to
ys lvs

,, - 
N"vo

"s ,ve

(20 turns)(325 V)

3000 turns
:2.'|.7 V

h
_P

vp

2.0x103 w
s.oõiroz v

t"-'o
wp 

's
2.5 A
254

:0.10

:2.54
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Chapter 25 continued

12. A. generator produces an average power out-
put of 80.0 W and includes an intemal
resistance of 0.50 O.

a. What is the effective current from this
generator?

PAc: I"*zR

,-teff -
Po" 

= 80.0 w
0.50 l)

= 6.3x10-3 A

= 6.3 mA

b. What is the maximum current from this
generator?

\/,
I _ 

-t
'eff - 2 tmax

2(6.3x10-3 A)

\/,
A:8.9mA

13. A transformer is needed to bring a power
source of 10.0 V up to a usable value of
12.0 V.

a. What is the ratio of the number of tums
on the primary and secondary coils nec-
essary to achieve the desired output of
12.0V? Give your answer in a number
of whole turns of the included coils.

vt : fft : 12.0v
vP IvP 10.0 v

That is, five turns on the primary coil
and s¡x turns on the secondary co¡|.

b. with a transformer such as this stepping
up the voltage of the power source,

what happens to the cunent from that
same source?

From the relationship,

It:vt=ilt
,s vP ,vP

we can see the voltage and current
are ¡nversely proportional. lf the
voltage from the power source ¡s
stepped up w¡th our transformer, the
current will be reduced by the same
inverse ratio.

14. A transformer is constructed with 20 turns
on the primary coil and 100 turns on the
secondary coil.

a. With a primary voltage of 6.0 V what is
the resulting secondary voltage?

vt=ffa
vP ,vP

,, _ vPNs _ (6.0 vxloo) _ ,Ys: jlr= : ff:3ov
b. Tlventy turns each are added to the pri-

mary and secondary coils. What is the
new secondary voltage?

,, _ vPils _ (6.0 vxloo + 20)Ys:ff:ffi:18v
c. Explain why adding the same number

of turns to both primary and secondary
coils changes the secondary voltage
produced.

The effect of stepping up the vo¡tage
is due to the ratio of turns in the
secondary coilto the primary coil. lt
is the ratio that is important, not the
total number of turns. Adding the
same number of turns to both coils
reduces the overall ratio of the coils
and so reduces the stepping effect
on the voltage.

15. TWo different transformers both step up a
2.5-V source to a usable voltage of 10.0 V.

You can see that the fìrst transformer has
eight turns on its primary coil and the sec-

ond transformer has 50 turns on its primary
coil but both secondary coils are hidden
from view.

a. Calculate the number of turns on each

secondary coil.
vt: ilt
vP wP

r, _ilprys_(8xlo.ov)
'fsl --n;- zlv

: 32 turns

R

lr"': #'.n=
:8.9X10-3

1.2 6
15

oE

o
C)

5
o
Q.
3
C)

Í
=5
À
3:
9.o

o

3
l)

I
É
a)ô
5
E
Þ

n
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a, _ ilpzvs _ (soxlo.o v)trs2- vP - 25v
: 200 turns

b. How can two very different transformers
produce the same results?

The total number of turns on each
primary and secondary coil is not
important. Only the ratio of the sec-
ondary to primary turns is important
and works equally as well for any
number of turns as long as the ratio
is constant.

I6. A power source produces 8.4 A of current
with an intemal resistance of 0.60 O. This
power source is connected to a transformer
with 35 turns on its primary coil and
1000 tums on its secondary coil. What is
the average power output of this system
when connected?

¡h
A'P

- lrilr - (8.4 AX35)
1000

: 0.30 A

Chapter 26
1 . Electrons moving at a speed of t.8 x 106 m/s

travel undeflected through crossed electric
and magnetic fìelds. If the strength of the
electric field is 4.2x103 N/C, what is the
strength of the magnetic field?

En:Ê

B:Ev

4.2x103 N/C
1.8X106 m/s

:0.0023 T

2. A beam of doubly ionized particles is accel-

erated by a 95-V potential difference and
through a magnetic field of 0.090 T.

a. If the particles are nitrogen ions (m :
2.326OxtO-26 kg), what is the radius of
the beam's path?
q_ 2V
m- æF

2Vmæl

lz
,s

,s

le¡t

lh
vP

^rs
\/,

2

ú

È
oo
E
åg
(J

¿

o
o

.a

Tì
(J

ì'
s

(,
I

ú
À
oo

rr", = *ro.roA) : 0.21 A

PAc : t.fi2B: (0.21 A)2(0.60 O)

: 0.026 W : 26 mW

r-

2(95 VX2.3260x1 0-26 kg)
(0.090 T)2(3.20x10-1s C)

:41 mm

b. If the beam's path has a radius of
6.28 mm, what is the mass of the ion?

a2V
å= FF

qB212
2V

_ (3.20x10-1e CXO.090 T)2(0.00628 m)2
2(e5 V)

:5.4¡19-28 ¡n

m:
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3. The charge-to-mass ratio of a particle is
4.81X 107 Clkg. The particle moves at a
velocity of 4.5 x 104 m/s through a field
of 0.013 T.

a. What is the radius of the particle's path?

g_ v
mBr

':LtJË)
1 4.5X104 m/s

4.81x107 C/kg 0.013 T

:72 mm

b. How strong would the magnetic field
have to be to give the particle's path a
radius of 30,0 mm?
ov
m- Br

"= 
(î)(;)

1 4.5X104 m/s
4.81X107 C/kg 0.030 m

:0.031 T

4. A proton (m : l.67xIO-27 kg) enters a
magnetic fìeld of strength 0.021 T moving
at 4.33x103 m/s. What is the radius of the
proton's path?

q_v
mBr
__ mv,- qg

(1.62 xto-zz kgx4.33x I 03 r/s)
(1.6xrO-ts CXO.O2l T)

= 2.2 mm

5. A beam of electrons follows a circular path
with a radius of 18.01 mm in a magnetic
field of strength 0.00900 T. What is the
speed of the electrons?
q_v
mBr

qBr
m

6. A certain FM radio station broadcasts its
signal at L02.7 MHz. What is the best
length for an antenna designed specifically
to receive signals from this radio station?

3.00X108 m/s
2('1.027x1O8 Hz)

= 1.46 m

7. An ion in a mass spectrometer is accelerated
through a voltage of 45 V. The ion has

a mass of a.eg+xro-26 kg. It passes

through a magnetic field of strength
0.080 T and its path has a radius of
53.99 mm.

a. What is the charge on the ion?

q_2V
m-Êrz
q: 2Vm

EEVZ

2145 VV6.634X10-26 ko):@
= 3.2X10-1e C

b. How many electrons were removed to
create this charge on the ion?

9eþcrron = 1.60X10-19 C

if n is the number of electrons,

¡ = Çtot"l

9electron

_ 3.2x10-1e C

= 2 electrons

c

I

L

If
c
7
I
2

c
2¡:(

ôo
Ë,

@

o

g

I
e,z
o
I
E
=
e
9.
oI
o

F
3
f)

I

oo
Þ

ã'

3
ov=

_ (1.60x10-1e CXO.OO9OO TX0.01801 m)
s.ttxto=n ç 

-
:2.85X107 m/s
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8. An electromagnetic wave has a frequency of
5.00x 1014 Hz as it travels through a vacuum.

When the same wave travels through glass, it
has a wavelengþ of 2.24X 10-7 m.

a. What is the speed of the wave in glass?

v: Àf
: (2.24x',0-7 m)(5.00X1014 Hz)

:1.12X108 m/s

b. What is the dielectric constant of the
glass?

c
V: t-VK

":(+Y
- /3.00x104 m/s\2
- h.1Ð<1o--rn/s/
:7.17

c. What would the speed of the wave be

in a material with a dielectric constant
of 42.5?

c

'= \/*
3.00X108 m/s

b. How much larger or smaller is the
radius of the fluorine ion's path?

q2V

^:6zp2VmÍF: EI

lr-
ro

lrw
,,1_F¡
-ñ
,,1_F¡

m
I]- 

',,1 
tlt.

t/qz.s

= 4.60X107 m/s

9. A sample containing singly ionized oxygen

(m: 2.6569x 10-26 kg/atom) and fluorine
(m: 3.1549X 10-26 kgiatom) are run
through a mass spectrometer. The ions are

accelerated with a potential difference of 27 Y
and pass through a magnetic field of 0.091 T.

a. What is the radius of the oxygen ion's
path?

o2V
Å=Er7

2

2(27 Vl(2.6569x 1 0-26 ks)
(0.091 T)2(1.60x1 o-1s C)

:33mm

3.1549X10-26 kg: 
Z.osogtto=o rg-

: 1.0897

The fluorine ion's path radius is 8.97
percent larger than that of oxygen or
about 36 mm.

1O. A spectral anaþis of a substance yields
electromagnetic waves of frequencies in the
6.szxlora Hz range. What color do these

spectral lines appear?

. c 3.00x108 m/stt-7 - 6s2xrot4Ht
: 4.60X10-7 m : 460 nm

Electromagnetic waves of this wave-
length appear as visible blue lines
(460 nm).

1 l. An ion beam passes through crossed electric

and magnetic fìelds without deflection. The

electric field is 2340 N/C and the magnetic
fìeld is 0.026 T. When the electric field is
turned off, the beam's path takes on a cur-

vature with a radius of 36.1298 mm.

a. What is the mass-to-charge ratio of the
particle in question?

EV:E
qv
mBr

E

2340 N/C:@
: 9.6x107 C/kg
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Ghapter 26 continued

b. Assuming the particle is singly iontzed, what is the mass of the partide?
CI_ E
m-ø
m= qB2r

E

(1.60x1 o-le CXO.O26 D2(0.0361 298 m)
2340 N/C

:1.7719-27 Yn

12. Positively charged sodium ions are tracked as they travel through a magnetic
field of strengh 0.85 T with a velocity of ¿.Ox 106 m/s. The observed radius of
their circular path through this magnetic field is 1.12 m. What is the mass of a
single sodium ion?

Bqv: EÊ

m- Bqr
v

_ (0.85 TX1.60x1O=-re CX1.12 m)
4.0X106 m/s

:3.ga1g-26 ¡n

13. A mass spectrometer is capable of observing the curved track of a particle up to a
radius of 5.0 cm using a magnetic field strength of 4.5 T. What voltage is neces-
sary to measure the charge-to-mass ratio of a proton?

d2V¿: 

-
m tr2
v: 4!rz

zm

- (1.60x10-1e cX4.5 Ð2(o.o5o m)2
2(1.67x10-zt ¡g¡

= 2.4x106 V

14. a. What is the speed of a light wave with a wavelength of 0¿O nm in water?
The dielectric constant for water is K*"r., : 78.

c 3.00x108 m/sv: \/E : \h8
:3.4X107 m/sn or 0.11c

o

o
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Ghapter 26 continued

b. What is the frequency of this light wave
in water compared to its frequency in a
vacuum?

s 3.00X108 m/s
.fu""uut :-:

À 640X10-e m

:4.7y.1O14 Hz

r - v - 3.4x107m/s
Jwater- À - 640x10=0m

:5.3X1013 Hz

= 0.11 /u""uu,,'

15. A dish radio antenna with a diameter of
55 m is used to receive electromagnetic
signals from deep space. What frequency is
this antenna best suited to detect?

f :2- 3.00X-108 m/s : S.4x106 Hz' ^ 
ã5m

:5.4 MHz

16. a, With a frequency of 1018 Hz, areX rays

visible to the unaided human eye?

r - c- 3.00x108m/s,r_ j _ __ 
lõî,rHz_

:3.00X10-10 m

:300,000 nm

No; the wavelength of X rays falls far
outs¡de the range of visible light,
approx¡mately 400 nm to 700 nm and,
as such, is not detectable by the
human eye.

b. In terms of the dielectric constant,
explain why X rays will pass through
your body but will not pass through
bone and metal, allowing intemal details
to show up on photographic plates.

The dielectric constant is related to
the density of a substance; that is,
the higher the density, the larger the
dielectric constant, K. From the
relationsh¡p

v: c---.:
VK

we see that the dielectric constant
and the veloc¡ty of the wave are
inversely proport¡onal.

Materials with high dielectric con-
stants such as bone or metalw¡ll
reduce the velocity of an X ray to
such a point that it is significantly
slower than its surrounding waves
or stopped altogether. Materials
with a low dielectric constant, Iike
your body tissues or clothn will not
slow the velocity of an X ray to any
significant degree. When a photo-
sensitive film is exposed to these
X raysn the differences in velocity
reveal internal details of the denser
materials.
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Chapter 27
l. What is the potential difference needed to stop electrons with a kinetic energy of

u.ur to-ts I?

KE= -gVo

t, KE -5.6x10-18 J ^V^:--:-u q ffiffi:3'5x101 V

2. The threshold frequency of cesium is 5.2X IOra Hz
a. How much worþ expressed in joules, must be done to free an electron from

the surface of cesium?

W: hfo = (6.63x10-g¿ J/HzX5.2x1O14 Hz) : 3.4x10-1e J

b. What is the maximum kinetic energy (i" eV) of electrons emitted when cesium
is exposed to light with a frequency of z.+xl}14 Hz?

KE=hf-hfo:W-fol
: (6.63x10-34 J,Hz)

(7.4xtot¿ Hz - 5.2x1014 Hz)

(T##reT) = o'gt 
"v

3. A proton is held in a trap with a kinetic energy of 0.65 eV.

a. What is the velocity of the proton?

¡1s: tmv2
2KE 2(0.65 eVì(1.60x10-1e J/eV) = 1.l X10a m/s

1.67x10-27 kg

ôo
!

Ë.

o
f)
õ-
ÞI
3
c)

f
Å
?F

À
3:

o
5
o

f)

I
I

=r')o
ã!
a
ã'
ì-
Þ
o

Thusn v = m

b. What is the de Broglie wavelength of the proton?

¡:L:%=s.6x1o-iimmv (1.øZxtO-zz kg)(l.1xl

4. The work function of a metal is 7.3 eV.

a. Calculate the threshold frequency of the metal.

1y: hfo

r^ = w = 
g.sev)(1.60x10-tg¿/eJI : l.g¡1gis ¡,to_ n

b. What is the maximum kinetic energy of an electron eiected from the metal
when it is exposed to ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 1.1x 1016 Hz?

E: lt- lto
: (6.63x10-sa JHz)(1.1x1016 Hz - 1.8x1015 Hz)

(*##-l) : sa 
"v
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Ghapter 27 continued

5. An electron is moving at 4.50x 10s m/s.
a. What is the de Broglie wavelength of the electron?

L : h :'= =, Í9'6:It9=t:=J'"1 = ., : i-62Xi0-e mmv (9.11xl0-31 kg)(4.50x10s m/s) - r'vÉ^ ¡r

b. If the electron was accelerated from rest, what was the potential difference?

KE: tmÊ : -qV

Thus, v: -!.f - -(9'11xJ-0 -31 
kgx4'59x-1.05 m/s)z 

= 5.76x10-r v2q 2(-1.60x10-ts c)

6. A bowling ball with a mass of 5.5 kg is moving with a speed of 5.0 m/s. Calculate the de Broglie
wavelength of the bowling ball.

I=*v: ffi =2'4xlo-35m

7, A photon of ultraviolet light has a frequency of 9.00x l}la IHz.

a. What is the momentum of the photon?

p = +: W : 1.eeX1o-22 kg.m/s

b. What is the wavelength of the photon?

^: l: *#il# = 3.33Xro-7 m

8. Electrons are accelerated through a potential difference of 7.2Ox7Oa V in an electron microscope.

a. What is the wavelength of the electrons?

The wavelength is 
^: #v

Find the velocity from the kinetic energy equations:

KE: -ev: lmv2
EÑv: Ivm

Combining the wavelength and velocity equations gives:

ì- h

(-2q vmlt

6.63x10-34 J.s:

:4.58X10-12 m

b. How does this wavelength compare with the wavelengths of visible light?

It is much shorter than visible light.
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9. A particle is accelerated through a potential, resulting in a de Broglie wavelength of 8.54x 10-12 m.
a. What is the voltage if the particle is a proton?

Find the voltage from the kinetic energy equations:

KE: -clV: tmv2

-mv2'2q

Where the velocity is found from the de Broglie wavelength equations:

r_ h
lL- 

-
mv

,= h,
m^

Combining these gives:

tr - -l*"-TsÑ
- - -(6'63x10-34 J's)2
- 2(1.60x I o-le CX1.67 x1o-27 kg)(8.54x 1 o -12 6¡2

= 11.3 V

b. What is the voltage if the particle is an electron?

Using the derivation from (a), the voltage is:

tt - -lr2
'- 2qñ

- . -(6'63x10-34 J's)2
2(-1.60x10-1e CXg.tt xlO-31 kg)(8.54x10-12 ¡¡2

:2.07X104 Y

1 O. An electron in a computer monitor crosses a potential difference of g.5 x to4 V.

a. What is the velocity of the electron?

KE: -eV = tmv2

v: -2qv

-2(-1.60x1 cx3.5x1 v)

m

ôo

o
ñ)

a
e,
3
f)

I
I

À

o

o

3
6)

Í
:t

a)ot
!

li

9.11x10- kg

:1.1x108 m/s

b. What is the de Broglie wavelengh of the electron?

,h
^"- -mv

6.63x10-34 J.s:m
:5.5;19-12 t
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Chapter 27 continued
1 l. Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of a

75,000-kg iet airplane with a velocity of
200 m/s.

.tt
tt-- mv

6.63x10-34 J.s-@
:4¡19-41 t

12. Moþdenum has a work function of 4.2o eV

a. What is the threshold wavelength of the
incident light?

W: le
^o

Ào
hc
W

1240 eV.nm

En: nlt
AE = Es- Et :3hr - hf :21¡f

: 2(6.63x10*s4 J/HzX4.ox1014 Hz)

: 5.3¡19-1s ¿

14. A radium nucleus undergoes nuclear decay

by emitting a beta particle with a kinetic
energy of 3.49x10-13 I. Express the
particle's energy in MeV.

¡çP: (3.49xf 0-13 Ð(

/ l !!ell \
\t xtooev/

leV
1.60x10-1e J

:2.18 MeV

:295 nm

b. What is the stopping potential of
the photoelectrons emitted from
molybdenum if the incident light has

a wavelength of 2.00x 102 nm?

KE+w:f-w
1240 ev'nm 

-4.2 ev: 
zooxlo. nt

:2.0 eV

c. What is the change in the stopping
potential if the wavelength of the
incident light is reduced to 1.00x 102 nm?

KE+w:f-w
1240 eV.nm _ 4.2 ey: 
too * 1o¿ nm

= 8.2 eV

8.2 eV - 2.0 eV = 6.2 eV

The stopping potent¡al is more
than tripled to 6.2 eV when the
wavelength is halved.

13. What energy is radiated by an atom vibrating
at a frequenq of 4.}xlora Hz as its enerry
falls from fhe n : 3 state to n : I state?

15. What minimum potential difference will
stop electrons moving at a speed of
L54x106 m/s?

Xg=|^n2: -eVo

no= 4l
: -(9.11x10-31 kgxl

2(-1'60x10-lg C)

w=E=ff=(

: 6.75 V

16. A photocell with a cadmium electrode fails

to emit photoelectrons if illuminated by light
with wavelengths longer than 328 nm. What
is the work function of cadmium in eV?

KE:E-W=O

4.2O eV

d
É

É
À
Eo
O

=
*
(.,

F
0
o

:E
!

á
3
eo

Þo
a
(J
s

Ð.E
L
O

1240 eV. nm : 3.73 eV
332 nm

17 When illuminated with ultraviolet light of
wavelength 231nm, the maximum kinetic
eners/ of the photoelectrons emitted from
azinc electrode is 1.25 eV. What is the thresh-

old frequency of the light that will cause the
emission of photoelectrons from zinc?

KE:E_W
w:E-KE:!9-xe

Ào

- l2tQ_eV.nm _ 1.2S eV
231 nm
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Ghapter 27 continued

= 4.12 eY

W: hfo

-wJo- h

_ (4.12 eVX1.60x=1=O-1e J/eV)
6.63x10-34 J/Hz

:9.94X1014 Hz

I8. The wavelength of an X ray scattered by an electron is 0.0195 nm.
a. What is the momentum of the scattered X ray?

p:+
6.63xlo-34 J.s

(o.oresn'(lff,' 
)

= 3.40X10-23 kg m/s

b. If the wavelength of the incident X ray was 0.0185 nm, what is the change in
momentum of the electron?

Lp: pz- Pt

tr01- À2)hh

^2 
À1 ìtìZ

_ (6.63x10-34 J.SXO.OI85 nm - O.Ol95 nm)
(0.0185 nm)(0.0195 nm)

= -1.84X10-24 J.s/m

: -1.84X10-24 kg.m/s

APelectron = -Aftray

= -(-1 .84x10-24 kg.m/s)

= 1.84X10-24 kg.m/s

1xl0-s m
lnm

19. At what speed would an electron have a wavelength similar to that of a photon of
ultraviolet light (1.00xt0-8 m)?

p= mv= *
y_ _þ_

m^

6.63xf o-34 J.s=m
=7.28X1O4 m/s
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Ghapter 27 continued

20. Light of wavelength 345 nm câuses electrons

to be eiected from a potassium cathode.

What is the de Broglie wavelength of the
eieaed electrons? The work function of
potassium is 2.0 eV.

KE: E- W

I^n'= + - w
:3*##t - 2'o ev

: (1.0 eVXl.6 eV)

(1.60x10-1s J/eV)

- 2.6x10-1s J

v: 2KE
m

2(2.6x10-leJ)
9t1x10=r kg

:7.5X105 m/s

P: mv
: (9.11x10-31 kg)(7.5x10s m/s)

:6.8X10-25 kg. m/s

6.63x10-34 J.sIJ
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À
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¡-L-p 6.8x10- kg.m/s

:9.3419-10 t
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Chapter 28
1. The energy of a calcium atom drops from 5.58 eV above the ground state to

4.13 eV above the ground state.

a. What is the wavelength of the photon emitted by the transition?

AE= f
|= hc

AE

_ (6.63x10-34J.sX3.OOxt08 m/s)
(5.58 eV - 4.13 eV)(l.60x10-1e J/eV)

= 8.57X10-7 m

b. What is the frequency of the photon?

-cT=T
3.O0x1OB m/s
8.57X10-7 m

: 3.50X1014 Hz

2. For a hydrogen atom in the n : 2 Bohr orbital, calculate the radius of ttre orbital.

, h2n2rn: æmoz

f2: x10-34
N 11xl .60x1

= 2,11X10-10 m

3. For a hydrogen atom,
a. Determine the energy associated with the third and sixth energy levels.

En: -13'6 eV x 4
Eg : -13'6 eV x $

= -1.51 eV

Ee : -13'6 eV x $
: -0.378 eV

b. What is the enerry of a photon emitted as the electron drops from the sixth
level to the third level?

AE=Ee-å
-0.378 eV - (-1.51 eV)

= 1.13 eV
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Chapter 28 continued

c. What is the wavelength of the photon
emitted by the transition?

A'E: hf

_hê
I

.hc
^: 

^E
- (6.63X10-34 J.sx3.OOX1 08:-

(1.13 eV)(l.60x10-1e J/ev)

:1.10X10-6 m

4. a. How much eners/ must be supplied to
a hydrogen atom to excite its electron
from energy level 2 to energy level 6?

En: -13'6 eV x 4

L,E: Ea - Ez

: -13.6 "u(+ - +)
: 3.02 eV

b. What is the wavelength of the photon that
supplies the energy for this transition?

,hc
^:E

: (6.63x10-34 J.S)(3.OOX108 m/s):@
:4.12\,1t7 m

Use the ualues in Table 28-l to answsr

questions 5-7.

How much energy in eV must be
absorbed by an electron in the ground
state of a helium atom in order for it to

iump to the fifth energy level?

L,E: Es- E,t

: -2.2 eV - (-54.4 eV)

:52.2 eV

An electron energy transition in a
helium atom emits a photon with a
wavelength of 1.64x10-7 m. What
change of energy levels did the electron
experience?

AE: f
(6.egx t o-s¿ J.sx3.00x I 08 m/s)

: 7.58 eV

A difference of 7.6 eV occurs
between Erand Er.

Because energy is released, the
transition is downward from Erlo Er.

A photon with a wavelength of
2.43x10-8 m strikes a helium atom
and is absorbed. What corresponding
electron energy transition occurs?

AE: f
(6.esx t o-s¿ J.sX3.00x I 0a m/s)

: 51.2 eV

A difference of 51 eV occurs
between E, and Eo

Because energy is absorbed, the
transition is upward from E.' lo Eo.

5. a.

b.
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Energy levels for a helium atom

Level Energy (eÐ

E5 -2.2

-3.4E4

Es -6.0

E2 - 13,6

-54.4E.| fground state)
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Ghapter 28 continued

6. The atomic emission spectrum of helium has a prominent line at an infrared
wavelength of 1.08x 10-7 m.
a. What causes this light emission?

LE: +
_ (6.63x10T4 J.sx3.ooxlg=8 m/s)
- (1.08x10-7 mX1.60x10-1e J/eV)

: 11.5 eV

The downward trans¡tion from Erlo Ercorresponds to an energy
change of 11.4 eV, the closest combination to 11.5 eV.

b. Why does the calculated value not match an energy transition on the table
exactly?

The third significant digit differs by 1, due to rounding on the table
and/or during calculations.

7. A photon with a wavelength of ZO.S nm strikes a helium atom, ionizing it
by ejecting an electron from the ground state. What is the kinetic energy
of the electron, in joules, assuming that the electron receives all the excess

energy?

Eelectron : Ephoton - Eground

hc
À -ground

= W - þ4.4ev)(1.6oxlo-is J/ev)

= g.5g¡1g-re ¿

8. What is the maximum possible wavelength of light emitted by an electron with
an orbital radius of 8.3x 10-11 m? (Assume n : l.)
ill:2¡rr
, 2qrr
a--

n

2zr(8.3x10-11 m)
1

= 5.2¡19-10 t
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Ghapter 28 continued

9. What is the power of an InGaAs laser that produces 980-nm light with a rate of
2.5 x 1015 photons per second?

lf Ât is the number of photons per second, the power ¡s:

P1""", = ilEphoton

Mtc
À

(2.Sxt015 s-1X6.63X 1 o-34 J.sx3.oox1o8 m/s) ,,(#)

ù
É

d
'I

Â
E
o
O

=
3
(-)

o
o

.a

=T
t

(-)

¿
Þo

(J
I

.F

o(J

(980x10-e m)

=49mW
10. An electron in a mercury atom drops from 8.82 eV to 6.67 eV.

a. What is the energr of the photon emitted?

AE : Et - f;. :8'82 eV - 6.67 eV : 2'15 eV

b. What is the wavelength of this photon?

^: #È: !ffilL = 577 nm

c, What is the frequency of this photon?

f : l= +Hif* = 5.20x1014 Hz

11, What is the energy of a hydrogen atom in the n : 1o Bohr orbital? How much

energy must a hydrogen atom absorb to move its electron from a state where n :
5 to one where n : I07

En = -13'6 ev x 4

Eio = -13.6 ev x 1þ = -0'136 eV

Es = -13.6 eV x $ = -0.544eV

A,E= Et- f'= E,to- Es

: -0.136 eV - (-0.544 eV)

= 0.408 eV

12. What energy is emitted when an excited hydrogen atom drops from a state where

n:Stoastatewheren:5?
Ee=-13.6eVx$=4212eV

Es = -13.6 eV x 1 : -0.544 eV

AE: Es - Es

= -0.212 - (-0.544 eV)

: 0.332 eV
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Chapter 28 continued

13. Consider a hydrogen atom in the following situations.
a. What is the orbital radius of the hydrogen atom when n : B?

h2n2
I ã_,n- 4p¡Q^nT

:
:3.39X10-e m

= 3.39 nm

b. What is the orbital radius of the hydrogen atom when n = 5?

. _ (6.63x10-34 J.s)2(5)2
's- +'#(g.ooxto

: 1.32X10-e m:1.32 nm

c. If the radius of an hydrogen atom is 4.77x10-10 m, in what energy state is
the atom?

4.77x10-10 m: o-34 J
1 11xl kg)(l.60x10-

n= (4.77 x1o-10 m)+ø2(9.ooxt oe N mzlc1(g.tt xlo-31 ksxl.6oxto-1e ç¡2

:3.00
The atom is in the n = 3.00 energy state.

14. what is the energy, in joules, of the photon produced when a hydrogen electron
jumps from n: 5 to n : 2?

En: þ2.17x10-18 J) X +'n2

Er: (-2.17x10-1s J) x += -5.42X10-1e J

Eu: f2.17x10-18 J) x + = -8.68X10-20 J

AE= Es - E2: (-S.68x10-zo J) - (-5.42x10-1e J)

:2t.55¡19-1e ¡

I 5. A hydrogen atom is in the second excited state.
a. What is the energy, in joules, of the photon that was emitted?

The second excited state is when D:3.

Es: (-2.17x10-is J) x + : -2.41x10-1e J

b. What is the wavelength of the photon emitted when the atom drops from the
second excited state to the first excited state?

The first excited state ¡s when fl:2.
Er:(-2.17X10-1s Ðx+
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Answer

Ghapter 28 continued

: -5.43X10-1e J

A^E: Es- Ez

= (-2.41x10-1e Ð -
(-5'43X10-tg J) : 3.02X10-1e J

hc
^ts: 

-À

, hc (6.63xt0-s¿ J.sX3.00x108 m/s)n:^E:@
:6.59X10-7m-659nm

16. What is the frequency of light emitted when
an electron transitions between two levels,

if the energy emitted during the transition
is 2.96X 10-23 kl?

2.96X10-23 kJ :2.96x10-20 J

f:+: ffiffi:4.46x1013H2
17. What is the minimum amount of energy

needed to remove an electron from a
hydrogen atom? What wavelength must a

photon have to remove the electron from
a hydrogen atom?

The minimum energy required to
remove an electron from a hydrogen
atom, or to ionize itn is to remove the
electron from the ground state, or n = 'l:

Er=-13.6eVxfi =-13.6eV

Because the electron has been
removed from the zero-energY atom,
the energy of the atom has a negative
value. However, the minimum energy
needed to remove the electron is a
positive valuen 13.6 eV.

hc 11240 eV.nm) _ ô{ â nmÀ: aE = ì19.6ev)-:9r'2 rllr

1 8. If 1 .1 eV are needed to break apart a silicon
electron from its atom, what is the frequency

of the photon?

. (1240 eV.nm)

^: (rJ ev)

19. A hydrogen atom absorbs a photon with a
wavelength of 102.8 nm. What is the state

of the excited atom?

,-hcn- LE

^r=+:fffi##= 12.r ev

AE= En - Er

Et : -13'6 eV

En: ÂE* Ei : (12.1 eV) + (-13.6 eV)

: -1.5 eV

En = (-13.0 eÐ x )

r::: {#ff} :2.7x1014H2
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n: -13.6 eV
En

-13.6 eV
-1.5 eV

:3.0

n:3, which is the second excited state

20. An atom has five energy levels, with Eu

being the highest and E, being the lowest.

a. If the atom can make transitions between

any two levels, how many spectral lines

can the atom emit?

Ten spectral lines are possible, as
follows: E'-E ; E5-Esi E5-E2i
Es-E,t; Ea-Esi E4-E2; E4-E1;
Es-82; Es-E1; Ez-Et.

b. Which transition produces the highest
energy photon?

The transition, Er-Er, produces the
highest energy photon because this
transition involves the greatest
change in energy for the atom.
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Ghapter 28 continued

21. The energy produced by the light emitted
by a neon gas laser is 1.96 eV. What is the
wavelength of the light produced assuming
the laser is 100 percent efficient?

hc 1240 eV.nmÀ:ÂE-: ls6ev :633nm

22. Consider a 5.0-mW 500.0-nm laser.
a. How many photons per second are

emitted?

Ept

: À4""",
hc

23. What is the lowest photon energy associated
with the infrared light specaum, which
begins at 700.0 nm?

Eph=f =fäåi#:1.7rev
24. A fiber-optics laser light produces a wave-

length of 1.40X103 nm. What is the energy
of the light it produces, assuming 100 percent
of the electric energ¡/ delivered to the laser is
converted to light energy?

hc
L-ph- ì

_ (6.63x10-34 J.sx3._0ox1os m/s)
(1.40x10-6 m)

= 1.42¡19-1e ¡
25,. A photon of radiation has an energy of

4.65x10-1s I. What is the wavelength of
this light?

^t: +
, hê (6.Ogxto-s¿ J.s)(3.00x10s m/s)

^: ÀE:
: 4.28X10-11 m : 0.0428 nm

4"""r: N

¡: Pls""'
tph

_ (sOO.OxlO-s mXs.OxlO-3 W) .,:X

(t J/s)
(1 w)

= 1.3¡1916 photons per second

b. How many times more photons are
needed per second if you want a laser
at 500.0 nm to have the same power as

one at 250.0 nm? The power in a laser
beam equals the energy ofeach photon
multiplied by the number of photons
emitted per second.

(250.0x10-e mxs.Ox1 O-3 W)^r- ' xrr - (6.6gxtO-s+ J.s)(3.00xi08 mls)

(1 J/s)
(1 w)

:9.3¡1915 photons/s

(1.26x1016 photons/s) _ ^@:z
Twice as many photons are needed.
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Answer

Chapter 29
t. The atomic mass of barium is I37.3 glmol and its density is 3.594 g/.-'.

a. Calculate how many free electrons exist in a cubic centimeter of barium,
which has two free electrons per atom.

free e- l2lree e- \/ 6.02x1023 atoms \/ 1 mol \/ 3.594 g \
cm-:\ r"to* Ä trol 

^rg?¡g^=m3-/: 3.15X1022íree e-lcm3

b. Is barium a conductor, a semiconductor, or an insulator?

Barium is a conductor because it has a large number of electrons in a
cubic centimeter.

2. Silicon is doped with one atom of phosphorus per one million atoms of silicon.
Each phosphorus atom adds one electron to the conduction band. The intrinsic
ratio of pure silicon is 1.45 x 1010 free electrons per cubic centimeter.

a. There are 4.99X 1022 silicon atoms per cubic centimeter. What is the density
of free electrons in the doped silicon available from phosphorus?

Paroms _ / 4.99x1022 Si atoms \/ 1 P atom \
;;r- - \------lm3--^ix1o6s¡ 'dtoms /

: 4.99X1016 P atoms/cm3

free e- l l lree e- \/ 4.99x1016 P atoms \

=m- 
=\ p"tor 

^-----=m3-/= 4.99X1016 free e-lcm3 from P

b. What is the ratio of phosphorus-donated electrons to silicon-donated electrons?

Rario:(##r#+)
/ 4.99x1016 free e-lcm3 from P \:\ffi/

: 3.44X106 P e- per Sie-
c. Which element is primarily responsible for the conduction in the doped silicon?

Because there are more than 3 million free electrons from phosphorus
for each free electron from siliconn phosphorus is the primary source
of electrons for conduction.

3. A light emitting diode (LED) produces red light at a wavelength of 635 nm. What
is the width of the forbidden gap in the diode?

1240 eV.nm
À

1240 eV.nm
635 nm

: 1.95 eV
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Chapter 29 continued

4. A diode in an infrared laser used in a
remote-control device for a television has

a forbidden gap of 1.02 eV. What is the
wavelength of the light that it emits?

1240 eV.nm

l:
À

1240 eV.nm
E

_ 1240 eV.nm
1.02 eV

= 1.22X10-6 m

5. The voltage drop across a diode is 1.2 V
when it is connected in series to a 300.0-f)
resistor and a battery. If the current is

16 mA, what is the battery voltage?

Va= lR * V¿

= (1.6x10-z R¡SOO.O O) + 1.2 V

=6.0V
6. What is the voltage drop across a diode

connected to a 9.0-V battery and a 150-O
resistor if the current is 42 mA?

Vø= lR * Va

V¿: Vø_ IR

= 9.0 v - (4.2x10-z nxtso o)
:2.7 V

7. In a diode connected to a 9.0-V battery in
series with a 625-A resistot the voltage drop
is 3.2 V. What is the current in the diode?

V6= lB * V¿

vø- vd

R

9.0v-3.2V

8. The voltage across a glowing LED is 2.3 V
when it is placed in a circuit with a 6.0-V
battery and a 150-0 resistor.
a. What is the voltage drop across the

resistor?

lR = Vø- Va

:6.0V-2.3V
:3.7V

b. What is the current through the resistor?

t- vdt,R
9.7 v
150 ()

:25 mA

c. What is the current through the diode?

25 mA. The current is uniform
throughout the circuit.

d. If you want to make the LED glow
brighter by increasing the current to
35 mA, what size resistor should replace
the 150-O resistor?

P_ v
I

_ 3.7V
35 mA

: 1.1X102 O
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: 0.0093 A or 9.3 mA
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Ghapter 29 continued

9.

D

For each of these circuits consisting of a battery and lightbulb, will the lightbulb
come on when the circuit is dosed? Explain.

A. Yes, current flows through the forward-biased diode.

B. No, current does not flow through the reverse-biased diode.

C. No, current does not flow through the reverse-biased diode.

D. Yes, current flows through the forward-biased diode, because the
diodes are in a parallel circuit.

10. For each of the following elements, indicate whether it could be used as dopant
to make an n-q ,e semiconductot, ap-type semiconductor, or neither. Use the
periodic table in Appendix D.

a. aluminum

Êtype (three valence electrons)

b. nitrogen

rntype (five valence electrons)

c. antimony

ntype (five valence electrons)

d. carbon

neither (four valence electrons)

e. gallium

Êtype (three valence electrons)

11. Iron has 1.69x 1023 free electrons per cm3. How many free e- per iron atom
exist at room temperature? The atomic mass of iron is 55.85 g/mol; the density
of iron is 7.86 g/cm3.

(*#)=(-"J,tÉX-tt#*)
/ I mol \/ 55.85 q \/ I cm3 \/ I .69x 1 023 free e- \: 
\ eot"roæ 

"tor" 
^ 

ñõi- 
-?.86 

s^-----lml-/
1.99 free e-
atom of Fe

:2lree electrons per atom of iron
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Ghapter 29 continued

12. The atomic mass of mercury is 200.59 g/mol; its densþ is 13.53 g/cro3.
a. How many free electrons exist in a cubic centimeter of mercury if each atom

contributes two electrons?

+;;-=(,".'treec:,*.J(ilo)(1øþ

- l2lree e-V e.ozxt023 atoms \/ I mo¡ ¡¡13'53 $¡- \ I atoil\ I mot /\zooss s/\-1 .rs ¡
= 8.12X1022 tree e-lcm3

b. Using the answer to part a, how many atoms of mercury are there in 1.0 cm3,
assuming all mercury atoms free their valence electrons?

Each atom of mercury has 2 free electrons. Thus, if there are
8.12x1022 free e-lcm3 of mercury there are 4.06X1022 mercury atoms:

8.12x1022 free e-lcm3 :4.06X1022 atomsy'cm3
2 free e-latom

13. A24-karx gold ring is made of 2.00 g of pure gold.
a. How many free electrons are in this ring at room temperature? The density of

gold is 1,9.32 glcm3 and its atomic weight is 196.97. Gold has one valence
electron.

*r=(+i.".J(run)(Ðþ)

- ll fræ e-V 6.02x1023 atoms V I mol ¡¡19.32 g1
- \-t atom /\ I mot /\tse.sz s¡ I .rs ,f

_ 5.90x1022 free e-- ----=m3--

(.*"#"'"¡ffi!zsr
= 6.11x1021 free e- in 2 g of pure gold

b. How many atoms of gold are in 1 g of pure gold, assuming all gold atoms
have freed their electrons?

lf each gold atom frees one electron, then there are 6.11X10ñ atoms
of gold in 2 g of pure gold and 3.06XlO2r atoms in 1 g of pure gold:

(üiä¡#|##t) : s.ooxr o2r aroms/s

14. At 200 K silicon has 3.79X 10-18 free e-/atom.
a. How many free electrons are there per cm3 at this temperature? The density

of silicon is 2.33 glr 3, and its atomic weight is 28.09 g/mol.

+F=(+F,")trur)(#)þ):

- / 3.79x10-18 free e- V O.OZxt023 atoms \/ I mol \/2.33 g\
- \ I atom 

^ 
1 mot /\zaos s¡t .ro,f
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Chapter 29 continued

b. If all silicon atoms free their electrons at 200 K how many silicon atoms are

contained in 1 cm3 at this temperature?

lf each siticon atom frees 3.79x10-18 e- at 2OO K and there are
1.89x105 free e-lcm3, then there are 4.99X10ê2 silicon atoms/cm3:

_1j99X!O5.tree e-l.cln3 = 4.g9X1ú2 atoms/cm3
3.79x10-õ free e-latom

c. How many silicon atoms are contained in 1 cm3 at 100 K if silicon has

1.85x 10-32 free e-/atom and 9.23x 10-10 free e-/cr¡3 at this temperature?

9._2.3 x J-O X.0 f 
ree e_7qm3 = 4.99 X I gz2 atoms/cm3

1.85x10-rz free e-latom

15. Each silver atom (atomic mass: IO7 .87) contributes one electron. Each cubic
centimeter of silver contains 5.82x 1O22 free e-. Calculate the density of silver

at 20"C.

*r:(+ffi)(ruo)(#)þ)

r:(S,, [ffi-[*a)tø
t S.g2x1O22 free e- \/1 atomV I mot V107.87 g\: \ "rs-^-free e-^ oo2¡ro¿g atoms /\ rnol /
10.43 o

cm3

16. Germanium (Ge) has 2.25x1013 free electrons/cm3.

a. How many atoms of germanium are there in L cm3 at room temperature?

149¡19.\: trlce-q&m1\\ cmo / Uree e-latoml

I 2.25x1013 free e-lcm3 \:\ffi/
: 4.34X1022 atoms/cm3

b. Germanium is doped with two atoms of antimony (Sb) for every million
atoms of germanium. Each antimony atom donates one electron. What is the
density of the free electrons?

(*," from sb): (jfffi:'"X*m)(su""^",, X*F)
/ I free e- \/ 2 Sb atoms \/ 4.34x1022 atoms \: 
\t s¡ atomÅixto6ce atoms 

^------õmt-/8.68x1016 free e-
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Chapter 29 continued

c. How does the density of this doped germanium compare to that of intrinsic
germanium?

Ratio of antimony-donated electrons in doped german¡um to electrons
in intrinsic germanium =
I lræ e-lcm3 in dooed Ge \\ffi/

_ / 8.68 x1016 free e-lcm3 in doped Ge \-\ /
= 3858 electrons

= 3.86X103 Sb-donated electrons/intr¡ns¡c Ge electrons
d. Is conduction mainly by the germanium or antimony electrons?

Since there are about 3900 Sb-donated electrons for every intrinsic
germanium electron, conduction would more likely be by the antimony-
donated electrons

e. Is this semiconductor an /x- or p-type semiconductor? Antimony has five
valence electrons.

It is a ntype semiconductor because the acceptor atom used as thê
dopant, antimony, has five valence electrons, which provides an
unbound electron in the germanium crystal.

17, The potential voltage drop across a glowing LED is 1.5 V.

a. What is the current through the LED when it is powered by a 12.0-V battery
and a 50.0-O resistor?

V6= lR* V¿

lR= Vø- Va

,:(#)=
=0.24

b. What is the curent through the resistor if a 6.0-V battery is used?

¡= (6.0v-1.5V):0.0gA' s0()
c. What could you do to make the LED bum more brightly?

,- v,- 
R

V: lR

R=!
I

You could increase the current or decrease the resistance to make the
LED burn more brightly.

2.0 v - 1.5
(50 o)
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Chapter 29 continued

18. A diode has a voltage drop of 0.5 V with
25 mA of current passing through it. If a
460-0 resistor is used in series, what size

battery is needed for the diode?

IR= Vo- Va

Va: lR - Vd: (0.025 4X460 O) + 0.5 V

:12Y
A 12'V battery would be needed.

Chapter 30
1. The atomic number of tungsten is 74.It

occurs predominantly as four isotopes with
atomic masses of 182,183, 184, and 186.

How many neutrons are located in the
nuclei of each ofthese isotopes?

the number of neutrons = A - Z

182 - 74: 108 neutrons

183 - 74:1O9 neutrons

184 - 74: 11O neutrons

186 - 74:112 neutrons

2. Determine the number of protons and
neutrons in each of these isotopes:

t]p ,ê9r' 'åficd '38nu
lflf nas 9 protons and 10 neutrons

2|$fr nas 87 protons and 123 neutrons

tffiCd has 48 protons and 64 neutrons

"r$n" has 88 protons and 138 neutrons

3. Write the nuclear equation for the trans-
formation of a radioactive isotope of
plutonium, which has 94 protons and
144 neutrons, to uranium by emission
of an alpha particle.

,83Pu +2x+lne
whereZ=94-2:92,
A:238 - 4:234
Thus, the equation is
,!lpu +2ssru + lHe

4. Radon 2L2 decays by emission of an alpha
partide to form polonium-208 with a half-
life of 24 h. How much of a 95.0-9 sample

will have become polonium after three days?

The original amount of the sample
equals the amount that has decayed
plus the amount that remains. Thusn

decayed : original - remaining

= orisinat - orisina (])r
where f is the number of half-lives.
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Ghapter 3O continued

Because three days equals three half-livesn the equation becomes:
decayed : or¡g¡nal - oriSinal (])

: e5.0 g - (es.o r(åI
:83.1 9

5. Uranium-238 has a halÊlife of 4.46x10e years. If Earth is 4.5 billion years old,
how much of the original U-238 has noryet decayed?

4.5 billion years = 4.5X10e years, or approximately one half-life.
One half of the or¡g¡nal uran¡um-238 still exists.

6. The halfJife of carbon-l4 is 5730 years. If a wooden tool is measured to have
one-eighth as much carbon-14 as a modem sample of wood, how old is the tool?

$ ,"pr"""n" (+)t or three hatf-tives.

The tool is 3 X 5730 years : about 17,000 years old.

7. The mass of an electron is 9.11X tO-31 kg.
a. What is the energy equivalent of the electron's mass in joules?

E: mc2
: (9.11xl0-31 kg)(3.00x108 m/s¡2
: 6.29¡19-14 ¡

b. What is the energy equivalent of the electron's mass in eV?

5: (8.20X10-14

: 5.12X105 eV
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For questions 8 and 9, use the following values:
mass of hydrogen atom : 1.007825 u
mass of neutron : 1.008665 u
1u:931.49MeV

8. The nuclear mass of deuterium, which has one proton and one neutron, is
2.014101 u.
a. Calculate the mass defect for deuterium.

Mass defect : (isotope mass) - (mass of protons and electrons) -
(mass of neutrons)

: 2.014101 u - 1.007825 u - 1.008665 u

= -0.002389 u

b. Calculate the binding energy.

Binding energy = (mass defect)(binding energy of I u)

: (-o.oo23tt "{sT#{)
= -2.2253 MeV
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Ghapter 3O continued

c. The nudear mass of helium is 4.002602. How much energy, in ioules, is
released when two moles of deuterium nudei fuse to form one mole of
helium?

E: mc2
: (4.028202 g/mol - 4.002602 g/molxf mol)(3.00x108 tn/")'( lkg

dë

'ã
À
Êoo
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å
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e

Ð

do
O

1000 g

: 2.30X1012 J

d. One ton of TNT is the equivalent of 5.0x 10e J. How many tons of TNT
correspond to the energy released during the formation of one mole of
helium by fusion of deuterium?

(2.s0x1012 J)(+mia) : 0.."102 tons of rNr
9. Thorium-230 has 90 protons, 140 neutrons, and a nuclear mass of 230.033127.

a. What is the mass defect of thorium-23O?

Mass defect : (isotope mass) - (mass of protons and electrons) -
(mass of neutrons)

:230.033127 u - 90(1.007825 u) - 140(1.008665 u)
: -1.884223 u

b. Calculate the binding energy of the thorium nucleus.

Binding energy : (mass defect)(binding energy of I u)

: (-1 .88422s")(tui"*)
: -1755.1 MeV

c. What is the energy equivalenç expressed in tons of TN[, of the mass defect of
a mole of thorium-23O?

From problem 8, you know that one ton of TNT equals 5.Ox10s J.
For thorium,
E: mc2

: (aeffilt)( -|rfr )t3'oox 
1 os 

"'/Ð'( +Hå+$r)
: 3.4X104 tons of TNT/mole

10. Complete these nuclear reaction equations:

a. tÍN+!ue-+?+lH
tln + lne -+ fx + ltl
whereZ=7 + 2 - I : 8,4 : 14 + 4 - 1 : 17

For Z = 8, the element must be oxygen.

Thus, the equation is
tÍru+lue+t[o+ltt
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b. r?tru + t -+lfxr + llfna + r([n)
,$lu + âx - !$rr + t884" + e1[n¡

whereZ:36+56+0-92:0
A:94+139+3(1)-235:1
For Z: 0, the particle must be a
neutron.

Thus, the equation is

,8!u + [n + !!rr + t!$aa + o([n)

c. t+!frNi+-!e+$7
2x-!2rr,ri +_!e+$z
whereZ=28+(-1)*O:27
A:62+0+0:62
For Z : 27,lhe element must be
cobalt.

Thus, the equation is

afico'..+ 
lzrni +-!e + $z

d.'9r-t+fe+$7
,9r-2x+7e+8v
Because this is beta decay, the
equation is:
,9r - fx +_!e + $z

where Z=7 -(-1) - 0:8
A=20-0-0=20
FotZ:8, the element must be
oxygen.

Thus, the equation is
,9r - r8o +_$e + $z

1t, How many protons and neutrons are in the
fo ll owin g is otop es : t 

3 !u,,r8 ? 
s g, zl{fA, 7uv et

2$!U nas 92 protons and 146 neutrons.

?88Sg has 106 protons and 157 neutrons.

'86fn has 90 protons and 144 neutrons.

[Ae nas 4 protons and 3 neutrons.

12. Zinc has four isotopes with mass numbers
of.54, 63, 70, and 81. How many neutrons
are there in the nudei of each of isotope?

Zinc's atomic number (Z) is 30.

The number of neutrons = mass
number (A) - the atomic number (Z):

54 - 3O:24
63 - 30: 33

70 - 30 :40
81 - 30:51

13. What are the symbols for the five isotopes of
nitrogen, each with the following number of
neutrons in the nudeus: 6, 7, 8,9, 10?

t9tr¡, tÍtt, tf u, tf tt, tltt

14. Write the nuclear equation for the decay
of uranium-239by emission of an a
particle.

,8!u-þx+lne
where Z = 92 - I - 90, A = 238 - 4 = 234

The element with atomic number 90 is
thorium (Th).

Thus, the equation is Su -r2$rn + lne
15. Write the equation for the B decay of lfc.

Beta decay results in an increase in the
atomic number by I and no change in
the mass number.

The element with atomic number 7 is
nitrogen (N).

Therefore, tÊC - tfru + -le
16. Write the nuclear equation for the

transmutation of a beryllium-7 atom by
the emission of a B particle and an
antineutrino.

[ae +lx + -fe + $z

whefeZ:4-1:3, A:7-O:7
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Ghapter 30 continued

The element with atomic number 3 is
lithium (Li).

Thus, the equation is [Be -+ {t-i +

-fe + $z

17. How much of a 50.0-9 sample of radium-226
will remain after 30.5 years? The halÊlife of
radium-226 is 1662 years.

Amount remaining = or¡g¡nal amount

(])1 n rr"r" f is the number of half-lives

that have passed, therefore,

ffi: o'0184

Amount remainins : 5o.o n(|-I'ot*
: 49.4 g

18. The isotope lflt has a half-life of 8.07 days.

If you have 50.0 g what will be the mass

of iodine-l3l, that remains two weeks from
today?

f : the number of half-lives that have
passed

14 days
8.07 days

:1,73

Amount remaining :50.0 n(+)t't'
: 15.1 g

19. Suppose 50.0 kg of plutonium-2{2waste
were buried on fanuary 1, 1982. How
much of the waste will exist on fanuary 1,

2982? The half-life of plutonium-242 is
319x10s years.

f = the number of half-lives that have
passed

1000

3.79x1 years/half-life

= 2.64X10-3

Amount remaining

: (so.o rs¡($'ecxto-'

: 49.9 kg remain after 1000 years.

20. The atomic mass of $ti is 6.0151214 u, and

the aromic mass of {Li is 7.0160030 u.

a. Calculate the mass defect of two iso-
topes of lithium, lti and !Li. The mass

of one proton is 1.007825 u, and the
mass of one neutron is 1.008665 u.

fne $U atom has three protons and
three neutrons.

Total mass of lithium nucleons
:3(mass of I proton) *

3(mass of I neutron)
:3(1.007825 u) +

3(1.008665 u)
:6.049470 u

Mass defect $Li
= (isotope mass) - (mass of

protons and electrons)
: 6.0151214 u - 6.049470 u
: -0.034349 u

The ãL¡ atom has three protons and
four neutrons.

Total mass of lithium nucleons
: Total mass of $U + mass

of 1 neutron
:6.049470u+1.008665u
:7.058135 u

Mass Oefect ãLi
:7.016015u-7.058135u
: -0.042120 u

b. Calculate the binding energies of the
two lithium isotopes. The binding
energ)¡ of I u : 931.49 MeV.

E of 8Li
: (mass defect in u)

(binding energy of I u)
: (-0.034349 uX931.49 MeV/u)

: -31.995 MeV
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eorfu
= (mass defect in u)(binding energy of 1 u)

= (-0.042120 u)(931.49 MeV/u)

= -39.234 MeV

21. Azinc isotope, !fiZn,has an atomic mass of 63.929145 u. What is the mass

defect of this isotope? The mass of one proton is 1.007825 u and the mass of
one neutron is 1.008665 u.

The $f,Zn atom has 30 protons and 34 neutrons.

Total mass of zinc nucleons
:3O(mass of I proton) + 34(mass of 1 neutron)
: 30(1.007825 u) + 34(1.008665 u)
:64.52936 u

Mass defect $f,zn

: (isotope mass) - (mass of nucleons)
: 63.929145 u - 64.52936 u
: -0.0600215 u

22. An iron isotope has 26 protons and 28 neutrons and a mass of 53.939613 u.
What is the mass defect of this isotope? The mass of one proton is 1.007825 u
and the mass of one neutron is 1.008665 u.

Total mass of ¡ron nucleons
:26(mass of t hydrogen atom) * 28(mass of I neutron)

: 26(1 .007825 u) + 28(1.008665 u)
:54.44607 u

Mass defect of the iron isotope
: (isotope mass) - (mass of nucleons)
: 53.939613 u - 54.44607 u

:0.0506457 u

23. Complete the following nuclear equations using a periodic table:
a. lH+fne+fri+t

A=1*9=10-6=4
z=1*4=5-3:2
The element with Z:2 is helium. The isotope is !He:

ln + lae -+ $u + lue
b. ?Zn + lne -+ f!r, + t

A=27*4=31-30=1
Z:13*2:15-15=0
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Ghapter 30 continued

The particle would be f n (a neutron):

f[ru + lne ->f!n + fn
c. ltte +'3c- lfN + t

A=4*12=16-15=1
Z-2*6=8-7:1
The element with Z : I is hydrogen. The isotope is lH.

lne+ttc-tfru+In
d. ,}tru + [n : l!!xe + t + z$n

A=235*l:236-140
: 96 - 2:94

Z:O*92:92-54
= 38 - 0:38

The element with Z :38 is strontium. The isotope must

ue tf sr.

'8!u + fn + lffxe + !$sr + 2l,n

24. What is the drarge of a partide that has two protons and one neutron? Each proton
has two up quarþ u with a charge of +zls e each, and one down quarþ d, wittr a

drarge of -ll3 e. Each neutron is made up of one up quark and two down quarks.

The charge = 2e(uud) + e(udd)

:r.G* 
å * (-Ð * "(å. (-å).| (-Ð)

= z"($)+ o

:2e
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